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PDS Authentication for OvP to LDAP/Voyager
The Patron Directory Service (PDS) is a back-end Web component that facilitates user authentication and logon to a
calling application. The PDS is part of the standard calling application package, but it is a distinct and separate
component. Most of the information you will need to configure PDS is documented in the Patron Directory Services
Guide.
This section contains additional information that may be needed to configure PDS for your site.

Authentication Process
The authentication process requires the following stages:
Authenticate
User information (bor_info)

In order for OPAC via Primo (OvP) functionality to work, Primo must get the user information (bor_info) from Voyager,
which is an issue if the authenticate stage comes from another system (such as LDAP). To resolve this issue, you can
use any of the following options to support authentication for OvP-Voyager configurations:
Authenticate to Voyager
Authenticate to LDAP and bor_info to Voyager
Authenticate to LDAP and bor_info from Web Service
Authenticate and bor_info from Web Service
Authenticate and bor_info from Web Service – Customer Login Page

Authenticate to Voyager
Use the Voyager credentials to log on to the system. PDS will use Voyager for the authenticate and the bor_info stages,
using the credentials the user has entered.
This option requires you to open your firewall to Voyager.

Authenticate to LDAP and bor_info to Voyager
Use LDAP credentials to authenticate and generate a call to Voyager to log on to the system. This requires the Voyager
credentials (barcode and last name) to be stored on LDAP so that they can be used rather than the credentials the user
has entered.
This option requires the following:
Your firewall must be open to Voyager and LDAP.
LDAP must include Voyager barcodes per user.
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Authenticate to LDAP and bor_info from Web Service
Use LDAP credentials to authenticate and send a request for information (using the credentials the user has entered) to
a Web service you have written to query Voyager for user information.
This option requires the following:
Your firewall must be open to LDAP.
You must create a script to retrieve user information from Voyager. For more information on setting up a remote CGI

hook, see the Patron Directory Services Guide.
For the bor_info stage, PDS will send a POST request to the Web service via a URL such as:

http://10.1.235.39:8997/our-script-l...institute=RMIT

For example:

http://<server>:<port>/<location>/<script
name>?BOR_ID=<user>&VERIFICATION=<password>&INSTITUTE=<Institution
code>

The expected bor_info reply should be an XML response similar to the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<bor-info>
<id>122470</id>
<institute>RMIT</institute>
<group>Undergraduate - full time</group>
<group_id>26</group_id>
<ubid>2@RMITDB20081018054906</ubid>
<password>1039614</password>
<passwordType>B</passwordType>
<name>Mike</name>
<lastname>Jacobson</lastname>
<email_address>mike@hotmail.com</email_address>
</bor-info>

Voyager allows you to use the following query to retrieve user information without having to query the vger database:

http://<server_name>:<VXWS
port>/vpdsinfo?bor_id=<user_lastname>&verification=<user_barcode>

This request returns an XML response that includes the user information needed for Primo.

Authenticate and bor_info from Web Service
This option allows sites that do not want to open their firewall to Primo to access LDAP. In this case, you authenticate to
a Web service that returns the authentication confirmation and then use the credentials the user has entered to query a
Web service to retrieve the user information from Voyager.
This option requires you to create a script to authenticate to LDAP and retrieve user information from Voyager. For more
information on setting up a remote CGI hook, see the Patron Directory Services Guide.
For the authentication stage, PDS sends a POST request to a Web service via a URL such as the following:
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http://10.1.235.39:8997/our-script-l...&institute=ABC

For example:

http://<server>:<port>/<location>/<location>/<script
name>?BOR_ID=<user>&VERIFICATION=<password>&INSTITUTE=<Institution
code>

The authentication reply needs to be an XML response similar to the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<bor_authentication> <auth>Y</auth> </bor_authentication>
Or:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<bor_authentication> <auth>N</auth> </bor_authentication>

For the bor_info stage, PDS will send a POST request to the Web service via a URL such as:

http://10.1.235.39:8997/our-script-l...institute=RMIT

For example:

http://<server>:<port>/<location>/<script
name>?BOR_ID=<user>&VERIFICATION=<password>&INSTITUTE=<Institution
code>

The expected bor_info reply should be an XML response similar to the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<bor-info>
<id>122470</id>
<institute>RMIT</institute>
<group>Undergraduate - full time</group>
<group_id>26</group_id>
<ubid>2@RMITDB20081018054906</ubid>
<password>1039614</password>
<passwordType>B</passwordType>
<name>Mike</name>
<lastname>Jacobson</lastname>
<email_address>mike@hotmail.com</email_address>
</bor-info>

Authenticate and bor_info from Web Service – Customer Login Page
This option allows sites that do not want to open their LDAP to Primo’s PDS to provide their own login page.
In this case, you direct the authentication to a Web service that provides a login page that authenticates the user’s
credentials. After the authentication service has authenticated the user, it will send a confirmation containing the
information the user has entered. You will need to use this information to query another Web service to retrieve the user
information from Voyager.
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This option requires you to create a script to allow sign in, authenticate to LDAP, and retrieve user information from
Voyager. For more information on creating a remote login page, refer to the Patron Directory Services Guide.
For the authentication stage, Primo will redirect the user to sign in through the login page provided by the authentication
Web service you created. The redirection URL will look like this:

http://opac.abc.ac.au/our-script/auth/primologin.jsp?
pds_handle=&calling_system=primo&institute=ABD&url=http://primoapac02.hosted.exlibrisgr...om:1701/
primo/...

For example:

http://<server>:<port>/<location>/<location>/<script
name>?pds_handle=&calling_system=primo&institute=<institution
code>&url=<Primo reply URL>

The backlink (the URL from which the user originated) must be the last parameter ("url").
The reply to PDS is in URL form and should look similar to the following:

http://<pds server>:<pds port>/pds?func=remote-
login&calling_system=primo&institute=<institution code>&id=<user
ID>&url=<original URL>

For example:

http://primoapac02.hosted.exlibrisgr...om:1701/primo/...

The script adds the id field in the reply.
The backlink (the URL from which the user originated) must be the last parameter ("url").

For the bor_info stage, PDS will send a POST request to the Web service via URL such as:

http://10.1.235.39:8997/our-script-l...institute=RMIT

For example:

http://<server>:<port>/<location>/<script
name>?BOR_ID=<user>&VERIFICATION=<password>&INSTITUTE=<Institution
code>

The expected bor_info reply should be an XML response similar to the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<bor-info>
<id>122470</id>
<institute>RMIT</institute>
<group>Undergraduate - full time</group>
<group_id>26</group_id>
<ubid>2@RMITDB20081018054906</ubid>
<password>1039614</password>
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<passwordType>B</passwordType>
<name>Mike</name>
<lastname>Jacobson</lastname>
<email_address>mike@hotmail.com</email_address>
</bor-info>
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Harvesting Data

This section includes:
Introduction
Defining the Input Record Path
OAI Harvesting
FTP/SFTP Harvesting
Copy Harvesting
OAI-PMH ListRecords and Header Format
Aleph
Voyager
Unicorn
DigiTool
SFX
MetaLib
Rosetta
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Introduction
One of the key functions of the Primo system is harvesting data to Primo’s local repository from multiple data sources
and normalizing the records to the Primo Normalized XML (PNX) record format. This process is performed by the Primo
Publishing Platform using pipes, which harvest, normalize, and enrich the records. For additional information on the
publishing platform, refer to the Primo System Administration Guide.
Primo supports several harvesting methods including FTP, Copy, and OAI-PMH.
Since the initial harvest generally processes all records in the database and may be very large, we recommend using
the Copy method because it is faster than the FTP or OAI-PMH methods. Subsequent harvests include only new,
updated, and deleted records.
When setting up your data for harvesting, all the information that you want to include in the PNX record should be
included in a single record that is identified by a unique and persistent ID. This means that any information that is related
to the main record (for example, holdings information related to the bibliographic record) must be appended to the main
record.
For ongoing harvesting of new and updated records, the data source should be able to support incremental harvesting
of only the new/updated records. If this is not possible, Primo does have the option of a Delete Data Source and Reload
type of pipe that first deletes all records of the harvested data source from the database.
In principle, Primo can harvest and normalize any XML record. In terms of the physical structure of the record, the
following formats can be used as examples: MARCXML (http://www.loc.gov/standards/marcxml/) or Dublin Core XML
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dc-xml-guidelines/). Note that the record can include non-standard MARC or Dublin
Core fields. If you have XML records in a different layout, consult with the Primo implementation team.
The XML records should be in the UTF-8 character set.
In addition to XML, Primo can also harvest MARC exchange records (ISO 2709). These records can be in either the
UTF-8 character set or the MARC8 character set. Note that any related holdings information should be embedded in the
bibliographic record. Separate holdings records linked to the bibliographic record cannot be harvested.
Primo has template normalization rules for MARC, MAB, and Dublin Core (in addition to specific rules for specific
systems, including Aleph, Voyager, Unicorn, SFX, MetaLib, and DigiTool), which can be customized. In addition, Primo
can also harvest and process records that are already in the PNX format.
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Defining the Input Record Path
When defining a new data source in Primo, it is important to determine the input record path of the record within the
XML file. This value is recorded in the Input Record Path field for each data source defined in Primo.
For example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<OAI-PMH xmlns="http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/
http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/OAI-PMH.xsd">
<ListRecords>
<record>
<header>
<identifier>aleph-publish:001075020</identifier>
</header>
<metadata>
<record xmlns=http://www.loc.gov/MARC21/slim ? Record Path
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.loc.gov/MARC21/slim
http://www.loc.gov/standards/marcxml...MARC21slim.xsd">
<leader>01165nam 22002897a 4500</leader>
<controlfield tag="008">910913r19891989dcu b f000 0 eng
d</controlfield>
<datafield tag="035" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">(OCoLC)ocm24368117</subfield>
</datafield>

Sample Data Source Record
The following table lists the default values that Primo assigns to each type of data source.

Currently, the Input Record Path field defaults to record for any data source format (this will be changed in a
future service pack). If your site uses different formats, you will need to verify this field.

Default Values for Input Record Path
Data Source FormatSource Systems Used By Input Record Path

MARC21 Aleph, Voyager, SFX, MetaLib record

Unicorn Unicorn record

Digital Entity DigiTool record
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DANMARC2 Aleph record

MAB Aleph record

Dublin Core OAI harvesting (regular and
static)

oai_dc:dc

Metalib MetaLib knowledge_unit

MARC Exchange
(added in V.2)

Any system that Primo can
harvest using MARC Exchange

record
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OAI Harvesting
Primo can harvest records from an OAI repository by sending scheduled OAI-PMH requests. In order to harvest, Primo
requires the following information:
The OAI server IP address and port number.
The OAI set to harvest.
Indication of whether the OAI repository being harvested is a static OAI repository.

For ongoing harvesting, Primo retains the data and time of the last request.
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FTP/SFTP Harvesting
In order to enable FTP/SFTP harvesting, the source system must be able to extract the entire database for the initial
load. For ongoing harvesting, it must be able to extract new, changed, and deleted records. In addition, for ongoing
harvesting you must have the ability to schedule the harvesting.
When performing FTP/SFTP harvesting:
Every record should be extracted as a separate XML file, structured using the OAI-PMH protocol ListRecords response

format (see OAI-PMH ListRecords and Header Format).
All files should be added to a .tar file, which should be gzipped.

Do not include more than 10 MG in a single .tar file. This is the size before it is compressed.
File names should be unique.
It is recommended to add the timestamp to the file name.
It is recommended to process the files in a separate directory and, only when the file has been fully processed, transfer

it to a dedicated directory from which Primo will FTP/SFTP the file. If the site has an NFS server, it is recommended to
place the file on the NFS server.
In order for Primo to FTP/SFTP files, the Publishing Platform requires access to the server/directory – that is, it needs
the server IP address, directory name, and user name/password. The Publishing Platform harvests all files with a server
timestamp greater than the last harvesting date. Optionally, the file can be deleted once it is successfully harvested.
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Copy Harvesting
Primo can harvest files from the local Primo server, in which case Primo must have access to the directory. In all other
respects, the Copy workflow is the same as the FTP workflow (refer to FTP/SFTP Harvesting).
Copy harvesting is mainly used for the initial loading of data, as it is faster than the OAI and FTP methods.
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OAI-PMH ListRecords and Header Format
Details about the OAI-PMH protocol can be found on the following Web site: http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/
open...sprotocol.html
Place every source record in a separate XML file that includes a header based on the OAI-PMH protocol. The header
should include the following elements:
a unique identifier
a status attribute if the record was deleted

The OAI-PMH protocol also calls for a timestamp. This, however, is not required by Primo.
It is possible to add the OAI header in Primo. Refer to Adding the OAI Header in Primo for more details.
The following is an example of an OAI header for a new record:

<header>
<identifier>000000006<./identifier>
</header>
The following is an example of an OAI header for a deleted record:
<header status="deleted">
<identifier>000000006<./identifier>
</header>
All records should be packaged using the ListRecords format. For example:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<OAI-PMH xmlns="http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/
http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/OAI-PMH.xsd">
<ListRecords>
<record>
<header>
<identifier>aleph-publish:001075020</identifier>
</header>
<metadata>
<record xmlns="http://www.loc.gov/MARC21/slim" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/
2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.loc.gov/MARC21/
slim http://www.loc.gov/standards/marcxml...MARC21slim.xsd">
<leader>01165nam 22002897a 4500</leader>
<controlfield tag="008">910913r19891989dcu b f000 0 eng d</controlfield>
<datafield tag="035" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">(OCoLC)ocm24368117</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="035" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">(DGPO)91085603</subfield>
</datafield>
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<datafield tag="037" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">N 89-25275</subfield>
<subfield code="b">NASA</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="040" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">GPO</subfield>
<subfield code="c">GPO</subfield>
<subfield code="d">DLC</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="074" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">830-D (MF)</subfield>

</datafield>
<datafield tag="086" ind1="0" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">NAS 1.15:102072</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="099" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">NAS 1.15:102072</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="100" ind1="1" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Hoberecht, Mark A.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="245" ind1="1" ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Launch packaging options for the photovoltaic power
module cargo element</subfield>
<subfield code="h">microform /</subfield>
<subfield code="c">Mark A. Hoberecht and Scott T. Vogt.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="260" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">[Washington, DC] :</subfield>
<subfield code="b">National Aeronautics and Space Administration ;</subfield>
<subfield code="a">[Springfield, Va. :</subfield>
<subfield code="b">For sale by the National Technical Information
Service,</subfield>
<subfield code="c">1989]</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="300" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">1 v.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="440" ind1=" " ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">NASA technical memorandum.</subfield>
<subfield code="v">299</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="533" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Microfiche.</subfield>
<subfield code="b">[Washington, D.C.? :</subfield>
<subfield code="c">National Aeronautics and Space Administration],</subfield>
<subfield code="d">1989.</subfield>
<subfield code="e">1 microfiche.</subfield>
</datafield>
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<datafield tag="500" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Distributed to depository libraries in microfiche.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="650" ind1=" " ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Space vehicles</subfield>
<subfield code="x">Auxiliary power supply.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="700" ind1="1" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Vogt, Scott T.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="710" ind1="1" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">United States.</subfield>
<subfield code="b">National Aeronautics and Space Administration</subfield>

</datafield>
<datafield tag="999" ind1="9" ind2="9">
<subfield code="a">ALZ7572</subfield>
<subfield code="b">UL</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="945" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">CAT</subfield>
<subfield code="b">1991-10-19</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="AVA" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">PRM50</subfield>
<subfield code="b">NFOR</subfield>
<subfield code="c">General collection</subfield>
<subfield code="d">Quarto TS1176.6.M4 I57x 1991</subfield>
<subfield code="e">available</subfield>
<subfield code="f">1</subfield>
<subfield code="g">0</subfield>
<subfield code="h">N</subfield>
<subfield code="i">0</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="AVA" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">PRM50</subfield>
<subfield code="b">NSCI</subfield>
<subfield code="c">REFZ</subfield>
<subfield code="d">Mfiche NAS 1.15:102072</subfield>
<subfield code="e">available</subfield>
<subfield code="f">0</subfield>
<subfield code="g">0</subfield>
<subfield code="i">0</subfield>
</datafield>
<controlfield tag="004">ALZ7572</controlfield>
<datafield tag="852" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">EXLU</subfield>
<subfield code="b">NSCI</subfield>
<subfield code="c">REFZ</subfield>
<subfield code="k">Mfiche</subfield>
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<subfield code="h">NAS 1.15:102072</subfield>
<subfield code="x">anal</subfield>
<subfield code="x">%dcreg%</subfield>
<subfield code="9">1</subfield>
</datafield>
</record>
</metadata>
</record>
</ListRecords>
</OAI-PMH>

Adding the OAI Header in Primo
Primo’s Publishing Platform can add an OAI header to the record if it is not added by the data source. The Publishing
Platform adds the header during the pipe run. In order to do this, you need to create an XSL transformer file for the data
source. Set up the transformer file to add the OAI header with the unique and persistence record ID based on one of the
record tags, and create the deleted flag if the record has been deleted.
Store the XSL transformer file in the following directory: /exlibris/primo/p1_N/ng/primo/home/profile/publish/publish/
production/conf/xsl.

Once added to the directory, the program will show up automatically in the drop-down list in the data source.
The Primo Publishing Platform includes the following XSL transformer files:
MetalibOAI.xsl – creates an OAI header for MetaLib KB records. The record ID is created from the 001 tag.
SFXOAI.xsl – creates an OAI header for SFX KB records. The record ID is created from the 090 tag.
UnicornOAI.xsl – creates an OAI header for Unicorn records. The record ID is created from the 002 tag.
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Aleph
Primo harvests data from Aleph by utilizing Aleph’s publishing mechanism, which is available from version 16. The
publishing mechanism extracts new and updated bibliographic records and related additional information (cross-
references, holdings, items, and availability). For additional details about Aleph’s publishing mechanism, refer to the
Aleph Publishing Mechanism, which includes information about the required setup for the Primo publishing mechanism.
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Voyager
Voyager utilizes data extraction tools to customize and schedule results for the harvesting process. These tools extract
new and updated bibliographic records and related additional information (such as cross-references, holdings, items,
and availability), and create files containing the generated records that Primo accesses for harvesting and subsequently
normalizes into PNX. Details for customizing these data extraction tools can be found in the Voyager-Primo Integration
User's Guide.
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Unicorn
Vanderbilt University has developed an extract procedure for Primo that includes new and updated bibliographic records
and related additional information (cross-references, holdings, items, and availability). For details, contact Ex Libris
support.
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DigiTool
Primo harvests data from DigiTool using the OAI harvesting mechanism. In DigiTool, you need to create a repository
replication set, which is required for the OAI harvesting. For additional information, refer to the DigiTool Configuration
Guide.
Within the repository replication, you need to create a set for Primo. The set defines the group of records that you want
Primo to harvest. It is recommended to include only records with descriptive metadata in the set. If you create relations
between records (the parent-child or manifestation type of relationship) within DigiTool, you may want to limit the set to
include only the primary record. This is especially true if the secondary records include descriptive metadata that is not
relevant to Primo. In terms of the types of metadata to include/retain, it is recommended to include descriptive and
access rights metadata.
Use the PrimoTransformer when the records are replicated and then harvested. Note that if the digital object includes
indexed full-text, this full-text will be embedded in the record and harvested by Primo. It is possible to add a flag limiting
the size of the full-text that is added.

Primo has separate rules for DigiTool-MARC21 and DigiTool-Dublin Core. If you have records with descriptive
metadata in MARC21 and Dublin Core you should create two separate sets so that the records can be processed in two
separate pipes.
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SFX
Primo can harvest MARC21 records for e-journal and e-book resources from the SFX KnowledgeBase. To do this,
export the records with active full-text journals and books. This may be required if these resources are not included in
the ILS catalog.
SFX has a special export program for Primo (SFX2Primo), which can export either all records (for the initial harvesting)
or new and updated records (for ongoing harvesting). The export utility creates the file in a dedicated directory, exlibris/
sfx_ver/sfx_version_3/<instance>/export/sfx2primo_export, from which Primo FTP/SFTPs the files. The files are tarred
and gzipped, as required by Primo.

It is possible to include only e-journals, only e-books, or both (by selecting serials, monographs, or both). If you
loaded e-journals from SFX into your catalog with MARCit! but do not have e-books in the catalog, create an export of e-
books only.

The SFX export does not add an OAI header with the system ID. The system ID
should be added by the publishing pipe in Primo. When you define the SFX data source, select
Record does not include OAI header and choose the SFXOAI.xsl transformer. This ensures that the
OAI header with the SFX system ID from the 090 tag is added to the records. If the record has been
deleted from SFX (indicated by a d in pos. 5 of the leader), the program will add the deleted status.

For more information on the SFX harvesting functionality, see the SFX System Administration
Guide.
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MetaLib
Primo can harvest IRD records so that online databases can be included within Primo.

If these resources are already included in the ILS catalog, there is no need to harvest them from MetaLib.
MetaLib Version 4 (from SP4) includes a special export option for Primo. For information on this option, refer to the How
to Export KB Resources to Primo document under MetaLib version 4.x.
Note that MetaLib does not have an incremental export. It will always include the full DAT01 database. To ensure that
any deleted resources are also deleted from Primo, the MetaLib pipe should be run with the Refresh Load option
selected on the Pipe Definition page. A pipe run with this option will delete all of the records of the defined data source
from the database before loading the newly harvested records.
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Rosetta
Primo can harvest Rosetta content so that users can view digital content and share metadata. For configuration details ,
see the Rosetta - Primo Integration Guide.
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Harvesting Availability Information from ILS Systems

This section includes:
Introduction
Availability Information in the PNX
Availability Information for Aleph and Voyager
Using the Availability Enrichment Program
The Availability Pipe
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Introduction
In addition to the bibliographic record and related holdings information, Primo requires availability information based on
the circulation status of the item. Primo displays a “calculated” availability status (calculated per institution and taking the
user institution into account) in the brief results as well as an availability status per location alongside location
information in the full record display and the middle GetIt! tab. For more information about availability and delivery
functionality in general, refer to the Delivery Functionality and Configuration section in the introduction to the Primo Back
Office Guide.
This chapter contains the following sections:
Availability Information in the PNX – describes how Primo stores availability information in the PNX record.
Availability Information for Aleph and Voyager – describes how Primo extracts availability information for Aleph and

Voyager.
Using the Availability Enrichment Program – explains how to extract availability information for non-Ex Libris ILS

systems.
The Availability Pipe – explains the usage and benefits of having a pipe dedicated to availability information.
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Availability Information in the PNX
During the normalization process, Primo maps the availability information from the source to the Library Level
Availability field (also know as availlibrary) in the Display section of the PNX record. This field contains the following data
elements structured as subfields, which include both location and availability information:
$$I-Primo institution code
$$L-Primo library code
$$1-sub-location
$$2-call number
$$S-availability status: available, unavailable, or check_holdings
$$3-number of items
$$4-number of unavailable items
$$5-multi-volume flag: Y or N
$$6-number of loans (for ranking purposes)

For example:
$$INORTH$$LNMUSI$$1Closed Stacks (Compact Discs)
$$2(CD-6380)$$Savailable$$31$$40$$5N$$60
A single PNX record may have one or more Library Level Availability fields from the same or different Primo institutions.
This field is important mainly for physical items and may not be present at all in PNX records that represent online
resources.
The calculated availability uses $$S and merges all of the fields for the same institution into a single status. For
information on how this is done, refer to the availlibrary field in the Display section of the Primo Technical Guide.
The display of location and availability in the full record and middle GetIt! tab uses subfields I, L, 1, 2 and S. Currently,
the other subfields are not in use by the system.
It should be emphasized that Primo has not been designed to display complete holdings (all volumes and copies). The
display in the full record is a summary availability status per location – that is, the library level or at most, the sub-
location level. Since multi-volume records may include volume information in the call number, the Library Level
Availability field should not be created per call number.
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Availability Information for Aleph and Voyager
In general, Aleph and Voyager include the availability information in a format that is easily normalized into a single
Library Level Availability field in the PNX record. Primo uses the AVA field for Aleph and the 949 field (or a substitute
field in the extract procedure if it is in use) for Voyager. For more information on how Primo maps these fields to the
Library Level Availability field, refer to the Aleph and Voyager templates in the Primo Technical Guide.
Other ILS systems may export this information per copy and require a special enrichment program to map the
availability information to the Library Level Availability field. See Using the Availability Enrichment Program for more
information.
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Using the Availability Enrichment Program
For ILS systems other than Aleph, Voyager, and Alma, it may be possible to extract the required information at the
individual item and holdings record level. If this is the case, you can create the Library Level Availability field in two
phases, as follows:

1. Mapping the individual item/holdings record data to the Availability field in the Enrichment section of the PNX
record. For more information, see The Availability Field in the Enrichment Section.

2. Merging the individual item/holdings record information that was saved in the previous phase in the Enrichment
section into a single Library Level Availability field per sub-location in the Display section of the PNX record by
applying the Availability Enrichment program to your pipe. See How the Library Level Availability Field Is
Created for more information.

The Availability Field in the Enrichment Section

The Availability field in the Enrichment section of the PNX record is an intermediate storage location for availability
information that Primo extracts from the data source during the normalization process. To complete the mapping of
the availability information, the enrichment program maps this data to Library Level Availability field in the Display
section.

Before the enrichment program can map this data to the Library Level Availability field of the Display section, you
must map the availability information for each item/holdings record to an Availability field in the Enrichment section
using the following subfields:

$$I – Primo institution code

$$L – Primo library code

$$1 – Sublocation

$$2 – Call number

$$S – Availability status (available, unavailable, or check_holdings)

$$6 – number of loans [optional]
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$$9 – Online only indicator

$$P – Priority

To map the data from the data source to the Availability field, you must first analyze the source system and data to
determine which fields provide availability and location information, and then create the normalization rules needed
to map these data elements. See the table below for more information on analyzing and mapping the data
elements.

Although it is difficult to generalize mapping rules because every data source is different, you should consider the
following guidelines when creating your mapping rules:

The required data elements must be in the same field in the source record unless the same element can be
shared for all of the fields (for example, all have the same institution).

Suppressed items or holdings (which are items that do not display in the ILS system) probably should not
display in Primo. To suppress these items, omit them from the extract so that Primo does not harvest and
display them.

Mapping Data Source to Availability Field

Subfield Description

$$I Institution – If the Primo installation has a single institution, you can hard-code the institution into
this subfield. Otherwise, it should be mapped from the relevant data.

$$L
Library – Determine which data elements can be mapped to the Primo library. If necessary, use a
mapping table. If a single data element in the source can be mapped as is into the Primo library,
then a mapping table is not required.

$$1
Sublocation – Determine which data elements can be mapped to the sub-location. If necessary,
use a mapping table. Note that unlike the institution and the library, which contains codes, the sub-
location contains the text that displays in the front-end.

$$2 Call number – Since only a single call number will be taken per sub-location, try to use a generic
call number (possibly as present in a holdings record).

$$S

Status – Determine which data elements can be used to determine the status. Primo allows the
following statuses:

Available – This status indicates that an item is not loaned, not lost, and not in processing
(binding). Note that Primo considers items that are on the shelf but cannot be loaned as
available items.
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Subfield Description

Unavailable – This status indicates that an item is on loan, in processing (binding), or lost or
unavailable for some other reason.

Check-holdings – This status indicates that Primo does not have sufficient information and
suggests that the user check detailed holdings in the ILS. It is recommended that you use this
for journals and multi-volumes where it is not clear which volume the user is looking for. On the
other hand, if journals never circulate in your library, the status could always be set to
Available.

$$6 Number of loans – Optional, but Primo may use this field in the future for ranking purposes.

$$9

Online – Indicates that an item/holding record represents electronic material only. If all the
enrichment/availability fields include $$9ONLINE, $$9ONLINE will be added to the display/
availlibrary field. Primo will ignore these locations when it checks if an online resource also has
physical items.

$$P
Priority – Indicates the priority of locations for the selection of the “best location” that displays in
the Availability indicator in the results list. The location with the highest value that matches the
availability status will be used. The Availability Enrichment routine will take the highest digit.

How the Library Level Availability Field Is Created

Primo uses the Availability Enrichment program to group all of the records with the same Institution ($$I), Library
($$L) and Sub-location ($$1) in the Availability fields of the Enrichment section and then merge them into a single
Library Level Availability field in the Display section with the following subfields:

$$I – The institution is mapped from the Availability fields.

$$L – The library is mapped from the Availability fields.

$$1 – The sub-location is mapped from the Availability fields.

$$2 – The call number is mapped from the first Availability field in the group.

$$S – The status is calculated as follows:

a. If one of the Availability fields ($$S) is check-holdings, assign a status of check-holdings.
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b. Otherwise, if one of the Availability fields ($$S) is available, assign a status of available.

c. If neither is found, assign a status of unavailable.

Example: Unicorn

This example describes how Primo creates the Library Level Availability field in the Display section from a Unicorn
extraction that was developed at Vanderbilt University.

The relevant records in Unicorn include item records and holdings records. Holdings records are created only for
multi-volume records (single-volume items do not have a holdings record in Unicorn).

The following table shows the data elements for the 852 field that were extracted from the holdings records.

Extracting the 852 Field from Holdings Records

Subfield Description

$$b Unicorn library – equivalent to 999 $m.

$$c Location (permanent) – equivalent to 999 $l.

$$hijz Call number

$$z Public note

The following table shows the data elements for the 999 field that were extracted from the item records.

Extracting the 999 Field from Item Records

Subfield Description

$$a Call number

$$w Classification scheme

$$c Copy number

$$I Item ID (barcode)
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Subfield Description

$$d Last discharge/activity date

$$e Last charge

$$k Current location

$$m Library

$$n Total charges

$$q In-house charges

$$r Does the item circulate? Y/N

$$s Is the item permanent? Y/N

$$t Item type

$$u Date created

$$l Location (permanent)

$$o Item notes

During the normalization process, Primo uses the rules provided in the Unicorn template to map the relevant
Unicorn fields (852 and 999) to the Availability field in the Enrichment section as follows:

If the record has an 852 field, Primo ignores the 999 fields and creates a matching Availability field as shown in
the following table:
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Mapping the 852 Field to the Availability Field

Subfield Description

$$I Institution – a constant (or could be based on library)

$$L Library – based on 852 $b and $c using a mapping table

$$1 Sub-location – 852 $c

$$2 Call number – 852 $h, $i, $j, $z

$$S Status – Since this is a journal or multi-volume record, always assign check_holdings.

If there is no 852 field, then Primo creates an Availability field for every 999 field as shown in the following
table:

Mapping the 999 Field to the Availability Field

Subfield Description

$$I Institution – a constant (or could be based on library).

$$L Library – based on 999 $$m and $$l using a mapping table.

$$1 Sub-location – 999 $$l.

$$2 Call number – 999 $$a.

$$S

Status – The status is based on a combination of $$m (library) + $$k (temporary location) or, if
$$k is not present, $$L (permanent location) using a mapping table.

If an item is on loan or missing, it will have a temporary location of CHECKED-OUT or
MISSING.

The Availability Enrichment program merges this information into a single Library Level Availability field as
described in How the Library Level Availability Field Is Created.
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The Availability Pipe
Data is harvested by the Primo publishing module using publishing pipes. Sites can have a regular and an availability
pipe for ILS systems. A site may want to have two pipes in order to ensure that the availability information in the Primo
system is as up-to-date as possible.

If the real-time availability option is used, an availability pipe is not necessary.
Because index slices need to be swapped, it is recommended to update Primo search indexes no more than twice a
day. It is therefore necessary to have a separate pipe for availability. Availability information is stored in the PNX and,
with one exception, is not indexed. Therefore, this data can be updated more frequently – even on an hourly basis. The
exception is the availability status that is used to filter a search result; this is the Show only option that displays at the top
of the results list and must be indexed.
The regular and availability pipes use the same normalization rules and require the same input. However, you can
schedule each pipe separately.
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Linking to Delivery Systems

This section includes:
Introduction
Types of Links
Aleph
Voyager
Unicorn
DigiTool
SFX
Amazon
Syndetics
Links to Union Catalogs
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Introduction
Because Primo is not a delivery system, it must link to other systems to provide access to online resources, digital
objects, and other services (for example, requesting a physical item from a library).
In most cases the links contain a URL to an external system. In addition, some ILS related services (such as requests,
display of full holdings, and display of the library card) can be provided via the OPAC via Primo framework, which
displays the ILS services as Primo pages. OPAC via Primo is available out of the box for Aleph, Alma, and Voyager. In
principle, it can be implemented with local development for other ILSs as well. For more information on OPAC via Primo,
refer to Configuring OPAC Via Primo.
Alma uses a combination of OPAC via Primo (for My Account) and linking directly to Alma mash-up screens that display
within the Primo GetIt! Tabs for Alma services. For more information, refer to the Alma - Primo Integration Guide, which
is included with the Alma documentation.
Links to external delivery systems are provided in the following contexts:
The GetIt! functionality, which provides a link to the best delivery option (Get It! Link 1) and an additional service (Get It!

Link 2) as relevant. Links that display in the full record results page.
A link to My Library Card from the user’s workspace (when OPAC via Primo is not available).
Additional links, such as the following:
A link to a link resolver’s A-Z e-Journals list. For Alma, an A-Z list displays as a Primo page. Refer to the Alma - Primo

Integration Guide for more information.
A link to bX to request recommendations in the Recommendations tab.
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Types of Links
Primo uses the following types of links:
Static – A static link is a valid URL that is stored in one of the link fields of the PNX record. For example, if a source

record includes MARC 856 tags, they will probably be normalized to the PNX links/linktorsrc field as a static link.
Calculated – Most URLS in Primo are calculated URLs, which means that Primo creates the URL in run-time based on

a template that is defined in the Back Office.
Delivery templates are stored in the Templates mapping table under the Delivery subsystem. OPAC via Primo has its
own set of Templates in the ILS Adaptors mapping table under the ILS Gateway subsystem.
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Adding Links to the PNX
Links that relate to a specific record are always stored in the links section in the PNX. As noted above, the links can be
static and transferred with no change from the source record, or they can be a template as shown below:

<links>
<openurl>$$Topenurl_journal</openurl>
<backlink>$$Taleph_backlink$$Ebacklink</backlink>
<linktorsrc>$$Uhttp://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS70411$$DOn campus
access only</linktorsrc>
<thumbnail>$$Tamazon_thumb</thumbnail>
<thumbnail>$$Tgoogle_thumb</thumbnail>
<linktotoc>$$Tamazon_toc$$Elinktotoc</linktotoc>
<openurlfulltext>$$Topenurlfull_journal</openurlfulltext>
<linktoholdings>$$Taleph_holdings</linktoholdings>
<linktouc>$$Tamazon_uc$$Eamazon</linktouc>
<linktouc>$$Tworldcat_isbn$$Eworldcat</linktouc>
</links>

Static links should be prefixed by $$U, as shown in the following example:

<linktorsrc>$$Uhttp://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS70411$$Don campus
access only</linktorsrc>

Template codes should be prefixed with $$T, as shown in the following example:

<linktotoc>$$Tamazon_toc$$Elinktotoc</linktotoc>

In addition to the URL and template codes, the link fields can include the following prefixes:
$$D/$$E – allows you to display text for links. Links that display in the Details tab can display text in place of the link.

The text is added to the field in the PNX either as simple text (which must be prefixed with $$D) or a code (which must
be prefixed with $$E). The code is translated to text via the Full Display Labels code table in the Front End subsystem.
$$I – allows you to add an institution code to links. This will ensure that the link is visible and used only by users who

belong to the institution in $$I. Only one institution can be defined.
For example, there is a dedup record to an online e-book that requires a subscription to access it and the Primo
installation is a consortium. You can add $$I to the link so that it only displays in the Details tab and is only used by the
delivery manager for users belonging to INST1 and INST3. These links may appears as follows in the PNX record:

Links/linktorsrc $$Uhttp://www.ebsco.com/book1$$DElectronic version$$IINST1
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Links/linktorsrc $$Uhttp://www.ebsco.com/book1$$Delectronic version$$IINST3

$$A - $$Z/$$a - $$z/$$0 - $$9 – allows you to include data required for the link. In most cases, the data that is required
for the link is present in the PNX (such as the source system number or ISBN). If this is not the case, it is possible to add
this data to the link field using the prefix $$, followed by any digit or English letter. The digit or letter can then be used in
the template as a placeholder. This option does not apply to static links.
For example, if the template is defined as follows:

http://purl.opac.access/Vakka/search.action?series={{$$1}}&avain={{control/
addsrcrecordid}}

And the PNX record contains the following link information:

<links>
<backlink>$$TMYINST_ds1_backlink$$Eds1_backlink$$1AY</backlink>
</links>

The system will display the URL in the FE as follows:

http://purl.opac.access/Vakka/search...ARK__5401.SARK
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Working with Delivery Templates
Delivery templates consist of a URL and placeholders that Primo fills in with data when the link is invoked. Some
templates are OpenURLs and may be stored as follows in the templates table:

{{sfx_base}}?ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&ctx_enc=info:ofi/
enc:UTF-8&ctx_tim={{timestamp}}&url_ver=Z39.88-2004&url_ctx_fmt=infofi/
fmt:kev:mtx:ctx&rfr_id=info:sid/primo.exlibrisgroup.com:primo3-Journal-{{control/
sourceid}}&rft_val_fmt=info:ofi/fmt:kev:mtx:{{addata/format}}&rft.genre={{addata/
genre}}&rft.atitle={{addata/atitle}}&rft.jtitle={{addata/jtitle}}&rft.btitle={{addata/
btitle}}&rft.aulast={{adda-ta/aulast}}&rft.auinit={{addata/
auinit}}&rft.auinit1={{addata/auinit1}}&rft.auinitm={{addata/
auinitm}}&rft.ausuffix={{addata/ausuffix}}&rft.au={{addata/
au}}&rft.aucorp={{addata/aucorp}}&rft.volume={{addata/
volume}}&rft.issue={{addata/issue}}&rft.part={{addata/part}}&rft.quarter={{adda-
ta/quarter}}&rft.ssn={{addata/ssn}}&rft.spage={{addata/
spage}}&rft.epage={{addata/epage}}&rft.pages={{addata/
pages}}&rft.artnum={{addata/artnum}}&rft.issn={{addata/issn}}&rft.eissn={{adda-
ta/eissn}}&rft.isbn={{addata/isbn}}&rft.sici={{addata/sici}}&rft.coden={{addata/
coden}}&rft_id=in-fo:doi/{{addata/doi}}&rft.object_id={{addata/
objectid}}&svc_val_fmt=info:ofi/
fmt:kev:mtx:sch_svc&svc.fulltext=yes&rft_dat=<{{control/sourceid}}>{{control/
sourcerecordid}}</{{control/sourceid}}>&rft.eisbn={{addata/
eisbn}}&rft_id=info:oai/{{addata/lad21}}

In the above example, the system treats all of the text that is enclosed in double-squiggly brackets as placeholders and
the remaining text as static text.

Placeholders
Primo supports the following types of placeholders, which the system fills in when the final URL is calculated:
Base_urls – Base URLs are defined per institution and stored in the Institution Base URLs mapping table in the Back

Office. There are several out-of-the-box types of base URLs that are actually updated via the Institution Wizard, not
directly by the table. Most customers do not need to add additional types, but this is an option. Note that it is also
possible to enter the base URL as static text in the template. The out-of-the-box base URLs include the following:
ils_base – the base URL of the ILS used by the institution.
alma_base – the base URL of Alma used by the institution.
rta_base – the base URL used for RTA. The server name is generally the same as that of the ILS, but the port may be

different.
sfx_base – the base URL of the SFX (or other link resolver) used by the institution.
metalib_base – the base URL of the MetaLib used by the institution.
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api_base – the base URL for the OPAC via Primo API used by the institution.
digital_rep_base – the base URL of the Digital Repository used by the institution.

When the URL is calculated, the system takes the base URL of either the institution of the user or the institution of the
location.
PNX Fields – any field in the PNX can be used as a placeholder. The field is defined as {{section/field}}. The sections

and fields of the PNX are explained in the Primo Technical Guide. Use the PNX section and field codes as they display
in the Normalization Set Editor, as shown below.
Figure 1:

Normalization Set Editor
FE interface language – The following placeholders may be used for the language:
{{language}} – The language is sent using ISO 639-2/T codes, which are three-letter terminological codes that are

derived from the native name for the language. For example, the three-letter code for French is fra, which is based on
the native name Francais.
{{language_bibliographic}} – The language is sent using ISO 639-2/B codes, which are three-letter bibliographic codes

that are derived from the English name for the language. For example, the three-letter code for French is fre, which is
based on the English name French.
User ID – {{userID}}
User IP – {{user_ip}}
Timestamp – {{timestamp}} . The timestamp is the date and time.
PDS handle – {{pds_handle}}.
Primo server IP – {{primo_server_ip}}
View – {{view}} – For example, the template may be written as follows:

ils_base?func=direct&local_base=control/originalsourceid&
doc_number=control/sourcerecordid&view={{view}}

Modifying and Creating Templates
Primo comes with a set of out-of-the-box templates that many customers find sufficient for their needs, but it is possible
to add new templates or modify existing ones.

Modifying Templates
Customers often modify templates for the following reasons:
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To change a dynamic base URL to a static one.
To add the Syndetics Customer ID to the Syndetics link to thumbnail (syndetics_thumb), abstract (syndetics_abstract),

and table of contents (syndetics_toc). This is done by replacing CLIENT with the customer ID.
To ask for the target interface to be displayed in the same UI language as Primo.
To add specific parameters for statistical purpose.

Adding New Templates
New templates can be added for new delivery options or new links from a PNX record.
Example: Link to Local Digital Archive
In this example, the library has an digital archive that is harvested into Primo. The delivery for these records should be
the digital record.

Steps:
1 Set up delivery. Records from the digital repository should be assigned the Online Resource delivery category when
they are normalized to the PNX. The out-of-the-box link field that is used for the delivery category is links/linktorsrc. This
is defined in the GetIt ! Link 1 Configuration mapping table in the Delivery subsystem. For more details on delivery
setup, refer to the Primo Technical Guide.
2 Add new template to the links/linktorsrc field.Unless there is a reason to change the delivery setting, the new template
code should be added via the normalization rules to the links/linktorsrc field. You can add a display text using either text
(in $$D) or a code (in $$E). Deploy the normalization rules set after making this change.
3 Add the template to the Templates mapping table in the Delivery subsystem. You will need the link to syntax to the
digital record to create the template. You can use the digital_rep_base placeholder (adding it via the Institution Wizard in
this case) or add the base URL directly to the template. Use placeholders for data that needs to change dynamically.
Keep in mind that if you need data that is not stored in the PNX but is available in the source record, you can add the
necessary data to the link field using $$1- $$9/$$a - $$z/$$A - $$Z. For example:
{{digital_rep_base}}/DeliveryManager?pid={{control/sourcerecordid}}
or:
http://the.university.edu:9807/DeliveryManager?pid={{control/sourcerecordid}}
4 Deploy the Delivery Settings option on the Deploy All page after adding the template to the mapping table.
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Aleph
This section describes linking to Aleph using the OPAC via Link method. If you use the OPAC via Primo method, refer to
Configuring OPAC Via Primo.
Primo links to Aleph using the standard Aleph link-to-syntax.
The base URL should be the Aleph server IP address and port number of the Aleph OPAC:
http://<server IP>:<port>/F
For example:
http://aleph-demo3.exlibrisgroup.com:8990/F
The base URL should be added for every Primo institution that uses Aleph. Use the Primo Home > Ongoing
Configuration Wizards > Institution Wizard page in the Primo Back Office to add the base URL information to the
institution.
Typically the following links are used:
Link to Holdings
Back Link to Aleph
Link to My Library Card

Link to Holdings
For physical items, GetIt! normally links to the Aleph list of items that displays full holdings and items as well as request
options. The following URL should be used:
{{ils_base}}?func=item-global&doc_library={{control/originalsourceid}}&local_base={{control/originalsourceid}}&
doc_number={{control/sourcerecordid}}
Where the doc_library and local_base are extracted from the original source ID in the PNX control section and the
doc_number is extracted from the source record ID in the PNX control section.
The ils_base is based on the type of availability that is active and either the institution of the view, the institution of the
search scope, or the user’s institution. For more information, refer to the Primo Concepts, Components, and
Relationships section in the Primo Back Office Guide.
For example:
http://il-aleph02:8993/F?func=item-g...library=USM01&
local_base=USM01&doc_number=000084659
This template (aleph_holdings) is located in the default table of templates.

If you want to access a specific logical base, replace the placeholder {{control/originalsourceid}} with the logical
base code. In a multi-institution site with multiple logical bases, you need to create a separate template for each base
and change the code of the Link to Holdings template in the PNX records.
If you use the Bibliographic Level request, you need to link to the full record display. This link is used as the back link.
The Link to Holdings (aleph_holdings) template is also used in the Locations tab to link back to Aleph holdings. In this
case, the institution used is always that of the record based on the library-level availability fields.

Back Link to Aleph
In the Front End full display of the item, Primo displays a link to the record in Aleph. This is the back link that links the
user to the full record display in Aleph. The following URL should be used:
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{{ils_base}}?func=direct&local_base={{control/originalsourceid}}&
doc_number={{control/sourcerecordid}}
For example:
http://il-aleph02:8991/F?func=direct...al_base=USM01&
doc_number=000084906
The (aleph_backlink template is located in the default table of templates.
The ils_base used is that of the institution of the record, which is based on the library-level availability field from the
display section, and if it is not present, the institution field from the delivery section.

If you want to access a specific logical base, replace the placeholder {{control/originalsourceid}} by the logical
base code. In a multi-institution site with multiple logical bases, create a separate template for each base and change
the code of the Link to Holdings template in the PNX records.

Link to My Library Card
The URL to link to the user’s library card in Aleph is:
{{ils_base}}?func=bor-info
For example:
http://il-aleph02:8991/F/?func=bor-info
The code for this template is my_library_card_aleph. It can be accessed using the Primo Home > Advanced
Configuration > All Mapping Tables page using the following selections:
Subsystem: Delivery
Table Name: Templates (select from the drop-down list)

The ils_base is taken from the user’s institution.

If users are signed-in and Aleph has been integrated with PDS, the users are linked directly to their own library cards. If
users are not signed-in and/or Aleph is not integrated with PDS, the users are presented with the sign-in page.
The Primo Front End displays My Library Card only if the template has been correctly defined and enabled and the

Enable My Library Card check box has been selected on the Views Wizard > Edit View Attributes page.
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Voyager
This section describes linking to Voyager using the OPAC via Link method. If you use the OPAC via Primo method, refer
to Configuring OPAC Via Primo.
Primo links to Voyager using URLs built from templates that are customized in Primo.
The base URL is the Voyager server IP address and port number of the Voyager server using the following format:
http://<server IP>:<port>
For example:
http://10.111.111.99:17004
or
http://yourserver.edu:1204
The base URL should be added for every Primo institution that uses Voyager. Use the Primo Home > Ongoing
Configuration Wizards > Institution Wizard page in the Primo Back Office to add the base URL information to the
institution.
Typically the following links are used:
Link to Holdings
Back Link to Voyager
Link to My Library Card

Link to Holdings
For delivery of physical items, the GetIt! request links to the Voyager system and displays bibliographic, holdings, and
item information plus request options. The following URL template should be used:
{{ils_base}}/vprimo/getHoldings?bibId={{control/sourcerecordid}}&
pds_handle={{pds_handle}}
This template is preconfigured in the software package you receive. The template name is voyager_holdings.
Using this template, Primo dynamically builds a URL for GetIt! requests.
The ils_base is based on the type of availability that is active and either the institution of the view, the institution of the
search scope, or the user’s institution. For more information, refer to the Primo Concepts, Components, and
Relationships section in the Primo Back Office Guide.
The Link to Holdings (voyager_holdings) template is also used in the Locations tab to link back to Voyager holdings. In
this case, the institution used is always that of the record, which is based on the library-level availability fields.
For additional template configuration information, see the Primo Back Office Guide.

Back Link to Voyager
In the Front End full display of the item, Primo displays a link to the record in Voyager. This is the back link that links the
user to the full record display in Voyager. The following URL template should be used:
{{ils_base}}/vprimo/getHoldings?bibId={{control/sourcerecordid}}&pds_handle={{pds_handle}}
This template is preconfigured in the software package you receive. The template name is voyager_backlink.
Using this template, Primo dynamically builds a URL for the full record display.
The ils_base used is that of the institution of the record, which is based on the library-level availability field from the
display section, and if it is not present, the institution field from the delivery section.
For additional template configuration information, see the Primo Back Office Guide.
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Link to My Library Card
The URL to link to the patron’s library card in Voyager should use the following URL template:
{{ils_base}}/vprimo/getMyAccount
Using this template, Primo dynamically builds a URL for the full record display of the patron’s library card information.
The name of this URL template is my_library_card_voyager. Edit this template for the Voyager environment.
The my_library_card_voyager template can be accessed via the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping
Tables page using the following selections:
Subsystem: Delivery
Table Name: Templates (select from the drop-down list)

The ils_base is taken from the user’s institution.

The Primo Front End displays My Library Card only if the template has been correctly defined and enabled and
the Enable My Library Card check box has been selected on the Views Wizard > Edit View Attributes page.
For additional template configuration information, see the Primo Back Office Guide.
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Unicorn
Primo links to Unicorn using URLs that are built from templates that are customized in Primo.
The base URL is the Unicorn server IP address and port number of the Unicorn server.
http://<server IP>:<port>
The base URL should be added for every Primo institution that uses Unicorn. Use the Primo Home > Ongoing
Configuration Wizards > Institution Wizard page in the Primo Back Office to add the base URL information to the
institution.
Typically the following links are used:
Link to Holdings
Back Link to Unicorn
Link to My Library Card

Link to Holdings and Back Link
Vanderbilt has developed a script that is based on the Unicorn standard link-to syntax. This script can be used for the
Link to Holdings and the Back Link. It links to the Unicorn full record and holdings display. Refer to Ex Libris support for
details. The script is used by the following templates:
For Back Link:
unicorn_backlink-{{ils_base}}/cgi-bin/pcnum/{{control/sourcerecordid}}
For Link to Holdings:
unicorn_holdings-{{ils_base}}/cgi-bin/pcnum/{{control/sourcerecordid}}

Link to My Library Card
The following template will provide a link to the Unicorn patron details:
{{ils_base}}/uhtbin/cgisirsi/0/0/0/57/49/1
The name of the template is my_library_card.

Unless the single sign-on capability has been implemented, users are required to sign in before the page is displayed.
The Primo Front End displays My Library Card only if the template has been correctly defined and enabled and the

Enable My Library Card check box has been selected on the Views Wizard > Edit View Attributes page.
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DigiTool
Primo links to DigiTool using the standard DigiTool link-to syntax. The DigiTool base URL is the server IP address
and the DigiTool Web server port and Web client:

http://<port>/webclient</port>

Add the base URL to digitool_base.

Typically the following links are used:

Link to Resource

Back Link to DigiTool

Link to Thumbnail

Link to Resource

The GetIt! link is typically a link to the digital stream, for which the following URL is used:
{{digitool_base}}/DeliveryManager?pid={{control/
sourcerecordid}}&custom_att_2=simple_viewer

For example:
http://il-dtldev02:1801/webclient/DeliveryManager?pid=
DTL02000000003000002}&custom_att_2=simple_viewer

This template (digitool_linktorscr) is located in the default table of templates.

Back Link to DigiTool

From the full results page in the Front End, Primo displays a link to the same record in DigiTool. The following URL
is used:

{{digitool_base}}/MetadataManager?pid={{control/
sourcerecordid}}&descriptive_only=true

For example:
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http://il-dtldev02:1801/webclient/MetadataManager?pid=
DTL02000000003000002&descriptive_only=true

This template (digitool_backlink) is located in the default table of templates.

Link to Thumbnail

In the brief results in the Front End, Primo displays a thumbnail from DigiTool. The following URL is used:
{{digitool_base}}/DeliveryManager?pid={{$$1}}

The PID in the case of a thumbnail must be derived from the Relations section of the digital entity. It is
added to $$1 of the thumbnail link in the PNX record.

For example:
http://il-dtldev02:1801/webclient/DeliveryManager?pid=DTL02000000003000001
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SFX
Primo uses the OpenURL (version 1.0) link syntax to resolve links for electronic resources from SFX, MetaLib, and
Primo Central.

Define the SFX base URL per institution and include the server IP address, the SFX port, and the instance name.
For example:

http://library.needle.edu:9003/needle

By default, SFX has two sources for Primo: PRIMO and PRIMO_JOURNAL. There are two sources because SFX
checks the date of the article against the threshold for articles, while for journals SFX does not do this. The PRIMO
source is used for articles (and other part resources) and PRIMO_JOURNAL is used for journals.

The default list of templates includes four OpenURL templates:

Openurl_journal – OpenURL for the PRIMO_JOURNAL source. This is generally used for the secondary
GetIt! link (additional services).

Openurlfull_journal – OpenURL for the PRIMO_JOURNAL source, including the full text defined as the
requested service. This OpenURL is typically used for electronic journals that can be accessed by the user and
remote search resources with full text.

Openurl_article – OpenURL for the PRIMO_source. This is generally used for the secondary GetIt! link
(additional services).

Openurlfull_article – OpenURL for the PRIMO source, including the full text defined as the requested
service. This OpenURL is typically used for online articles that can be accessed by the user.

In addition to these templates, there are two default templates, Openurl and Openurlfulltext, which are set
up for the PRIMO_JOURNAL source.

The sfx_base is taken from the institution of the user.
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Amazon
In the default normalization sets and templates, Primo links to Amazon for thumbnails, table of contents, and the full
record display. If necessary, these links can be disabled for your installation.
The following Amazon links have been added to Primo:
Link to Thumbnail

The following template has been added with the amazon_thumb code:
http://ec2.images-amazon.com/images/P/{{addata/isbn}}.01._SS[size]_SCLZZZZZZZ_.jpg

Currently, Amazon supports only ISBN 10 numbers. To convert an ISBN 13 number to an ISBN 10 number, you
can use the ConvertISBN13ToISBN10 transformation in the normalization rules.
Link to Table of Contents

The following template has been added with the amazon_toc code:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/{{adddata/isbn}}
Link to Amazon full

The following template has been added with the amazon_uc code:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/{{addata/isbn}}
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Syndetics
Primo can link to Syndetics for thumbnails, table of contents, summaries, and excerpts. If you do not have a Syndetics
license, disable the rules that add the Syndetics templates to the PNX.

Enter the client code in all the templates.
The following are the links to Syndetics that have been added to Primo:
Link to Thumbnail

The following template has been added with the code syndetics_thumb:
http://syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn={{addata/isbn}}/SC.JPG&client=<client code>
Link to Table of Contents

The following template has been added with the code syndetics_toc:
http://syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn={{addata/isbn}}/TOC.HTML&client=<client code>&type=rn12
Link to Excerpt

The following template has been added with the code syndetics_excerpt:
http://syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn={{addata/isbn}}/DBCHAPTER.HTML&client=<client code>&type=rn12
Link to Summary

The following template has been added with the code syndetics_summary:
http://syndetics.com/index.aspx?isbn={{addata/isbn}}/SUMMARY.HTML&client=exlib1&type=rn12
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Links to Union Catalogs
Primo displays links to Union Catalogs in the Front End full display page. Currently, the default setup includes a link to
WorldCat.

WorldCat
The following templates are used to link to WorldCat, using the ISBN and OCLC number, respectively:
worldcat_isbn:

http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=isbn%3A{{addata/isbn}}
worldcat_oclc:

http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=no%3A{{addata/oclcid}}
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Remote Search – MetaLib

This section includes:
Introduction
How Remote Searches Works
Configuring MetaLib and Primo to Enable Remote Searches
Troubleshooting Remote Searches and Results
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Introduction
Primo uses the MetaLib X-server API to interoperate with MetaLib in order to enable the searching of remote databases
that have been configured in MetaLib.
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How Remote Search Works
The following steps describe the workflow:
1Primo translates the user’s query into the query that will be sent to the MetaLib X-server. Primo makes some
modifications to the query (see below for details).
2Primo connects to the MetaLib API and sends the query specifying the QuickSet that is defined for active search
scope. Then, using the find_group_info and present services, it requests the results of the MetaLib search (in blocks of
10 records). This will happen until all the results have been retrieved or the timeout has been reached. The timeout is
defined in seconds in the Advanced Wizards > General Configuration > Remote Search section of the Back Office.
3The records are indexed and deduped. The records and indexes are stored in memory.
4If the search scope includes both local and remote scopes, Primo queries and retrieves the records from the local
repository. These records are merged with the remote search records, indexed, and deduped.
If the results from a remote site are not in the MetaLib data format, Primo displays a link in the Additional Results
section, which opens a new window and displays the results of the search at the remote site:
Figure 2:

Additional Results Section in Brief Results
5The user’s original query is invoked on the indexes created in Steps 3 and 4.
If a user selects a facet, the system re-invokes step 5 with the additional filter.
If a user clicks on a hyperlinked field (author/subject) in the full record display, a new query is sent to MetaLib.
If a user places a remote search record in the e-Shelf and/or creates tags or reviews for remote search records, these
records are stored in the Primo database in a separate table from the records that are loaded via the publishing pipe.
Since remote search records do not always have a unique and persistent ID, the ID of the saved records is based on its
dedup vector. For articles, this is the ISSN, DOI, or journal title; the start page or author; the publication year, issue, or
part; and the brief title. For books, this is the ISBN and brief title. For journals, this is the ISSN and brief title. Since the
data may not always be available in the record, dedup will not always work, leaving some duplication in the saved
remote search records.

The saved remote search records are not retrieved together with local records. The sole exception is a search
by tags in which both local and remote records that were tagged are retrieved.
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User Authorization
MetaLib, not Primo, determines whether a user has access to resources based on the definitions in the MetaLib
KnowledgeBase. In addition, the access status that displays next to the remote search scopes in the Primo user
interface is based on information received from MetaLib.
For signed-in users, Primo passes the pds_handle, which MetaLib uses to retrieve authorization information from PDS
and assign user authorizations as if users had signed in directly to MetaLib.
For non-signed users, Primo passes the user’s IP to MetaLib, which MetaLib uses to assign user authorizations as
defined in MetaLib’s default_z312 table to provide the same authorization as if the users had searched via MetaLib’s
user interface. MetaLib uses the user’s IP address, which is always passed by Primo to the MetaLib API, to assign
authorizations based on the IP filter groups that have been defined.

Normalizing the User's Query
Primo normalizes the user’s query so that it is compatible with MetaLib’s search syntax. The following changes are
made:
Field filters are translated as follows:
Anywhere -> WRD
Author -> WAU
Title ->WTI
Subject -> WSU
Anything else is sent as WRD
If the user selects the exact phrase search type, the query is encased in double quotes.
If the user selects a data range (in the advanced search), MetaLib drops the date because it does not support this type

of search.
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Configuring MetaLib and Primo to Enable Remote
Searches
To allow Primo to search remote resources using the MetaLib API, perform the following steps within
MetaLib and Primo:

1. Your Primo institution must communicate with a specific MetaLib institution. If you have several Primo and
MetaLib institutions, you need to decide which MetaLib institution to use for each Primo institution.

2. Create a valid MetaLib staff user (/M user) with Metalib Administrator or Super User roles. This allows Primo
to run searches in MetaLib and create the Find Databases list. The mladmin user can be used for this
purpose. For more information, see Creating a Staff User in MetaLib.

3. To allow Primo users to search MetaLib QuickSets, the QuickSets must be assigned to a default profile, which
must have the same name as the MetaLib institution code. For more information, see Assigning QuickSets to
the Default Profile.

In a multi-institution site, it is important to define the same list of QuickSets for all institutions.
Although the QuickSet names need to be the same for all institutions, the list of resources within
each QuickSet can be different. This is because Primo redirects a remote search request to the
MetaLib institution that has been defined for the Primo institution to which the user belongs.
Since users from several different institutions may see the same list of QuickSets (for example,
in a cross-institution view), the codes of the QuickSets should be the same in all MetaLib
institutions.

4. Retrieve the list of defined IPs in MetaLib:

a. Log on to the MetaLib Management interface (/M).

b. On the Ongoing Menu page, click Institutional Settings under MetaLib Administration > Set-Up to
display the Institutional Settings page.

c. Click the IP Addresses tab on the menu bar to display the IP Addresses page.

d. Copy the list of defined IP ranges to a file so that they can be configured later in the Primo Back Office.

5. Retrieve the MetaLib host and port, which are used by Primo to access MetaLib:
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a. Log on to the MetaLib server as the metalib user.

b. Enter the following commands to display the MetaLib host and port, respectively:

echo $WWW_HOST
echo $WWW_PORT

c. Save this information for later configuration in the Primo Back Office.

6. In MetaLib, make sure that the 833# ports (for example, 8331, 8332, and so forth) are open to the Primo Front
End IPs. Primo uses these ports to access the QuickSets and categories in Metalib.

You can use port 80 instead of 833#.

Port 1601 (which is used for the Primo Back Office) does not have to be opened to MetaLib.

7. In Primo, make sure that the following ports are open:

8991 – open to the world for all Front End machines.

443 – open to ML server IP (for QuickSets)

8. From the Primo Back Office server, enter the following command to verify open access between the Primo and
MetaLib servers:

wget -O querytest 'http://<metalib
host:port>?user_name=<user>&user_password=<passwd>'

If the above command gets stuck at Connecting to ..., then make sure that the ports are open from Primo
to MetaLib. For example:

traceroute to 64.94.37.62 (64.94.37.62), 30 hops max, 40 byte packets
1 10.118.232.3 (10.118.232.3) 0.643 ms 0.755 ms 0.913 ms
2 * * *
3 * * *

9. Configure the following parameters on the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Institution Wizard
page:

MetaLib Institution Code– Specify the same institution code and name that are visible under Institutional
Settings in the MetaLib Management interface (for example, LHALL).

MetaLib Portal Code – Specify the same institution code and name that are visible under Institutional
Settings in the MetaLib Management interface (for example, LHALL).
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Delivery Base URLs > MetaLib – Build the URL from the host, port, and login information you defined
previously in MetaLib. Construct the URL as follows:

http://<metalib host:port>?user_name=<staff-username>&user_password=<staff-
pwd>

For example:
http://myserver:8331?user_name=primo&user_password=primo_inst

The Institution Wizard can use DNS/host name instead of IP (DNS is preferred) as long as they are
mapped in their DNS entry, and the DNS name is an external name.

10. Copy the MetaLib IP ranges (which were saved previously to a file) to the Primo Home > Ongoing
Configuration Wizards > Institution Wizard > Edit IPs page.

11. Add a remote search scope for each QuickSet on the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Views
Wizard > Search Scope List page. Make sure to add either a remote_<quickset> or ML_<quickset> prefix to
each remote scope that you create.
For example: remote_MATH or ML_MATH

12. Add the remote search scopes to the appropriate search tab on the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration
Wizards > Views Wizard > Tabs Configuration > Edit View Attributes page.
If you want a dedicated tab for MetaLib, you may need to create a new tab and then add the remote search
scopes to it.

13. Verify that the remote search scopes appear in the correct tab in Primo’s Front Ends.

Creating a Staff User in MetaLib

To access MetaLib from Primo, you must use the mladmin user or create a staff user that has MetaLib
Administrator or Super User permissions. For more details on staff user management, refer to the MetaLib
System Configuration and Administration Guide.

To create a valid staff user:

1. Log on to the MetaLib Management interface (/M).

2. Click either Staff Users or Staff Administration from the Initial menu or the Ongoing menu, respectively.
The Manage Staff Users page opens.

3. Select an institution/group from the drop-down list on the Manage Staff Users page.

4. Select either the MetaLib Administrator or Super User role from the drop-down list.
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5. From the Create a New Staff Member section, enter the following fields:

Login Name – primo_<inst_code>

Display Name – primo_<inst_code>

Password – primo_<inst_code>

Confirm Password – primo_<inst_code>

The above values are recomended, but you can use any naming convention that you prefer.

6. Click SUBMIT to create the user.

Assigning QuickSets to the Default Profile

To perform remote searches in MetaLib, the MetaLib QuickSets must be assigned to a default profile, which must
have the same name as the MetaLib institution code. To assign QuickSets to the correct default profile, you may
need to perform one of the following procedures:

If QuickSets do not exist, create a new default profile and then add QuickSets to it (see Creating a New Default
Profile).

If QuickSets exists and the default profile does not have the same name as the MetaLib institution code (see
Copying QuickSets to the Institution Default Profile).

If QuickSets exist, but they are assigned to a /V user (see Converting a User QuickSet to a Default Profile).

Creating a New Default Profile

This procedure is necessary if you have not created any QuickSets and the institution default profile. The default
profile must have the same name as the MetaLib institution code. For more information on managing default
profiles, refer to the MetaLib System Configuration and Administration Guide.

1. Log on to the MetaLib Management interface (/M).

2. Click Define Default Profiles from the Management Main menu (/M).
The Default Profiles page opens.

3. Click Add a Default Profile.
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The Add Default Profile page opens.

4. Select an institution from the drop-down list.

5. Select a portal from the drop-down list.

6. Enter the following fields and use the defaults for the remaining fields:

Default Profile ID – Enter the MetaLib institution code.

Password – Enter the MetaLib institution code.

Verify Password – Re-enter the password of the new default profile.

7. Click SUBMIT to create the new default profile.
The new default profile is added to the list of default profiles on the Default Profiles page.

8. Create QuickSets and add them to your default profile. For more information, refer to the QuickSet and
Category Administration Guide.

Copying QuickSets to the Institution Default Profile

Existing MetaLib customers who installed after v3.13 assigned QuickSets to default profiles called <inst/>-ENG
(for example, LHALL-ENG). Because Primo cannot find these QuickSets, they must be transferred to the
institution default profile (for example, LHALL). For more information, refer to the QuickSet and Category
Administration Guide.

To copy QuickSets to the institution default profile:

1. Log on to the MetaLib server as the metalib user.

2. Enter the following commands to display the MetaLib Users Management menu (see MetaLib Users
Management Menu).

dlib vir00
util k

K. MetaLib Users Management
------------------------
0. Exit procedure
1. Run MetaLib Alerts Report
2. Run MetaLib Users Loader
3. Delete Expired Users
4. Copy QuickSets
5. IP Loader for IP_RANGES table
6. Convert User to Default Profile
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Please select [exit]:
MetaLib Users Management Menu

3. Enter option 4 to begin copying QuickSets.

4. At the following prompt, enter the institution code (for example, LHALL):
Enter Institution (or q to exit)

5. At the following prompt, enter the user ID of the source (for example, LHALL-ENG):
Copy QuickSets from User Id (or q to exit)

6. At the following prompt, enter the user ID of the target (for example, LHALL):
Copy QuickSets to User Id (or q to exit)

7. At the following prompt, enter Yes to replace the target user’s QuickSets with the source user’s QuickSets:
Target user QuickSets will be deleted. Type “Yes” to continue (or q to exit)

8. At the following prompt, type enter to return to the menu:
<#> sets copied successfully from <source> to <target>

type ENTER to continue...

9. Verify that the QuickSets appear under the new default profile (for example, LHALL) in the /M interface.

Converting a User QuickSet to a Default Profile

MetaLib v3.13 and earlier customers may already have their QuickSets assigned to a /V user (rather than a default
profile) that matches their institution code. If this is the case, the /V user that is holding the QuickSets needs to be
converted to the institution default profile. For more information on the User Loader utility, refer to the MetaLib
System Configuration and Administration Guide.

To convert a /V user to a default profile:

1. Log on to the MetaLib server as the metalib user.

2. Enter the following commands to display the MetaLib Users Management menu:
dlib vir00
util k

K. MetaLib Users Management
------------------------
0. Exit procedure
1. Run MetaLib Alerts Report
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2. Run MetaLib Users Loader
3. Delete Expired Users
4. Copy QuickSets
5. IP Loader for IP_RANGES table
6. Convert User to Default Profile
Please select [exit]:

MetaLib Users Management Menu

3. Enter option 6.
The following prompt displays:

Convert User to Default Profile
Enter Institution name:

4. At the prompt, enter the name of the institution to which the /V user belongs:
The following prompt displays:

Enter User ID:

5. At the prompt, enter the name of the /V user that you want to convert to a default profile.
The following prompt displays:

The User was successfully updated
Enter CR to continue...

6. Type enter to return to the MetaLib Users Management menu.
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Troubleshooting Remote Searches and Results
This section includes the following troubleshooting information:

Slow Searches

QuickSets Do Not Appear in Primo

Incorrect Availability Displays for Remote Records

Remote Records are not Deduped

Slow Searches

If you are having performance issues:

1. If 15 users searched Primo and their searches were slow or stuck, have 15 users search MetaLib and compare
the results. This will indicate if the problem is in Primo or MetaLib.

2. In MetaLib, check the value of no_fetched_results. It should be 30, just like in Primo. If it is less, Primo will
wait for the remaining results and possibly get stuck. To check this parameter, perform the following steps from
the Metalib server:
cd $metalib_conf
vi www_server.conf

QuickSets Do Not Appear in Primo

If the MetaLib QuickSets do not appear in the Primo Views Wizard, this indicates a problem with the Primo and
MetaLib connection.

1. From to the MetaLib URL listed in the Primo Institution Wizard, copy the portion before the question mark and
append /M, as follows:

http://qa-server02.corp.exlibrisgroup.com:8331/M
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2. Log on to the MetaLib Management interface (/M).

3. Check to see if QuickSets are defined for the institution default profile. If so, there are two possible reasons for
the QuickSets not displaying in Primo: Primo cache or connection to the MetaLib X-server.

4. To reset the Primo cache, click Reset Access Authorizations under Delivery Base URLs on the Primo Home
> Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Institution Wizard page.

5. If the problem still exists, check the X-service connection by logging on to the MetaLib Management interface
(/M) using the MetaLib user name and password specified in MetaLib’s base URL on the Primo Home >
Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Institution Wizard page. If this login does not work, this is the cause of the
problem.

6. If the login works, copy the session ID that appears in the URL of your browser and add it to the following URL:
http://<</span>ML_host:port>/X?op=retrieve_my_sets_request&source_id=<</span>ML_Institution_code>&verification=<</span>ML_Institution_code>&institute=<</span>ML_Institution_code>&session_id=<</span>session_ID>&calling_application=PRIMO

If this does not return an XML list of the Quicksets, contact MetaLib Support. The problem could be incorrect
user permissions for the user whose session ID you're using, or a corrupt Quickset.

Incorrect Availability Displays for Remote Records

If the availability is not correct for remote records, perform the following:

1. Make sure that RSI is enabled on the Primo Home >Advanced Configuration > General Configuration >
Delivery page.

2. Check to see that RSI index was built on the SFX server, as follows:

a. Enter the following commands to list the log files:
lg
ls -ltr

b. Verify that the rsi_build.<</span>datestamp>.log file exists and that it has been
updated in the past week.

c. If there is no rsi_build log file or it is older than a week old, enter the following command to open the
Server Administration utility:

server_admin_util

d. Select option 15 to build a new RSI index.
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e. If you want to build RSI index once, select option 1. If you want to schedule the RSI index to be built
regularly, select option 3.

6. Search for the item in Metalib and check to see if it has an ISBN/ISSN. If not, this causes a false negative in
Primo: Availability text displays "No full text" and clicking the GetIt link returns full text.

7. Check to see whether the record in MetaLib has a full-text icon in the brief results. Certain databases display
the ISBN/ISSN only for single records in the full display of the record (this is called "present single" in Metalib).
Since Metalib sends the records in batches, the ISBN/ISSN doesn't get transferred to Primo. This is known to
occur with DOAJ and Cleo resources.

8. If the item in Metalib has an ISBN or ISSN, examine the fe_log in DEBUG mode to see whether the ISBN or
ISSN was transferred to Primo. In the PNXs of the remote records, check to see whether the ISBN or ISSN
appear. If not, contact Ex Libris Support.

9. Check the fe_log in DEBUG mode to see whether Primo sends the institute name. Some resources are
enabled per institute. If an institute is not sent by Primo, the SFX Institute field is probably blank in the
Institution Wizard.

Remote Records are not Deduped

In MetaLib, check to see whether the duplicate records have an ISSN or ISBN. The Primo algorithm requires the
same ISSN or ISBN to determine duplicate records. Because some providers do not include the ISSN or ISBN
with the records, the records cannot be deduped.
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SFX

Introduction

To display the calculated availability status for remote search results, Primo uses the SFX API to check availability
using the SFX Rapid Service Indicator (RSI) index. As of the October 2009 SFX Revision, this index replaces the
Journal Subscription Index (JSI) and contains a list of all full-text journals in the local instance. To keep the full-text
availability status up to date in Primo, you must run the RSI indexing process regularly in SFX.

The RSI Index is used to determine availability when performing remote searches in MetaLib or when
performing searches with the EBSCO API adaptor.

Configuring SFX and Primo

In order for Primo to interoperate with SFX, perform the following preliminary steps within SFX and Primo:

1. Since every Primo institution interoperates with a specific SFX instance, determine which SFX instance each
Primo institution uses.

2. Log on to the relevant SFX instance (using sfxlcl3 for example) and enter the following commands to
access the Server Admin utility:
da
./server_admin_util

3. Enter option 15 to access the Build RSI Index menu.
The following menu displays:

15 build RSI index
RSI Tools
1 (Re) build the RSI index
2 Show scheduled RSI index builds
3 Schedule an RSI index build
Please select [1-3,q,m]:

4. Enter option 1 to build the RSI index.
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The following message displays:

Running the index builder may take a long time, possibly hours
depending on the amount of active portfolios.
Are you sure you want to continue? [y/n] y

5. Enter y to continue.
The following message displays:

beginning preparation:creating tables,checking consortia
Checking for consortia records... Consortia check done.
build RAPID_SERVICE_INDICATOR table.
build RSI_IDENTIFIERS table. Preparation done.
fetching active portfolios.
uploading identifiers active portfolios to RSI_IDENTIFIERS
Done uploading records to RSI_IDENTIFIERS
receiving active portfolios from RAPID_SERVICE_INDICATOR_TEMP.
Done uploading records to RAPID_SERVICE_INDICATOR_TEMP.
uploading active portfolios to RAPID_SERVICE_INDICATOR.
Done uploading records to RAPID_SERVICE_INDICATOR Preparation done

6. Enter option q to exit the Server Admin utility.

7. If this is the first time you have built the RSI index, enter the following commands to modify the config/
sfxctrl.config file to use RSI index:
cn
vi sfxctrl.config

8. Add the following line to the extra section if it is not there:
use_RSI "Y"

9. Exit and save the changes to the file.

10. Enter the following commands to access the Server Admin utility:
da
./server_admin_util

11. Enter option 15 to access the Build RSI Index menu.
The following menu displays:

15 build RSI index
RSI Tools
1 (Re) build the RSI index
2 Show scheduled RSI index builds
3 Schedule an RSI index build
Please select [1-3,q,m]:
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12. Enter option 3 to schedule an RSI index build.
The following prompts display to allow you to schedule the build:

Please enter scheduling parameters
Time must be in the form HH:MM where HH can be: 00-23for midnight-11PM
or for every hour MM can be: 00-59
or for every minute
Enter the time to run [00:00]:00:00
Would you like to schedule for a certain weekday? [Y/n] N
Please enter month (1-12 for January-December respectively or '*' for every
month) [*]: *
Please enter day of the month (1-31 or '*' for every day) [1]: 1
Successfully added the refresh task to your crontab.

13. Return to the main menu of the Server Admin utility.

14. Enter option 12 to access the Journal Subscription Index menu.
The following menu displays:

12 Journal Subscription Index
1 (Re)build the Journal Subscription index
2 Show scheduled Journal Subscription index builds
3 Schedule a Journal Subscription index build
Please select [1-3,q,m]:

15. Enter option 2 to view and remove the cron job for JSI.

16. Enter option q to exit the Server Admin utility.

17. Repeat Steps 2 through 16 for each relevant SFX instance.

18. In the Primo Back Office Institution wizard, define each of the SFX institutions using the SFX institution code
and the Primo institution name.

19. Log on to the Primo Back Office user interface.

20. For every Primo institution, use the Institution wizard to define the SFX Base URL.

For more information on the Institution wizard, refer to the Primo Back Office Guide.

21. On the Primo General Configuration Wizard (Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > General
Configuration Wizard) page, select Delivery from the drop-down list.

22. Set the Use SFX RSI field to Y.
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23. Save and deploy the change to the Front End user interface.

For full instructions on how to set up RSI and to schedule RSI indexing to take place automatically,
refer to the Rapid Service Indicator section in the SFX System Administration Guide. You can also
find instructions for RSI on the following page in EL Commons: http://www.exlibrisgroup.org/
display...vice+Indicator
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Voyager Univeral Borrowing
Voyager’s Universal Borrowing (UB) feature allows customers to borrow and return materials from any library in their
school’s consortium or from any Voyager library with reciprocal borrowing agreements.

To configure Voyager UB in Primo:
1 Use the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Institutions List page to create an institution for each
Voyager database in the consortium.

Institutions List Page
2 Click Edit next to each institution to display the Edit Institution page.
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Edit Institution Page (Part 1 of 3)
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Edit Institution Page (Part 2 of 3)

Edit Institution Page (Part 3 of 3)
3 Include the following fields for each institution:
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Institution Attribute Details
Field Name Description

Institution Code Enter the Primo institution ID code.

Primo Institution Name Enter the name of the institution.

Source ILS Institution
Codes

Enter the ILS data source codes that are mapped to the Primo institution code.

RTA URL If you are using real-time availability, enter the base URL for accessing the institution’s
delivery system.

ILS Enter the base URL for accessing the institution’s delivery system.

4 On the same page, use the following fields to create a library for each Voyager owning library or for each Voyager
location code:

Add Library Details
Field Name Description

Primo Library Code Enter the Primo library code.

Source ILS Library codes Enter the ILS data source codes that are mapped to the library code. This mapping is
used by the normalization rules. If there are several codes that need to be mapped to
the same library, separate the codes with commas.

Primo Library Name Enter the name of the library.

Language By default, the Libraries section of this page displays only the en_US language
translations for each library. To view translations for another language, select a
language from the Language drop-down list at the top of the column.

5 Click Save & Continue to save your changes to the institution.
6 Use the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Pipe Configuration Wizard > Data Sources Configuration >
Data Sources page to add a data source for each Voyager institution.
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Data Sources Page
7 Click Edit next to each data source to display the Edit Data Sources page.
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Edit Data Sources Page
8 Make sure the following fields are included for each data source:

Data Source Fields
Field Name Description

Source name Enter the name of the data source.

Source code Enter the data source code, which is used as a prefix in the Primo record ID.

Source format Enter the format of the source data (MARC21).

Source system Enter the source’s data system (Voyager).

Institution Enter the institution to which the data source belongs.

Original Source Code Enter the Institution ID that is defined in the PrimoExp*.ini files on the Voyager server.

This field is required only if you decide to use option A to modify the
normalization rules (see the following step).
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9 From the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Pipe Configuration Wizard > Normalization Rules
Configuration > Manage Normalization Rules page, use one of the following options to update the normalization rules for
Voyager:
Option A – Uses the value specified in the Original Source Code field of the Data Source. Add the rules specified in the

following table:

Voyager Normalization Rule Changes - Option A
PNX Field Create Rules

control:
sourcedbandrecordid

1 Source: PNX control/originalsourceid
Transformations: Copy As Is
Action: ADD
2 Source: PNX control/sourcerecordid
Transformation: Copy As Is
Action: Merge | None None

links:linktorequest 1 Source: Constant $$Tvoyager_ub$$DRequest this item in UB
Transformation: Copy As Is
Disable
2 Source: Constant $$Tvoyager_ub_rta$$DRequest this item in UB
Transformation: Copy As Is
Enable

Option B – Uses the 949 subfield a field from the source record. Add the rules specified in the following table:

Voyager Normalization Rule Changes - Option B
PNX Field Create Rules

control:
sourcedbandrecordid

1) Source: MARC 949 Include a
Transformations: Copy As Is
Action: OR
2) Source: PNX control/sourcerecordid
Transformation: Copy As Is
Transformation: Add to end of string |
Action: Merge None None

links:linktorequest Add the following rule, but do not enable it if you are using real-time availability:
1 Source: Constant $$Tvoyager_ub$$DRequest this item in UB
Transformation: Copy As Is

If you enable this rule, make sure that you enable the voyager_ub mapping row in
the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables > Delivery > Templates
mapping table.
Add the following rule, but enable it only if you are using real-time availability:
2 Source: Constant $$Tvoyager_ub_rta$$DRequest this item in UB
Transformation: Copy As Is

If you enable this rule, make sure that you enable the voyager_ub_rta mapping
row in the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables > Delivery >
Templates mapping table.

10 Use the Primo Home > Monitor Primo Status > Pipe Monitoring > Define Pipe page to define pipes for each Voyager
institution.
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11 In the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables > Delivery > GetIT! Link 1 Configuration mapping
table, change the Link Field in PNX field to linktorequest for all rows that have the Delivery Category Code field set to
Physical Item or Microform.
12 In the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables > Delivery > Templates mapping table, specify
the IP address and port of the PUC database in the following codes:
my_library_card_voyager: http:/<PUC_IP>:<PORT>/vprimo/getMyAccount?pds_handle={{pds_handle}}
voyager_backlink: http:/<PUC_IP>:<PORT>/vprimo/getHoldings?

bibId={{control/sourcerecordid}}&pds_handle={{pds_handle}}
If you are using real-time availability, enable the following mapping row:
voyager_ub_rta: http:/<PUC_IP>:<PORT>/vprimo/getHoldings?bibId={{[control/sourcedbandrecordid:avail]}}
&unavailablebibID={{[control/sourcedbandrecordid:
unavail]}}&pds_handle={{pds_handle}}
If you are not using real-time availability, enable the following mapping row:
voyager_ub: http:/<PUC_IP>:<PORT>/vprimo/getHoldings?bibId=
{{[control/sourcedbandrecordid]}}&pds_handle=
{{pds_handle}}
13 Use the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > PDS Configuration Wizard page to configure PDS for each
Voyager institution.
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Configuring OPAC Via Primo

This section includes:
Introduction
How OPAC via Primo Works
PDS Configuration for OPAC via Primo
Basic Setup in Primo
Optional Setup in Primo
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Introduction
Until the introduction of OPAC via Primo (OvP), users were linked back to the OPAC for the following functions:
Requests
Complete display of library holdings
Display of user’s library account (Library Card/My Account)

This delivery method is called OPAC via Link (OvL), which indicates that the library needs to maintain the OPAC pages.
It provides only a basic user interface.
With OvP, users do not have to link back to the OPAC in order to place requests, display complete holdings, or view
their library account. These functions are fully integrated within the Primo Front End, providing an advanced user
interface.
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How OPAC via Primo Works
Aleph version 18 (April 2010 SP), Aleph version 20.1 (February 2010 SP), Alma, and Voyager version 7.2 include APIs
that enable Primo to provide an interface to the three basic functions:
Requests (such as hold, ILL, booking, and so forth).
Display of library holdings (locations).
Display of the patron’s library account (My Account).

These APIs have been developed based on the DLF ILS Discovery Interface Task Group (ILS-DI) technical
recommendations.

For Alma customers, Alma provides requests and display of library holdings via an
Alma mash-up page that displays in a Primo tab under the record. Only the display of the patron's
library account (My Account) works via the OvP mechanism. Alma requires OvP only for My
Account functionality.

Via a new component called the ILS Gateway (ILSG), Primo sends the ILS requests for data and then displays this data
in the Primo Front End. The ILS gateway has an adaptor per ILS system that translates the request sent by Primo to the
specific format required by the ILS API. Similarly, the adaptor translates the response sent by the ILS into the uniform
format required by Primo. In other words, Primo has a single OvP interface and common terminology for all ILS systems
and accommodates for the differences between the ILS systems.

ILS Gateway

OPAC via Primo and User Sign-in
In order for OvP to work, Primo requires the user’s ID to be the same for Primo and the ILS. To request My Library Card/
account information, a user must sign-in to Primo so that Primo can send the user ID to the ILS. In the context of
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requesting, Primo must ensure that the user ID is valid within the institution to which the item belongs. For information
on how Primo performs this check, see Shared User Database/Resource Sharing Option.
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PDS Configuration for OPAC via Primo
This section highlights some aspects of configuring PDS for OPAC via Primo and supplements both the PDS setup
information provided in the Patron Directory Services Guide and the Voyager scenarios described in PDS Authentication
for OvP to LDAP/Voyager.

The User ID - ALEPH & Voyager
Primo must include the user's ILS ID (which is the Z303_ID for Aleph and the patron ID for Voyager) when it
communicates with the ILS for OPAC via Primo functionality. In many cases, customers prefer to send a campus-wide
ID instead of the user's ILS ID. To accommodate these customers, Primo can accept the following types of IDs from the
PDS server:
Primo ID – In general, this is the ID that users sign in with. This is the ID that Primo uses for user-generated data such

as on the e-Shelf.
ILS API ID – The ID that Primo uses when it communicates with the ILS API for OPAC via Primo functionality. If this

parameter is not included in the PDS response, Primo will use the Primo ID to communicate with the ILS.

Including the ID in the PDS Response
The PDS server activates two different requests against the authentication system. Both of the following requests can be
made to the same system or to different systems:
bor-auth – This process takes the username and password entered by the user and validates it.
bor-info – After authentication completes, this process allows you to retrieve different user parameters.

The PDS response is an XML file that contains the following sections:
bor_id – for the bor-auth response.
bor-info – for the bor-info response.

The User ID can be included in both the bor-auth and the bor-info response:
Primo ID – The ID that the user signed in as will be returned to Primo as the <id> field in the <bor_id> response to a

bor_auth request. If this ID can serve as the Primo ID - no additional ID needs to be included. If the Primo ID is different
from the ID, the <bor_info> response should include the ID that the user signed in with.
ILS API ID – if the Primo ID is not the internal ILS ID, then the internal ILS ID should be included in the <ils-api-id> field

in the <bor_info> response to a bor_info request.
Example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<bor>
<bor_id>
<id>OHAD</id> <!-Primo ID returned from bor_auth -->
<handle>2712011104520270996567313492567</handle>
<institute>VISLAND</institute>
</bor_id>
<bor-info>
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<con-lng>ENG</con-lng>
<id>1234556</id> <!-- Primo ID returned from bor_info. If included, it will
override the <id> above -->
<name>Ohad Rabinovich</name>
<open-date>20091103</open-date>
<email-address>ohadr@exlibris.co.il</email-address>
<group>staff</group>
<ils-api-id>OHADRR</ils-api-id> <!-- ILS API ID-->
</bor-info>
</bor>

PDS has configuration that lets you map fields received from the authentication system to the PDS calling system - in
this case Primo. You can add such mapping for the ILS API ID.
Example:

[ATTRIBUTES_VALUES_MAPPING]
z303-id = ils_api_id
z305-bor-status,01 = group,STAFF
[END]

Getting the ILS API ID from the Bor_info Request
As noted above, it is possible to configure PDS to activate the bor_auth and bor_info requests against different
authentication systems. For example, you can define the authentication process (bor_auth) to work with the LDAP
server and the information retrieval process (bor_info) to work with the ILS (such as Aleph or Voyager). This means that
if you use a campus-wide authentication system like LDAP or Shibboleth and it cannot return the internal user ID, you
must configure the PDS server to send the bor_auth request to the authentication system and then send the bor_info
request to the ILS. Both Aleph and Voyager have alternative user IDs that can be used to for the campus-wide ID. (In
ALEPH - the Z308_ID; in Voyager the 'barcode', 'institution Id' & 'SSN'.

Additional Information Required for Voyager
In addition to sending the internal user ID, Voyager requires Primo to send the user's home database and recommends
Primo to send the patron's group. Primo should receive both of these elements from the PDS server when the user signs
in.
The home database should be sent in the <ubid> element and the patron group should be sent in the <group_id>
element returned in the bor_info response.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<bor-info>
<id>122470</id>
<institute>RMIT</institute>
<group>Undergraduate - full time</group>
<group_id>26</group_id>
<ils_api_id>122470</ils_api_id>
<ubid>2@RMITDB20081018054906</ubid>
<password>1039614</password>
<passwordType>B</passwordType>
<name>Mike</name>
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<lastname>Jacobson</lastname>
<email_address>mike@hotmail.com</email_address>
</bor-info>

The User ID - Alma
Alma's ILS API can accept any one of the user IDs that have been loaded into Alma. Unlike Aleph and Voyager, it does
not need to be the main or internal ID. This means that the user's Primo ID must be loaded into Alma in order for My
Account to function.
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Basic Setup in Primo
The following section outlines the basic setup required in Primo to implement OvP, which consists of the following:
ILS API Configuration
Shared User Database/Resource Sharing Option
Adding Data to the PNX/Updating Normalization Rules
Delivery Configuration and the Link to Holdings Templates
Activating OPAC via Primo per Institution

All but two of the configuration steps can be set up in advance. Two of these steps are performed at the last minute,
enabling you to switch quickly between the OvL and OvP configurations.
For information on preparing your ILS to use OvP, refer to the following documents:
Voyager - Primo Integration User’s Guide
How to Configure Aleph - Primo Interoperability
Alma - Primo Integration Guide

No OvP configuration is needed to display records from an Alma ILS. OvP is required only for My Account
functionality.

ILS API Configuration
In the ILS API Configuration mapping table (see ILS API Configuration Mapping Table (OPAC via Primo)), add a
mapping row for every source system with which you want to use the OvP interface.
Figure 9:
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ILS API Configuration Mapping Table (OPAC via Primo)
Note that the source system must support the necessary APIs to communicate with the ILS gateway. Only the following
systems support the API:
Aleph version 18 (April 2010 SP)
Aleph version 20.1 (February 2010 SP) and later releases
Alma (all versions)
Voyager version 7.2 and later releases

This mapping table has the following columns:
Adaptor ID – the adaptor for the source system. Currently, only the following adaptors are valid:
ALEPH_18
ALEPH_20
ALMA_01
VOYAGER_7

The ILS Gateway Adaptors mapping table (see ILS Gateway Adaptors Mapping Table (Adaptors)) defines the default
adaptor IDs.
Figure 10:

ILS Gateway Adaptors Mapping Table (Adaptors)
Certificate – Currently, this field is not in use.
ILS API Base URL – This field contains the server IP address and the port used by the ILS APIs.

It should be prefixed by http://. For example:
Voyager – http://10.100.2.45:50414
Aleph – http://10.100.2.46:1891
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Alma – http://eu.alma.exlibrisgroup.com
The values defined in this field display in the drop-down list for the API field in the Institution wizard. For more
information, see Activating OPAC via Primo per Institution.
Match for Holdings filter – This field indicates which filter the system should use to match locations for the ILS. By

default, the system uses the following filters:
For Voyager, the system matches on the owning library, location, and call number (MainLocation,CallNumber).
For Aleph, the system matches on the owning library and location (MainLocation).
For Aleph V.20 (SP4) and later releases, the system matches on the owning library, location, and collection

(MainLocation,
SecondaryLocation).

The above filter is not relevant for Alma.
Description – This field contains a free-text description of the adaptor.

You can access the ILS API Configuration mapping table from either of the following pages:
Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Institution Wizard – by clicking Manage in the Manage ILS

Configuration section.
Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping tables – via the OPAC via Primo subsystem.

The ILS API Configuration mapping table can be configured in advance.

Adding Data to the PNX/Updating Normalization Rules
This section outlines the data that is required in the PNX and the changes made to the normalization rules in the Aleph
and Voyager templates.

Control/ILS API ID (control/ilsapiid)
The ILS API ID field is a new field in the control section. It is used to store the record ID that is used in requests sent to
the ILS API. This ID does not have to be the same as the source record ID.
For Aleph:
The ID is a concatenation of the BIB library and the Aleph system number (for example, USM01000001526). The
following rules have been added to all Aleph templates for the target control/ilsapiid:
Rule 1:
Source PNX control/originalsourceid
Transformation: Copy as is
Action: ADD
Rule 2:
Source: PNX control/sourcerecordid
Transformation: Copy as is
Action: MERGE no delimiters
For Alma:
This field is not required since it is not needed for the My Account functionality.
For Voyager:
The ID is the same as the Voyager system ID (for example, 765998).
The following rule has been added to the Voyager template:
Rule 1:
Source: PNX control/sourcerecordid
Transformation: Copy as is
Action: ADD
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Display/Library Level Availability (display/availlibrary)
The source code of the source location has been added as subfields X, Y, Z in the Library Level Availability field. The
source codes are required by Primo so that it can correctly filter and display the holdings records and items from the ILS.
For Aleph:
The source code of the source location contains the following subfields:
The ADM library code should be added as $$X.
The sub-library code should be added as $$Y.
The collection code should be added as $$Z.

The following rules have been added to the end of the display/availlibrary rules for all Aleph templates:
Rule 1:
Source MARC AVA a
Transformation: Add to beginning of string/$$X
Action: MERGE no delimiters
Rule 2:
Source MARC AVA b
Transformation: Add to beginning of string/$$Y
Action: MERGE no delimiters
Rule 3:
Source MARC AVA j
Transformation: Add to beginning of string/$$Z
Action: MERGE no delimiters
For Alma:
This field is not required since it is not needed for the My Account functionality.
For Voyager:
The source code of the source location contains the following subfields:
The Voyager database code should be added as $$X.
The Voyager location code should be added as $$Y.

The following rules have been added to the end of the display/availlibrary rules for the Voyager template:
Rule 1:
Source MARC 949 a
Transformation: Add to beginning of string/$$X
Action: MERGE no delimiters
Rule 2:
Source MARC 949 j
Transformation: Add to beginning of string/$$Y
Action: MERGE no delimiters

If you do not use the default 949 field, it should be changed accordingly.
The new rules can be added to the normalization rules in advance. After updating the rules, re-run the pipe. (You can

use the No harvesting – Update Data Source pipe type.)
The following figure shows examples of Aleph and Voyager PNX records:

<record>
−
<control>
<sourcerecordid>$$V004142776$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</sourcerecordid>
<sourcerecordid>$$V38964$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</sourcerecordid>
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<sourceid>$$VBlue_Bay_Aleph$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</sourceid>
<sourceid>$$VWhite_Shore_Voyager$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</sourceid>
<recordid>dedupmrg1450032</recordid>
<sourcedbandrecordid>$$Vqadb|38964$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</sourcedbandrecordid>
<originalsourceid>$$VPRM01$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</originalsourceid>
<originalsourceid>$$Vqadb$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</originalsourceid>
<sourceformat>$$VMARC21$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</sourceformat>
<sourceformat>$$VMARC21$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</sourceformat>
<sourcesystem>$$VAleph$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</sourcesystem>
<sourcesystem>$$VVoyager$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</sourcesystem>
<ilsapiid>$$VPRM01004142776$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</ilsapiid>
<ilsapiid>$$V38964$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</ilsapiid>
</control>
−

<display>
<type>book</type>
<title>Sea tales</title>
<creator>James Fenimore Cooper 1789-1851.</creator>
<contributor>James Fenimore Cooper 1789-1851</contributor>
−
<publisher>
New York, N.Y. : Library of America : Distributed to the trade in the U.S. and
Canada by Viking Press
</publisher>
<creationdate>c1991</creationdate>
<format>902 p. ; 21 cm..</format>
<identifier>$$CISBN$$V0940450704 (alk. paper) :</identifier>
<subject>Sea stories, American</subject>
<description>The pilot -- The Red Rover.</description>
<language>eng</language>
<relation>$$Cseries $$VThe Library of America ; 54</relation>
<unititle>Pilot</unititle>
<source>$$VBlue_Bay_Aleph$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</source>
<source>$$VWhite_Shore_Voyager$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</source>
−
<availlibrary>
$$IREEF$$LLUMD$$1Book$$2(PS1402 1991
)$$Savailable$$31$$40$$5N$$60$$XPRM50$$YLUMD$$ZUMDBK$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776
</availlibrary>
−
<availlibrary>
$$IVOLCANO$$LNAND$$1Rare Books (Elmer Andersen)$$2(PS1402 1991
)$$Savailable$$31$$40$$5N$$60$$XPRM50$$YNAND$$ZRARE$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776
</availlibrary>
−
<availlibrary>
$$IWHITESHORE$$LMAIN$$1Main Collection$$2(PS1402 1991
)$$Savailable$$31$$40$$5N$$60$$Xqadb$$Ymain$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964
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</availlibrary>
<availinstitution>$$IVOLCANO$$Savailable</availinstitution>
<availinstitution>$$IREEF$$Savailable</availinstitution>
<availinstitution>$$IWHITESHORE$$Savailable</availinstitution>
<availpnx>available</availpnx>
</display>
−
<links>
<linktoholdings>$$V$$Tvoyager_holdings$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</linktoholdings>
<linktoholdsavail>$$V$$Taleph_holdings$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</linktoholdsavail>
−
<linktoholdsunavail>
$$Vhttp://qa-server03:8991/F/?func=new...Aleph004142776
</linktoholdsunavail>

−
<backlink>
$$V$$Taleph_backlink$$Ebacklink$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776
</backlink>
−
<backlink>
$$V$$Tvoyager_backlink$$Ebacklink$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964
</backlink>
<openurl>$$V$$Topenurl_journal$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</openurl>
<openurl>$$V$$Topenurl_journal$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</openurl>
−
<openurlfulltext>
$$V$$Topenurlfull_journal$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776
</openurlfulltext>
−
<openurlfulltext>
$$V$$Topenurlfull_journal$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964
</openurlfulltext>
<linktotoc>$$Tamazon_toc$$Elinktotoc</linktotoc>
<linktoexcerpt>$$Tsyndetics_excerpt$$Elinktoexcerpt</linktoexcerpt>
<linktoabstract>$$Tsyndetics_abstract$$Elinktoabstract</linktoabstract>
<linktouc>$$Tamazon_uc$$Eamazon</linktouc>
<linktouc>$$Tworldcat_isbn$$Eworldcat</linktouc>
<linktouc>$$Tamazon_uc$$Eamazon</linktouc>
<linktouc>$$Tworldcat_isbn$$Eworldcat</linktouc>
<thumbnail>$$Tamazon_thumb</thumbnail>
<thumbnail>$$Tsyndetics_thumb</thumbnail>
<thumbnail>$$Tgoogle_thumb</thumbnail>
</links>
−
<search>
<creatorcontrib>James Fenimore, Cooper 1789-1851.</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>Cooper, J</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>James Fenimore Cooper.</creatorcontrib>
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<creatorcontrib>James Fenimore, Cooper 1789-1851</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>Author of The pioneers</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>Morgan, Jane, 1789-1851</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>Pioneers, Author of The</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>Cooper, Fenimore, 1789-1851</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>Cooper, J. Fenimore (James Fenimore),
1789-1851</creatorcontrib>
−
<creatorcontrib>
Honorary member of the U.S. Naval Lyceum, 1789-1851
</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>Kuper, DÅ¾ems Fenimor, 1789-1851</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>Kuper, DzheÄms Fenimor, 1789-1851</creatorcontrib>
<creatorcontrib>Kuper, Fenimor, 1789-1851</creatorcontrib>
<title>Sea tales /</title>
<subject>Sea stories, American.</subject>
−

<general>
Library of America : Distributed to the trade in the U.S. and Canada by Viking
Press,
</general>
<sourceid>Blue_Bay_Aleph</sourceid>
<recordid>Blue_Bay_Aleph004142776</recordid>
<isbn>0940450704</isbn>
<toc>The pilot -- The Red Rover.</toc>
<rsrctype>book</rsrctype>
<creationdate>1991</creationdate>
<addtitle>The Library of America ; 54</addtitle>
<addtitle>Red Rover. 1991.</addtitle>
<addtitle>Pilot.</addtitle>
<addtitle>Red Rover.</addtitle>
<searchscope>Blue_Bay_Aleph</searchscope>
<searchscope>LUMD</searchscope>
<searchscope>NAND</searchscope>
<searchscope>REEF</searchscope>
<searchscope>VOLCANO</searchscope>
<scope>LUMD</scope>
<scope>Book</scope>
<scope>NAND</scope>
<scope>Rare Books (Elmer Andersen)</scope>
<scope>Blue_Bay_Aleph</scope>
<scope>REEF</scope>
<scope>VOLCANO</scope>
<alttitle>Pilot</alttitle>
<creatorcontrib>Kuper, Dz?ems Fenimor, 1789-1851</creatorcontrib>
<title>Sea tales : The pilot, The red rover /</title>
<subject>American sea stories</subject>
<sourceid>White_Shore_Voyager</sourceid>
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<recordid>White_Shore_Voyager38964</recordid>
<addtitle>Red rover. 1991.</addtitle>
<addtitle>Library of America ; 54.</addtitle>
<searchscope>White_Shore_Voyager</searchscope>
<searchscope>MAIN</searchscope>
<searchscope>WHITESHORE</searchscope>
<scope>MAIN</scope>
<scope>White_Shore_Voyager</scope>
<scope>WHITESHORE</scope>
</search>
−
<sort>
<title>Sea tales /</title>
<creationdate>1991</creationdate>
<author>Cooper, James Fenimore, 1789-1851.</author>
<lso02>1991</lso02>
</sort>
−

<facets>
<language>eng</language>
<creationdate>1991</creationdate>
<topic>Sea stories, American</topic>
<collection>LUMD</collection>
<collection>NAND</collection>
<toplevel>available</toplevel>
<prefilter>books</prefilter>
<rsrctype>books</rsrctype>
<creatorcontrib>Cooper, J</creatorcontrib>
<library>LUMD</library>
<library>NAND</library>
<collection>MAIN</collection>
<library>MAIN</library>
−
<classificationlcc>
P - Language and literature.–American literature–Individual authors–19th
century
</classificationlcc>
</facets>
−
<dedup>
<t>1</t>
<c1>90052923</c1>
<c2>0940450704</c2>
<c3>seatales</c3>
<c4>1991</c4>
<f1>90052923</f1>
<f3>0940450704</f3>
<f5>seatales</f5>
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<f6>1991</f6>
<f7>sea tales</f7>
<f8>nyu</f8>
<f9>902 p. ;</f9>
<f10>library of america</f10>
<f11>cooper james fenimore 1789 1851</f11>
</dedup>
−
<frbr>
<t>1</t>
<k1>$$Kcooper james fenimore 1789 1851$$AA</k1>
<k3>$$Kpilot$$AT</k3>
<k3>$$Ksea tales$$AT</k3>
<k3>$$Ksea tales the pilot the red rover$$AT</k3>
</frbr>
−
<delivery>
<institution>$$VREEF$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</institution>
<institution>$$VVOLCANO$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</institution>
<delcategory>$$VPhysical Item$$OBlue_Bay_Aleph004142776</delcategory>
<institution>$$VWHITESHORE$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</institution>
<delcategory>$$VPhysical Item$$OWhite_Shore_Voyager38964</

delcategory>
</delivery>
−
<enrichment>
<classificationlcc>PS1402</classificationlcc>
</enrichment>
−
<ranking>
<booster1>1</booster1>
<booster2>1</booster2>
</ranking>
−
<addata>
<aulast>Cooper</aulast>
<aufirst>James Fenimore,</aufirst>
<au>Cooper, James Fenimore, 1789-1851</au>
<addau>Cooper, James Fenimore, 1789-1851</addau>
<btitle>Sea tales</btitle>
<seriestitle>The Library of America ; 54</seriestitle>
<date>1991</date>
<risdate>c1991.</risdate>
<isbn>0940450704</isbn>
<format>book</format>
<genre>book</genre>
<ristype>BOOK</ristype>
<cop>New York, N.Y.</cop>
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−
<pub>
Library of America : Distributed to the trade in the U.S. and Canada by Viking
Press
</pub>
<oclcid>22707899</oclcid>
<lccn>90052923</lccn>
<btitle>Sea tales : The pilot, The red rover</btitle>
<seriestitle>Library of America ; 54</seriestitle>
</addata>
</record>

Example Aleph and Voyager PNX Record

Delivery Configuration and the Link to Holdings Templates
The Link to Holdings field in the Links section of the PNX record is generally used as the main GetIt 1 option for physical
items in the Delivery configuration (see GetIt! Link 1 Configuration Mapping Table (Delivery)). This setup should not be
changed, and the Link to Holdings fields (or any variations) should not be removed from the PNX records.
Figure 11:

GetIt! Link 1 Configuration Mapping Table (Delivery)
The default templates (see Templates Mapping Table (Delivery)) used in the Link to Holdings field (links/linktoholdings)
for Aleph and Voyager are aleph_holdings and voyager_holdings, respectively.
Figure 12:
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Templates Mapping Table (Delivery)
These templates are used for the OvL delivery method. Do not delete these templates or any other templates you may
have used in the Link to Holdings fields. This enables you to switch easily between OvP and OvL (for testing purposes)
or enable a single installation with multiple institutions to work with both OvP and OvL.

Activating OPAC via Primo per Institution
OvP works at the institution level. For every institution that is linked to a source system enabling OvP, you must add the
relevant ILS API base URL. The ILS API base URL is added in the list of delivery base URLs in the Institution wizard.
Figure 13:
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Edit Institution Page (Institution Wizard)

Timing of This Step
This step cannot be configured in advance. When you are ready to activate OvP for an institution, select the base_url
from the drop-down list for the API field (see Edit Institution Page (Institution Wizard)).
After you have updated the base URL for the institution, save and deploy your changes in the Institution wizard. It is also
necessary to use the Primo Home > Deploy All page to deploy the Front End mapping tables.

If you want to deactivate OvP for the institution and return to OvL, remove the ILS-API base URL in the
Institution wizard, and then deploy the Institution wizard and the Front End mapping tables.

Shared User Database/Resource Sharing Option
The Shared user database/Resource sharing option is important in a multi-institution environment. It is relevant in a
scenario in which the user is searching a cross-institution scope and the PNX record of the institution to which the user
signed in does not own the record (as indicated by the list of locations linked to the PNX). Primo must decide whether to
allow the user to place a request for the item. This is done to prevent unnecessary calls to the ILS APIs when the user is
not allowed to place requests in an institution and, in cases in which the user’s ID is duplicated in another institution,
prevent the user from accessing an institution to which the user does not have access.
Primo validates the user according to the value of the Shared user database & Resource sharing field on the Primo
Home > Advanced Configuration > General Configuration > Delivery subsystem page.
Figure 14:
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General Configuration Page (Delivery)
This option has the following values:

N (No) – Every institution has a separate user database and there is no resource sharing.
In this case, Primo can send the user ID only to the institution to which the user signed in – that is, the institution Primo
gets from the PDS.

Y (Yes) – All institutions share the same user database and there is resource sharing between the institutions.
In this case, the user ID can be sent to all institutions, since all users are valid in all institutions.

If you have a shared user database but no resource sharing – that is, users can only place requests in their own
institution – you should set this option to N to prevent Primo making unnecessary calls to the ILS API.

P (Partial) – Some institutions share patrons and resources and some do not.
In this case, it is necessary to indicate per institution whether the institution is part of the shared database/resource
sharing. Primo sends requests only to:
institutions to which the user belongs
institutions that are part of the shared database if the user’s institution is part of the shared database

The default value is N, which indicates that the institutions do not share a database and resources.

Configuring This Option
When configuring the Shared user database/Resource sharing option, consider the following:
For single-institution sites, the value of this option does not matter because only one institution is involved.
For multi-institution sites, you should consider changing the value to Y if the following conditions are true:
All users belong to the same patron database and all users are unique across all institutions.
There is some level of resource sharing between the institutions.

This is relevant in the following scenarios:
an Aleph single BIB, multi-ADM environment with a shared database
an Aleph single BIB, multi-ADM environment without a shared database that uses or wants to use title-level ILL
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If you want to let users place ILL requests on titles they find in a shared scope and your institution does not allow holds,
you should change the value to Y. If the value is set to N, Primo does not ask Aleph for a list of possible requests when
the title does not belong to your institution.
Because user IDs are unique in a multi-ADM environment and Aleph enables item-level requests only in the user’s
institution, Primo can safely send the request to Aleph.
a Primo installation working with multiple Aleph or Voyager installations.
For multi-institution sites, you should consider changing the value to P if the following conditions are true:
The users of some institutions belong to the same patron database and are unique across these institutions.
There is some level of resource sharing between the institutions.

This is relevant for the following scenarios:
an Aleph single BIB, multi-ADM environment with a partially shared database
an Aleph single BIB, multi-ADM environment without a shared database, in which only some of the institutions want to

use title-level ILL. These institutions should be marked as belonging to a shared database.
A Primo installation that works with multiple Aleph or Voyager installations in which some of the installations share the

same user database and resources.

This configuration can be set up in advance.
This configuration is not relevant to Alma because the OPAC via Primo mechanism does not manage requests.
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Optional Setup in Primo
As noted above, Primo has defined a generic interface and terminology for OvP. The following sections describe OvP
configuration options that you may be interested in modifying to customize OvP to your environment.
The following areas can be customized:
Display of full library holdings in the Locations tab
Placing requests via the Request tab
Display of library card/My account in My Account

Most of the configuration is done via the code and mapping tables under the OPAC via Primo subsystem.

Using the OPAC via Primo Mapping Tables
Many of the OPAC via Primo subsystem mapping tables (see Example View ID Field) can be configured per view. For
this reason, the View ID field should be defined in these tables.
Figure 15:

Example View ID Field
It is important to understand how the system works with these tables:
If the active view has no defined rows in the mapping table, the system uses the definitions of the default view.
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If the active view has at least one row defined, the system uses only the lines defined for the view.
In other words, the configuration for the default view and a specific view is not merged. If you want to have different
settings per view, it may be simpler to use the Export to Excel function that displays below every mapping table in the
Back Office. Once you export the file, you can copy the rows per view and modify the configuration as necessary. Do not
delete the default view from the Excel file because the Import Excel File option replaces the existing mapping table.

If the mapping table has a false/true column, Excel automatically changes a lower case false to an uppercase
FALSE. Primo knows how to store the field correctly in the mapping table.

Using the OPAC via Primo Code Tables
The OPAC via Primo subsystem code tables allow you to define labels in different languages to display in the Front End.
You can configure these labels per view.

Using the OvP Functionality Mapping Table
The OvP Funtionality table allows you to activate OvP functionality per institution. Currently, the following options are
available:
Paging – This option enables Primo to fetch items in bulk from Aleph and Voyager so that all items can be fetched from

the ILS.
Multiple locations – This option enables Primo to request items for multiple locations in a single request.

To use these features, you must be using the following versions of Aleph and Voyager:
(Both options) Voyager version 7.2.5 or later version
(Paging) Aleph v.18 latest SP (2270), SP 20.2.3 (3488), or later version
(Multiple locations) Aleph v.18 latest SP (2270), SP 20.2.4 (3556), or later version

The above options are not relevant to Alma.

To activate an OvP option:
1 Select the OPAC via Primo subsystem on the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables page in
the Back Office.
The list of mapping tables in the OPAC via Primo subsystem display on the page.
2 Click Edit next to the OvP Functionality mapping table in the list.
The OvP Functionality mapping table page opens.
Figure 16:
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OvP Functionality Mapping Table
3 Create a new mapping row using the following fields:
Institution – Select an institution from the from-down list.
Functionality – Select an option to activate from the drop-down list.

4 Click Create to add the new mapping row to the list.

By default, the Enable check box is selected. To activate this option later, clear the Enable field.
5 Click Save to save the changes to the table.

Configuring the Locations Tab
The Locations tab displays a list of Primo locations, such as the Library Level Availability field. If OvP is active for the
location, a plus sign displays next to the location and when it is selected, the system displays all holdings records and
items that are linked to this Primo location.
Figure 17:
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Locations Tab
Next to every item the system displays available request options. When the user invokes one of these, the system
displays the Request tab.

For Voyager, only items are included in the list since issues are generally included in the summary holdings
statement.

For Voyager, in the ILS Adaptors mapping table, disable ID 73001, enable IDs 73001a and 73001b, and then
deploy the mapping table to ensure that Voyager sends all items for each location. This allows Primo to send separate
requests for holdings and items to Voyager.

General Configuration of the Locations Tab
This section describes the general configuration options that are relevant to the Locations tab and apply to both OvP
and OvL configurations. The following settings apply to both configurations:
Locations tab label – The label of the Locations tab is defined with the default.brief.results.tabs.locations code in the

GetIT! Tab1 code table under the Delivery subsystem.
Figure 18:

Locations Tab Display Label in GetIT! Tab1 Code Table
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Tab order – By default, the GetIt1 (Request or View Online) tab displays as the first tab. You can change the display
order of the Locations tab using the Views wizard to modify the Order of Tabs field on the Brief Display page’s Brief
Results tile.

If GetIt is a link to an online resource, this tab always displays first, overriding the order set in the Back Office.
Location sort options – It is possible to sort the locations into two separate groups:
locations from the user’s institution
locations from all other institutions

It is also possible to display only locations that belong to the institution of the view. To configure these options, use the
Views wizard to update the Locations tile on the Brief Display page.

Locations Tab Labels for OPAC via Primo
The Location Tab code table allows you to define all of the labels on the Locations tab for the brief and full results and
the item expansion fields.

The full results show additional columns.
Figure 19:

Location Tab Code Table (OPAC via Primo)

Configuring the Display of Holdings Records
The Locations tab displays up to three lines of holdings information, one line per holdings field. If the information is too
long for a single line or if a field has more occurrences to display, an ellipsis is displayed at the end of the line to indicate
that more information is available for a field.
If a record contains more than three holdings fields or an ellipsis has been added to the end of a line, the More holdings
information link will display below the holdings information on the Locations tab. This link opens the Holdings Information
lightbox, which displays the full list of holdings information.
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Figure 20:

Holdings Information Lightbox
The holdings information that appears above the list of locations on the Locations tab is defined in the Holdings Record
Configuration mapping table (see Holdings Record Configuration Mapping Table).
Figure 21:

Holdings Record Configuration Mapping Table
This mapping table is defined with the following out-of-the-box settings to account for variations between holdings
information supplied by Aleph and Voyager.

Out-of-the-Box Element Definitions
Element AdaptorID Order Content Description

loc.summary Default 1 866 ## az Summary
holdings

loc.summary_supp Default 2 867 ## az Supplements
summary holdings

loc.summary_index Default 3 868 ## az Indexes summary
holdings

loc.notes (not
enabled by default)

Default 4 505 ## #;841 15
abn

Notes

loc.summarym VOYAGER_7 1 866 ## az
$$9=null

Manually created
summary holdings
with no $$9.
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loc.summarym_supp VOYAGER_7 2 867 ## az
$$9=null

Manually created
supplements
summary holdings
with no $$9.

loc.summarym_index VOYAGER_7 3 868 ## az
$$9=null

Manually created
indexes summary
holdings with no
$$9.

loc.summary VOYAGER_7 4 866 ## az
$$9=1040

Summary
holdings with
$$9=1040

loc.summary_supp VOYAGER_7 5 867 ## az
$$9=1042

Summary
holdings with
$$9=1042

loc.summary_index VOYAGER_7 6 868 ## az
$$9=1044

Summary
holdings with
$$9=1044

loc.current VOYAGER_7 7 866 ## az
$$9=1020

Current issues
with $$9=1020

loc.current_supp VOYAGER_7 8 867 ## az
$$9=1022

Current
supplement
issues with
$$9=1020

loc.current_index VOYAGER_7 9 868 ## az
$$9=1024

Current index
issues with
$$9=1020

loc.acqstatus VOYAGER_7 10 960 ## a
$$9=1030

Acquisitions
status

As with other mapping tables, you can provide a different configuration per view. This mapping table has the following
fields:
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements that you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields that are defined for the active view.
Element – Allows you to specify how holdings fields are grouped in the display. The following elements are valid:
loc.summary – Summary holdings statement
loc.summary_supp – Supplementary summary holdings statement
loc.summary_index – Indexes summary holdings statement
loc.summarym – Manually created summary holdings
loc.summarym_supp – Manually created supplementary summary holdings
loc.summarym_index – Manually created indexes summary holdings
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loc.current – Current issues
loc.current_supp – Current supplementary issues
loc.current_index – Current index issues
loc.acqstatus – Acquisitions status
loc.notes – Notes
loc.addnote1 - loc.addnote50 – Additional notes
AdaptorID – Differentiates the out-of-the-box settings for Voyager and Aleph. For Voyager 8.2 and later releases, this is

necessary because holdings information is differentiated by the code supplied in the $$9 subfield:

Subfield $$9 in Voyager
Tag Description Code in $$9

866 Recent Issues from serials (serials receipts) 1020

867 Supplemental issues from serials. 1022

868 Indexes 1024

866 Compressed/collapsed info from 853/863 1040

867 Compressed/collapsed info from 854/864 1042

868 Compressed/collapsed info from 855/865 1044

Order – Specifies the order in which the fields display in the Locations tab.
Content – The MARC tags used by the element. Each element can contain up to five different MARC tags, separated

by a comma. In the Front End, multiple tags are separated by a comma, indicators are separated from the tag by a
space, and subfields are separated from the indicators by a space. The number sign (#) can be used as a wildcard.
The following example indicates that the summary holdings are created from the 866 tag, any indicators, subfield a:
default loc.summary 866 ## a
The following example indicates that the notes display 505 tags, any indicators, and all subfields as well as 841 first
indicator 1, second indicator 5, subfields a, b, and n.
default loc.notes 505 ## #;841 15 abn

Fields that are grouped together will not print on separate lines.
$$9=null in the Content field indicates that the system will take the tag (for example, 866) if it does not have a $$9.

Fields that are created manually will not have a $$9.
Each element has a corresponding label in the Locations Tab code table (see Location Tab Code Table). As is true for
all code tables, a different label can be configured per view.
Figure 22:
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Location Tab Code Table

Configuring the Columns and Rows of the Items List
The Location Item Content mapping table (see Location Item Content Mapping Table) allows you to define which data
elements display in each column’s list of items. In addition, you can define which fields display in the item’s expansion
area.
Figure 23:

Location Item Content Mapping Table
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This mapping table contains the following columns:
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
Element – This field allows you to define the following aspects of the Locations tab:
Item columns – The following codes define the element’s column position (see Item Columns on Locations Tab (Brief

Results)):
item.brief.column<n> – <n> indicates column positions 1 through 4 for the brief display.
item.full.column<n> – <n> indicates column positions 1 through 6 for the full display.
Additional columns – The brief and full results also display the Request Options column (see Item Columns on

Locations Tab (Brief Results)).
Figure 24:

Item Columns on Locations Tab (Brief Results)
Item rows – The following codes define the order of additional elements listed in the item’s expansion area (see Item

Expansion Area in Locations Tab):
item.global.dataitem.<n> – <n> indicates the row positions 1 through 12 for the additional fields.

Figure 25:

Item Expansion Area in Locations Tab
Number of items to display – The item.brief.number_of_items element is an exception. (For more information, see

Number of Items to Display in Brief Results).
Content – The data that should display.

The content is expressed in the OvP uniform format fields. It is possible to define more than one field per column or row.
Multiple fields can be separated by spaces or delimiters. If you define a column or row to display values from more than
one data element, the values will display with no spaces between them unless you place a delimiter between each data
element.
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Examples:
If the definition for the column in the mapping table contains the following elements:

call_number call_number2
The Call Number column on the Locations tab will display the values concatentated together:
{call number value}{call number 2 value}
If the definition for the column in the mapping table contains the following elements:

call_number ; call_number2
The Call Number column on the Locations tab will display:
{call number value} ; {call number 2 value}
If the definition for the column in the mapping table contains the following elements:

call_number <br> call_number2
The Call Number column on the Locations tab will display:
{call number value}
{call number 2 value}
The delimiters can be used with any column definition in this mapping table. The following data elements can be
displayed:
Figure 26:

OPAC via Primo Data Elements
Field Description Aleph Voyager Default

Column

call_number Call number of an
item

Call number Call number 2

call_number_2 An additional call
number of an item

Second call
number

Not
applicable

2

copy_id The copy number of
an item.

Copy
number

Copy
number

item_barcode Item barcode Barcode Barcode 5 (in full)

item_category_code The code for the item
category

Item status
code

Item type
code

item_category_name The item category
determines its
behavior in terms of
circulation

Item status
name

Item type

item_description Description of the
item

Item
description

Item
description
(caption)

3

item_id Item ID – ILS item ID Item ID Item ID

item_material Material type of item Material type Media type 6 (in full)

item_status_name The circulation status
of the item

A textual
description
of the item’s

A textual
description
of the item’s

4
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circulation
status. For
example “In
Transit,”
“Expected
on 03/01/
2009”

circulation
status,
including the
due date.

main_location_code The code for the main
location of an item

Sub-library
code

Location
code

main_location_name The main location of
an item

Sub-library
name

Location 1

note_opac OPAC note OPAC note Not
applicable

pages The number of pages pages Not
applicable

queue The number of hold
requests placed for
an item

queue Not
applicable

secondary_location_
code

The code for the
secondary location of
an item

Collection
code

Not
applicable

secondary_location_nameA secondary location
of an item

Collection
name

Not
applicable

1

volume part of item
enumeration

Enumeration-
a

Enumeration

year part of item
chronology

Chronological-
i

Year

Number of Items to Display in Brief Results
The item.brief.number_of_items element in the Location Item Content mapping table defines the number of items that
can display in the brief display. The default value is 5, which includes the Request Options column and four additional
columns.

Configuring the Request Tab
In general, it must be emphasized that the behavior of all requests is determined by the ILS, not by Primo. This includes
defining who is allowed to perform requests, what can be requested, and which request parameters are needed to
perform a request. The configuration options that are available in Primo are basically limited to the look and feel of the
request.
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Although Primo has a common interface for Aleph and Voyager, each support different request types and work with
each type of request differently. These differences are described in the following sections per ILS system and request
type.

Description of the Request Tab
The Request tab has two main parts. At the top the system displays a list of the available requests that the ILS returned
for the active record and patron. The main part of the tab is the request parameters. Because these parameters are
different for each type of request, source system, as well as local ILS configuration, each configuration is described
separately per request type and system.
Figure 27:

Request Tab

In the Voyager OPAC (WebVoyage and VPrimo), the system checks the status of the patron only when
displaying the link requests. If the patron is in good standing and can make requests, the link is displayed. Only when
the patron invokes the request does Voyager check the item’s status and determine whether the request should be
blocked. In OvP, Voyager checks both the status of the patron and the status of the item to reduce the possibility of the
end user entering the request in Primo and then having Voyager reject it. Due to time constraints for UB requests, the
system checks the item status only after the request has been placed.
The following table lists the valid request types for OvP, their applicability to each ILS system, and the code defined in
the Request Tab code table:

OPAC via Primo Request Types
Request Type Aleph Voyager

Call Slip This request type is not used in
Aleph. In Aleph, this is managed
as a hold request.

This is the Voyager Call slip.
default.CallSlipRequest

Hold This is the basic Aleph request
and includes both item- and title-
level requests.
default.HoldRequest

This is the Voyager Hold
request.
default.HoldRequest

ILL This is the Aleph title-level ILL
request. This is active for the
integrated ILL.
default.ILL

This request type has not
been implemented for
Voyager.
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Photocopy
Request
(item-level
only)

Available with Aleph Version 22
and later releases.
Photocopy:
default.PhotocopyRequest

This request type has not
been implemented for
Voyager.

Recall This request type is not used in
Aleph, as recalls are managed in
Aleph as hold requests.

This is the Voyager Recall.
default.RecallRequest

Short Loan This is the Aleph “Advanced
booking” request (the older
version).
default.ShortLoanRequest

This request type has not
been implemented for
Voyager.

UB
(Universal
Borrowing)

This request type is not relevant
to Aleph.

This is the Voyager UB
request.
default.UBRequest

The request types that have not been implemented as OvP requests, but may be used by your ILS system, display as
links in the Request tab if they are allowed for the user/record. When a user selects such a request, Primo links to the
OPAC, where the user is able to enter the request. If SSO is enabled between Primo and the Aleph ILS, Aleph users do
not have to sign in again.
For Aleph, the following requests are included:

Additional Request Types for Aleph
Request Type Default Code in Request Tab

AcquisitionRequest (title-level only) Acquisition Request:
default.AcquistionRequest

BookingRequest (title- and item-
level)

Booking Request:
default.BookingRequest

PhotocopyRequest (item-level
only)

Replaced link with an OvP request in
Aleph Version 22 and later releases.
Photocopy:
default.PhotocopyRequest

For Voyager, the following requests are included:

Additional Request Types for Voyager
Request Type Default Code in Request Tab

COURSELIST Course Reserve:
default.BookingRequest

INZF Index New Zealand:
default.AcquistionRequest

Voyager customers can create additional local request types. The labels for such requests should be added to the
Request Tab code table. The codes for such requests must be entered in uppercase letters, even if the request types
are defined with lowercase letters in Voyager. For example, if Voyager sends a nobibdat (blank form) request, Primo will
display NOBIBDAT. If you prefer to display Blank Form, create the following entry in the Request Tab code table:
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<view_name>.NOBIBDAT Blank Form

Because Primo uses the default.ILL code specifically for OvP, Voyager customers
may need to rename the ILL form code in the Voyager System Administration module and create a
new entry in the Primo Request Tab code table. For example, if you change the form code to ill1 or
ILL1, create the following entry in the Request Tab code table:

<view_name>.ILL1 ILL

Note that ILL1 must be uppercase in Primo even if you have defined the form code with lower or
mixed case letters in Voyager.

General Configuration of the Request Tab
This section describes the general configuration options that are relevant to the Requests tab and apply to both OvP and
OvL configurations.
Request tab label – It is important to keep in mind that Request is the default label for physical items on the GetIt1 tab.

The label for the Request tab is defined in the GetIt Tab1 code table in the Delivery subsystem.
Request tab labels – All labels that are common to all variations of the Request tab can be localized in the Request Tab

and Request Tab Messages code tables. These labels include the list of possible request types and some general
messages.
In addition to the above general code tables, every request type has a separate code table.
Request tips – The upper-right corner of the Request tab has an area for tips. All tips are stored in the Request Tips

code table. Two main types of tips are possible:
A default tip that lets users know that additional request options/locations may be available from the list of locations.

This can happen if, for example, the PNX represents several ILS records. The Request tab offers request options for
only one of these records, giving preference to records that belong to the user’s institution if the availability status is
based on the user institution or the institution of the scope.
A locally defined tip can be defined per request type.

For Voyager customers, locally defined tips in Primo replace the instructions defined in Voyager. If you have
defined such instructions in Voyager, they should be redefined in Primo.

Aleph Hold Requests
A hold request can be initiated by selecting an item from the list of items in the Locations tab (if this option is enabled by
the Aleph configuration). After the item is selected, the system displays the item in the Request tab, where the user can
place a hold for the selected item. To place a request directly, users can select the Request tab. How the hold works in
this case depends on the setup in Aleph. For more information, see the How to Configure Aleph - Primo Interoperability
Guide.
Within Primo, the following configuration options are available:
Hold request labels – All hold request labels are defined in the Hold Request code table under the OPAC via Primo

subsystem. Note that the following labels are not used by Aleph hold requests:

Labels Not Used by Aleph
Code Value

default.holdselect.item Copy
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default.hold.dropdown.select.item Select copy

Configuring optional parameters – Some of the hold request parameters are optional and can be displayed by enabling
the parameter in the Hold Optional Request Parameters mapping table under the OPAC via Primo subsystem. This
mapping table includes the following columns:
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
Request parameter – For Aleph this includes the following fields:
last_interest_date – The last interest date for the request. If the field does not display, the request is the default defined

in Aleph.
request_author, request_title, request_pages – These are additional fields that the user can place to indicate an

interest in a specific section.
patron_note_1, patron_note_2 – These notes are available in the Aleph hold request.
rush_request
Display – The valid values are Yes/No.

By default, no optional fields display.

Voyager Hold Requests
As noted previously, users can initiate requests using the following methods:
Directly from the Request tab – Initiating the request directly from the Request tab is very similar to the workflow that is

used in Voyager. Based on the setup in Voyager, the user has the option to select any item or a specific item from a
drop-down list.
Linking from the list of items in the Locations tab – The user can also place a request from the list of items in the

Locations tab. In this case, the item is pre-selected when the Request tab displays.
Within Primo the following request options are available:
Hold request labels – All hold request labels are defined in the Hold Request code table under the OPAC via Primo

subsystem. Note that the following labels are not used by the Voyager hold:

Hold Request Labels for Voyager
Code Value

default.hold.dropdown.item_category Select item category

default.hold.dropdown.item_description Select Issue

default.hold.dropdown.item_material Select material type

default.hold.dropdown.item_status Select item status

default.hold.dropdown.main_location Select main location

default.hold.dropdown.secondary_location Select secondary location

default.hold.dropdown.volume Select Volume

default.hold.dropdown.year Select Year

default.hold.item_category Item category
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default.hold.item_description Issue

default.hold.item_material Material type

default.hold.item_status Item status

default.hold.main_location Main location

default.hold.patron_note_2 Comment

default.hold.request_author Author

default.hold.request_pages Pages

default.hold.request_title Title

default.hold.rush_request Rush request

default.hold.secondary_location Secondary location

default.hold.volume Volume

default.hold.year Year

Configuring optional parameters – Some of the hold request parameters are optional and can be displayed by enabling
the parameter in the Hold Optional Request Parameters mapping table under the OPAC via Primo subsystem.
This mapping table includes the following columns:
View – This field specifies the code that is assigned to the view. The default value is default, which means that it is

used by all views that do not have a specific mapping row defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create a
new mapping row per view.
Request parameter – For Voyager, this includes the following fields (the other fields are relevant only to Aleph):
last_interest_date – The last interest date for the request. If the field does not display, the request is the default defined

by Voyager.
patron_note_1 – The note the patron can enter when placing a request.
Display – The valid values are Yes and No.

By default, no optional fields display.

Voyager Recall Requests
As with hold requests, recalls can be initiated from either the Request tab or the list of items.
Recall request labels – All hold request labels are defined in the Recall Request code table under the OPAC via Primo

subsystem.
Configuring optional parameters – Some of the recall parameters are optional and can be displayed by enabling the

parameter in the Recall Optional Request Parameters mapping table under the OPAC via Primo subsystem. The table
includes the following columns:
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
Request parameter – This includes the following fields:
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last_interest_date – The last interest date for the request. If the field does not display, the request is the default defined
by Voyager.
patron_note_1 – The note the patron can enter when placing a request.
Display – The valid values are Yes and No.

By default, no optional fields display.

Voyager Callslip Requests
As with hold requests and recalls, call slips can be initiated from either the Request tab or the list of items. If there are no
items, a title-level call slip can be placed only from the Request tab (if allowed per Voyager configuration).
The following rules apply to the configuration of the Call Slip Item Required check box in the Voyager System
Administration module (OPAC Configuration - Miscellaneous):
If selected, Primo displays only the item drop-down list. If there are no items on this bib record, the callslip will not be

given as an option.
If not selected and the title contains items, Primo displays the Item drop-down list and the Specify the Issue fields.
If not selected and the title contains no items, Primo displays only the Specify the Issue fields.

The following aspects can be configured in Primo:
Callslip request labels – All hold request labels are defined in the Call Slip Requests code table under the OPAC via

Primo subsystem.
Configuring optional parameters – Some of the recall parameters are optional and can be displayed by enabling the

parameter in the Callslip Optional Request Parameters mapping table under the OPAC via Primo subsystem. The table
includes the following columns:
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
Request parameter – This includes the following fields:
last_interest_date – The last interest date for the request. If the field does not display, the request is the default defined

by Voyager.
patron_note_1 – The note the patron can enter when placing a request.
Display – The valid values are Yes and No.

By default, no optional fields display.

Aleph ILL Requests
ILL requests can only be initiated from the Request tab to place an Aleph title-level ILL request. Currently, ILL title
requests can be made only against records that are part of the Aleph database and are included in the extract to Primo.
The following aspects can be configured in Primo:
ILL request labels – All ILL request labels are defined in the ILL Request code table under the OPAC via Primo

subsystem.
Copyright message – Primo, like Aleph, can optionally display a copyright message that the user must confirm before

the ILL request can be placed. This is defined in the ILL Optional Request Parameters. Note that unlike Aleph, users
cannot continue with the request unless they accept the copyright statement.
The message is stored in an HTML file, which is defined in the default.illrequest.copyright_statement parameter in the
ILL Request code table. The HTML file should be placed under the following directory:
.../ng/primo/home/system/tomcat/search/webapps/primo_library#libweb/static_htmls

In Aleph, the COPYRIGHT-SIGN parameter has been added to the tab100 table of
the ILL library, which defines the copyright policy to use in Primo for OvP configurations. If you have
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this parameter set to Y (which means that Aleph should check whether the copyright was signed),
you must display the copyright statement in Primo.

Configuring ILL optional parameters – Many of the ILL request parameters are optional and can be displayed in the
Primo Back Office. In many cases, it is also possible to define a default value when the field is mandatory. This is
configured in the ILL Optional Request Parameters mapping table under the OPAC via Primo subsystem.
This mapping table has the following columns:
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
Request parameter – The following table lists the valid ILL request parameters:

ILL Request Parameters
Request Parameter Description Default

allowed_media Mandatory
Type of media, such as
photocopy.

A default value can be
defined.
Check Aleph for a list of the
available codes.
If the Display field is set to No,
the first value in list sent from
Aleph is used.

copyright The valid values are Yes or
No.

delivery_method Mandatory A default value can be
defined.
Check Aleph for a list of the
available codes.
If the Display field is set to No,
the first value in the list sent
from Aleph is used.

language Optional

last_interest_date Mandatory
The last interest date.

It is possible to define the
number of days (for example,
30) after the current date as
the default last interest date.

request_author,
request_pages,
request_title,
request_volume

Optional
Additional information about
the request. May be relevant if
the user is interested in only
part.

request_day,
request_issue,
request_month

Optional
Additional fields that may be
relevant for journal requests. If
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the item is a journal, the Year
always displays.

send_directly Optional The valid values are Yes or
No.
The default value is No.

Service_level Optional A default value can be
defined.
For a list of the valid values,
refer to the ./usm40/tab/
pc_tab_exp_field.<lng> table
in the Aleph system.
If the Display field is set to No,
the first value in the list sent
from Aleph is used.

willing_to_pay Optional The valid values are Yes or
No .
The default value is No.

Default – This field enables you to define a default value for mandatory fields that have the Display parameter set to
No.
Display – The valid values are Yes or No.

Aleph Short Loan Requests
Short loan requests (which are called Advanced Bookings in Aleph) can be initiated from the Request tab or the list of
items in the Locations tab. If the item is multi-volume or your like-copy definitions include a sub-library, users are linked
to the Locations list in which they must select a specific item.
The following aspect can be configured in Primo:
Short loan request labels – All short loan labels are configured in the Short Loan Request code table under the OPAC

via Primo subsystem.

Voyager UB Requests
Consortium members that participate in Voyager Universal Borrowing are able to offer Universal Borrowing (UB)
requests in OvP. If the specific user is authorized to place a UB request, it is possible to initiate UB requests from either
the Request tab or the list of items in the Locations tab.

At this stage only the user is checked, not the item. After the UB information is calculated and returned to Primo,
the system may reject the user’s UB request.
The following aspects can be configured in the Primo Back Office:
UB request labels – All UB request labels are defined in the UB Request code table under the OPAC via Primo

subsystem.
Optional UB request fields [currently not available] – The UB Requests Optional Parameters mapping table under the

OPAC via Primo subsystem allows you to configure the optional fields to display for UB requests.

Aleph Photocopy Requests
A photocopy request can be initiated by selecting an item from the list of items in the Locations tab (if this option is
enabled by the Aleph configuration).
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Within Primo, the following configuration options are available:
Photocopy request labels – All photocopy request labels are defined in the Photocopy Request code table under the

OPAC via Primo subsystem.
Configuring optional parameters – Some of the photocopy request parameters are optional and can be displayed by

enabling the parameter in the Photocopy Optional Request Parameters mapping table under the OPAC via Primo
subsystem. This mapping table includes the following columns:
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
Request parameter – For Aleph this includes the following fields:
request_author, request_title – These are additional fields that the user can place to indicate an interest in a specific

section.
patron_note_1, patron_note_2 – These notes are available in the Aleph photocopy request.
requester_name – Includes the name of the requester in the Aleph photocopy request.
add_info – Includes additional information in the Aleph photocopy request.
Display – The valid values are Yes/No.

By default, no optional fields display.

Configuring My Account
With the OvP delivery configuration, users that have signed in may receive the following views on the My Account tab:
Loans
Requests
Fees and Fines
Blocks and Messages
Personal Settings – Aleph users may update their address information in Primo if they are configured in Aleph to allow

updates to address information.
Figure 28:

My Account Tab
The My Account Menu Configuration - OvP mapping table allows you specify the order of the menu items in My Account
and also disable items from My Account. To configure a menu item, specify the following fields:
Enabled – Select this check box to enable the mapping row.
View ID – Select the view in which this menu will appear. If you select default, it will appear in all views.
My Account function – Specify the position of each item in the My Account’s menu. The items display in the following

order: myaccount1, myaccount2, myaccount3, myaccount4, and myaccount5.
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Display – Specify the menu item to display at the position indicated by the My Account function field. The following
values are valid: loans, requests, fines, blocks, and personal_settings.
Is Enabled – Select Yes to enable this menu item in My Account for the specified view.
Description – Specify optional text to describe this mapping row.

Changes to this mapping table require you deploy the All Code Tables and Mapping
Tables (Front End labels and more) option on the Primo Home > Deploy All page.

Configuring the Loans View
The Loans view contains the following tabs:
List of Active Loans
List of Historic Loans – Note that this tab is active only for Aleph and Alma because Voyager does not display historic

loans.
Figure 29:

Loans View
The following fields display in the loans list: title, author, due date and hour, fine amount, and renew action. The title link
displays complete loan details when selected. The list of loans can be sorted either by title or by due date.
The following loan aspects are configurable:
Loans List – The Loans List Configuration mapping table allows you to configure the columns that display for the active

and historical loans lists on the My Account > Loans page. This mapping table has the following columns:
Enabled – Select this check box to enable the mapping row.
View ID – Select the view in which this menu will appear. If you select default, it will appear in all views.
Column – This field is read-only. It indicates the column position of the field (defined in the Field Name field) in the

active or historical list. The field’s column is determined as follows for each list:
Active list: loans.brief.active.column2 through column7
Historical list: loans.brief.history.column1 through column8

The associated labels for each of the above columns are defined in the Loans List Labels code table.
The following columns are defined out of the box, but they are not in use. You may redefine them as needed.
loans.brief.history.column1
loans.brief.history.column8
request.brief.column5
Field Name – Specify the parameter (such as author and title) that you want to display in either the historical or active

loans list. The valid fields are defined in the Loans Detailed Display mapping table.

The row number, selection box, and renew status columns are not configurable.
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The title parameter is required and cannot be removed, but its column position can be changed.
Any column that includes the main_location_name parameter can also include the following parameters separated by a

space: secondary_location_name, call_number, and call_number_2.
Description – Specify optional text to describe this mapping row.

Changes to this mapping table require you deploy the All Code Tables and Mapping
Tables (Front End labels and more) option on the Primo Home > Deploy All page.

Loan list labels – All loan list and loan detail labels are defined in the Loans List Labels code table under the OPAC via
Primo subsystem.
The Potential Fine column is not populated by Voyager but displays by default in My Account. To hide this column in My
Account, change the following line in the code table:

to:

Detailed loan display – It is possible to configure which fields from the loan display in the detailed display. This is
configured in the Loans Detailed Display mapping table under the OPAC via Primo subsystem. This mapping table has
the following columns:
Enable – Select this check box to display the field.
Field Name – The field that should display. The field is expressed in the OvP uniform format fields. The following table

lists the data elements that can be displayed, mapping the uniform Primo terms to Aleph and Voyager:

Loans Detailed Display Fields
Field Aleph Alma Voyager Default

author Author of item Author of item Author of item

call_number Call number Call number Call number

call_number_2 2nd call
number

Not applicable Not applicable

due_date Due date of
loan

Due date of loan Due date of
loan

due_hour Due hour of
loan

Due hour of loan Due hour of
loan

fine Fine Fine Not applicable

ils_institution_codeNot applicable Institution code Not applicable Does not
display by
default

ils_institution_nameNot applicable Institution name Not applicable

item_barcode Item barcode Item barcode Item barcode
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item_category_codeItem status
code

Item policy code Not applicable Does not
display by
default

item_category_nameItem status
name

Item policy Not applicable

item_
description

Description of
item

Description of
item

Description of
item (enum +
chron joined)

item_id ID of the item ID of the item ID of the item Does not
display by
default

item_status_
name

Item
processing
status

Item processing
status

Item type

last_renew_
date

Date of last
renewal

Not applicable Not applicable

loan_date Date of loan Date of loan Not applicable

loan_status Status of the
loan

Status of the
loan

Not applicable

main_location_codeSub-library
code

Library code Location code Does not
display by
default

main_location_nameSub-library
name

Library name Location name

no_overdue_
notices

Number of
overdue letters

Not applicable Not applicable

no_renwal Number of
renewals

Not applicable Not applicable

proxy_id ID of the proxy
borrower

Not applicable Not applicable

return_date Return date -
relevant to
historic loans

Return date -
relevant to
historic loans

Not applicable

return_hour Return hour -
relevant to
historic loans

Return hour -
relevant to
historic loans

Not applicable
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secondary_
location_code

Collection code Location code Not applicable Does not
display by
default

secondary_
location_name

Collection
name

Location name Not applicable

title Title of item Title of item. If
item has a
description, it
will be added to
the title inside
parentheses.

Title of item Does not
display by
default (since it
displays at the
top)

year Publication
date of item

Publication date
of item

Not applicable

Field Order – This field indicates the order in which the fields display in the detailed display (only one field displays per
line). Field order numbering starts at 1.
View ID – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
Tag Name – This field is not in use and should be ignored.
Paging – If your ILS supports the paging of loans, Primo will fetch loans in bulks. Currently, Voyager supports this

functionality. If an end user has more loans than the configured bulk size, Primo will display the Show More Loans link at
the bottom of the page, which allows the end user to fetch an additional bulk.
If an end user invokes the Renew or Renew All option before all loans have been fetched from the ILS, Primo will
replace the Show More Loans link with the Refresh List link, which allows the end user to display the updated loans list
from the ILS.
To configure the maximum number of loans fetched per bulk from the ILS, configure the OvP - Loans Paging parameter
under the Front End subsystem in the Bulk Definition mapping table. The default value is 100.

The out-of-the-box value for the OvP - Loans Paging parameter must be modified for
Universal Borrowing (UB) sites. Customers should use the number of UB databases and circulation
policies to determine the bulk size. Refer to the Voyager-Primo Integration User's Guide for more
information.

Configuring the Requests View
The Requests view lists active requests, and each request includes the following information:
Type of request (see below for a list of types)
Title – the title link displays request details when selected
Author
Status
Pickup location
Actions – if permitted by the ILS requests, can be cancelled. Aleph ILL requests can also be renewed.

Figure 30:
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Requests View
The List of Requests can be sorted by title and by status.
The following table lists the request types that can display in the list:

Request Types
Type Aleph Alma Voyager

acq Acquisition request Not applicable Not applicable

bookings Both types of Aleph
booking requests are
included under
bookings:
Short loan – the old

advanced booking
request, which is
available as an OvP
request.
Booking request – the

new booking request,
which is available as a
link to the OPAC in the
Requests tab.

Booking request Media booking

callslip Not applicable Not applicable Call slip, UB requests
(depending on where
they are in the fulfillment
process)
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holds Hold Hold, General hold,
and Resource
Sharing requests

Hold, Recall, UB
requests (depending on
where they are in the
fulfillment process)

ill ILL request Not applicable Not applicable

photocopies Photocopy Digitization,
Document delivery

Not applicable

shortloan Not applicable
Note that the Aleph
short loan is called a
booking request in My
Account.

Not applicable Short loan

The following aspects can be configured in the Primo Back office:
Requests list – The Requests List Configuration mapping table allows you to configure the columns that display for the

My Account > Requests page. This mapping table contains the following columns:
Enabled – Select this check box to enable the mapping row.
View ID – Select the view in which this menu will appear. If you select default, it will appear in all views.
Column – This field is read-only. It indicates the column position of the parameter (defined in the Field Name field) in

the Requests list. The parameter’s position is determined by the column number:
requests.brief.column1 - column7
The associated labels for each of the above column numbers are defined in the Requests List Labels code table.
Field Name – Specify the parameter (such as author and title) that you want to display on the Requests page. The valid

parameters are defined in the following mapping tables: Call Slip Request Detailed Display, Hold/Recall Request
Detailed Display, ILL Request Detailed Display, Short Loan Display, Photocopy Request Detailed Display, Short Loan
and Booking Request Detailed Display, and Acquisition Request Detailed Display.

Any column that includes the main_location_name parameter can also include the following parameters separated by a
space: secondary_location_name, call_number, and call_number_2.
If you want a column to display parameters that are not available for all request types, separate the parameters with the

OR boolean operator – for example, request_status OR hold_status.
Description – Specify optional text to describe this mapping row.

Changes to this mapping table require you deploy the All Code Tables and Mapping
Tables (Front End labels and more) option on the Primo Home > Deploy All page.

Request list labels – All request list labels are defined in the Request List Labels code table under the OPAC via Primo
subsystem.
In Primo version 3.1, the Location column was added to the My Account tab. To configure its label, update the following
code:
default.requests.brief.column7
Detailed request display – It is possible to configure which fields from the requests display in the detailed display. This

is configured in a separate mapping table per request type under the OPAC via Primo subsystem. This table has the
following columns:
Enable – Select this check box to display the field.
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Field Name – Contains the name of the field to display. The field is expressed in the OvP uniform format fields. The
following tables list the data elements that can be displayed per request type, mapping the common Primo term to the
Aleph, Alma, and Voyager terms.
Field Order – This field indicates the order in which the fields display in the detailed display (only one field displays per

line). Field order numbering starts at 1.
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
Tag Name – This field is not used and should be ignored.
Hold/recall request – detailed display – The relevant mapping table is Hold/Recall Request Detailed Display under the

OPAC via Primo subsystem.

Hold/Recall Request - Detailed Display Fields
Field Aleph Alma Voyager Default

author Author of item Author of item Not applicable

call_number Call number Not applicable Not applicable

call_number_2 2nd call number Not applicable Not applicable

end_hold_
date

Last date by
which item is
saved for the user
in the holds shelf

Not applicable Last date by
which item is
saved for the
user in the
holds shelf

end_request_dateLast interest date
of request

Not applicable Not applicable

group_id ID of the request
group

Not applicable Not applicable

hold_date Date item was
placed on hold
shelf

Not applicable Not applicable

hold_status Status of the
request

Request
workflow status

Status of the
request

ils_
institution_
code

Not applicable Institution code Voyager
database code

Does not display
by default

ils_
institution_
name

Not applicable Institution
name

Name of
institution to
which the
request was
made
(relevant for
UB requests)
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item_
category_
code

Item status code Not applicable Not applicable Does not display
by default

item_
category_
name

Item status name Not applicable Not applicable

item_
description

Description of
item

Not applicable Not applicable

item_status_nameItem processing
status

Not applicable Not applicable

main_
location_
code

Sub-library code Not applicable Not applicable Does not display
by default

main_
location_
name

Sub-library name Not applicable Not applicable

patron_note_1 Note entered by
end user

Not applicable Not applicable

patron_note_2 Additional note
entered by end
user

Not applicable Not applicable

pickup_
location_
name

Pickup location Pickup location Pickup
location

request_
author

Additional
information about
the requested
material entered
by the end user

Not applicable Not applicable

request_date Start date of
request

Create date of
request

Not applicable

request_
pages

Additional
information about
the requested
material entered
by the end user

Not applicable Not applicable

request_title Additional
information about
the requested

Not applicable Not applicable
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material entered
by the end user

request_type Type of request Type of request Type of
request

request_id ID of the request ID of the
request

Not applicable

requester_id ID of a proxy
requester

Not applicable Not applicable

secondary_
location_
code

Collection code Not applicable Not applicable Does not display
by default

secondary_
location_
name

Collection name Not applicable Not applicable

title Title of item Title of item. If
the item has a
description, it
will be added to
the title inside
parentheses.

Title of item Does not display
by default
because it
displays at the
top

year Publication date
of item

Not applicable Not applicable

Bookings – detailed display – The relevant mapping table is Short Loan and Booking Request Detailed Display under
the OPAC via Primo subsystem.

Short Loan and Booking Request Detailed Display
Field Aleph Alma Voyager Default

author Author of item Author of item Not applicable

booking_end_date End date of slot End date of slot End date of
slot

booking_end_hour End date of slot End time of slot End time of slot

booking_start_date Start date of slot Start date of slot Start date of
slot

booking_start_hour Start time of slot Start time of slot Start time of
slot

call_number Call number Not applicable

call_number_2 2nd call number Not applicable
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delivery_method Delivery method Not applicable

delivery_time The time it takes
to move the
requested item to
its requested
pickup location

Not applicable Does not
display
by
default

group_id ID of the request
group

Not applicable

head_time The amount of
time the library
needs to prepare
material by
default

Not applicable Does not
display
by
default

ils_institution_code Not applicable Institution code Voyager
database code

Does not
display
by
default

ils_institution_name Not applicable Institution name Name of
institution to
which the
request was
made (relevant
for UB
requests)

item_barcode Barcode of the
item

Not applicable

item_category_code Item status code Not applicable Does not
display
by
default

item_category_
name

Item status name Not applicable

item_description Description of
item

Not applicable

item_material Not applicable Item type

item_status_name Item processing
status

Not applicable

main_location_code Sub-library code Not applicable Does not
display
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by
default

main_location_
name

Sub-library name Not applicable

patron_note_1 Note entered by
end user

Not applicable

patron_note_2 Additional note
entered by end
user

Not applicable

pickup_location_
name

Pickup location Pickup location Pickup location

request_status Status of the
request

Status of the
request

request_type Type of request Type of request Type of
request

request-id ID of the request ID of the request Not applicable

requester_id ID of a proxy
requester

Not applicable

return_location Location in which
item should be
returned

Not applicable

secondary_location_
code

Collection code Not applicable Does not
display
by
default

secondary_location_
name

Collection name Not applicable

tail_time The amount of
time the library
needs to process
the request after
it is returned

Not applicable Does not
display
by
default

title Title of item Title of item Title of item

year Publication date
of item

Not applicable

ILL – detailed display – ILL requests are displayed only for Aleph.
The relevant mapping table is ILL Request Detailed Display under the OvP subsystem.
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ILL Request Detailed Display
Field Aleph Default

author Author

due_date Due date of fulfilled ILL request

last_interest_date Last interest date for request

media Requested media

patron_note_1 Note entered by end user

patron_note_2 Additional note entered by end user

pickup_location_namePickup location

request_add_
data_<n>

Additional data fields, where <n> is 1 through
5.
These fields can be used to display the
volume, part, month, day, and issue. Note that
you may need to configure tab22 in the ILL
library for this to work. For example:
USER-DEF-1 1 ISS## v
USER-DEF-2 1 ISS## p
USER-DEF-3 1 ISS## m
USER-DEF-4 1 ISS## d
USER-DEF-5 1 ISS## i
It is important to keep the correct order of the
fields, but they do not necessarily have to be
user-defined field 1-5.

request_author Author of article or part

request_status Status of request

request_title Title of article or part

request_type Type of request

request-id ID of request Does not display by
default.

staff_note Note entered by staff

suppliers_status Supplier status

title Title

title_imprint Imprint of title

update_date ILL request last update date
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year Year

Photocopies – detailed display – Photocopy requests are displayed for Aleph and Alma. The relevant mapping table is
Photocopy Request Detailed Display under the OPAC via Primo subsystem.

Photocopy Request Detailed Display
Field Aleph Alma Default

add_info Additional
information

Not applicable

author Author Author

call_number Call number Not applicable

call_number_2 2nd call number Not applicable

item_description Description of item Not applicable

main_location_code Sub-library code Library code Does not
display by
default

main_location_name Sub-library name Library name

patron_note_1 Note entered by end
user

Not applicable

patron_note_2 Additional note
entered by end user

Not applicable

pickup_location_name Pickup location Pickup location

request_author Author of article or
part

Not applicable

request_creation_date Date request was
created

Date request was
created

request_pages Pages of articles of
part

Not applicable

request_status Status of request Request workflow
status

request_title Title of article or part Not applicable

request_type Type of request Type of request

requester_name Requester name Not applicable

title Title Title of item. If the
item has a description,
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it will be added to the
title inside
parentheses.

year Year Not applicable

Acquisition requests – detailed display – Acquisition requests display only for Aleph. The relevant mapping table is
Acquisition Request Detailed Display under the OPAC via Primo subsystem.

Acquisition Request Detailed Display
Field Aleph Default

author Author

bib_system_number Same as order number Does not display by
default

imprint Imprint

internal_order_number Does not display by
default

internal_order_sequence Does not display by
default

last_status_date Date of status of order

library_note Library note

order_number Order number

request_author Author of article or part

request_pages Pages of articles or part

request_status Status of request

request_title Title of article or part

request_type Type of request

title Title

year Year

Call slip – detailed display – Call slips display only for Voyager. The relevant mapping table is Callslip Request Detailed
Display under the OPAC via Primo subsystem.

Callslip Request Detailed Display
Field Voyager Default

end_callslip_date Last date item is held in holds shelf
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ils_institution_code Voyager database code Does not display
by default

ils_institution_name Name of institution to which the request
was made (relevant for UB requests)

pickup_location_name Pickup location

request_status Status of request

request_type Type of request

title Title

Short loan – detailed display – Short Loans display only for Voyager. The relevant mapping table is Short Loan Display
under the OPAC via Primo subsystem.

Short Loan Display
Field Voyager Default

end_shortloan_date Last date item is held in holds shelf

ils_institution_code Voyager database code Does not display by
default

ils_institution_name Name of institution to which the request
was made (relevant for UB requests)

pickup_location_name Pickup location

request_status Status of request

request_type Type of request

title Title

Configuring the Fines and Fees View
The Fines and Fees view displays a list of Aleph cash transactions, Voyager fines and demerits, and Alma fines and
fees.
Figure 31:
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Fines and Fees View
This list includes the following information:
Title of the item linked to the fine or fee. If there is no title, no title displays. The title is a link to detailed information

about the fine.
Author of the item linked to the fine or fee.
The date that the fine was accrued.
The type of fine. The following values are valid per system.
(Aleph and Alma) credit or debit
(Voyager) fine or demerit
The fine/demerit amount
An indication of whether the fine was transferred. This is relevant only to Aleph.
The balance summary.

If you click a fine in the list, the system displays additional information on the Details of Fine page:
Figure 32:

Details of Fine View - My Account
The following aspects can be configured in the Primo Back Office:
Fine and fee labels – The Fines List Labels code table under the OPAC via Primo subsystem defines all fine and fee

labels on the List of Fines and Details of Fine views.

For Voyager demerits, the prefix of Demerit in the list comes directly from the Voyager configuration file
(vxws.properties).
Fines detailed display – The Fines Detailed Display mapping table configures which fields display on the Details of Fine

view. This table has the following columns:
Enable – Select this check box to display the field.
Field Name – The name of the field to display. The field is expressed in the OvP uniform format fields. The following

table lists the data elements that can be displayed per fee or fine type, mapping the common Primo term to the Aleph,
Alma, and Voyager terms.

Fines Detailed Display
Field Aleph Alma Voyager Default
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author Author of item Not
applicable

Not
applicable

call_number Call number Not
applicable

Not
applicable

call_number_2 2nd call
number

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

fine_date Date on
which charge
was created

Date on
which charge
was created

fine_
description

Textual
description
the charge

Fine type

fine_id ID of the fine ID of the fine Not
applicable

fine_main_
location

Sub-library of
fine

Library name

fine_status Cash type –
for example,
overdue

Fine status

fine_sum Amount of
charge

Amount of
charge

ils_institution_codeADM code Institution
code

Voyager
database
code

Does not
display by
default

ils_institution_nameADM name Institution
name

Name of
institution to
which the
request was
made
(relevant for
UB requests)

item_barcode Item barcode Not
applicable

Not
applicable

item_category_codeItem status
code

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Does not
display by
default

item_category_nameItem status
name

Not
applicable

Not
applicable
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item_status_
name

Item
processing
status

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

main_location_codeSub-library
code

Library code Not
applicable

Does not
display by
default

main_location_nameSub-library
name

Library name Not
applicable

secondary_
location_code

Collection
code

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Does not
display by
default

secondary_
location_name

Collection
name

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

title Title of item Title of item Title of item Does not
display by
default (since
it displays at
the top)

transfer_date Transfer date Not
applicable

Not
applicable

transfer_
department

Transfer
department

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

transfer_
number

Transfer
number

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

transferred Indicates
whether or
not the fine
has been
transferred

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

type Type of fine:
credit/debit

Type of fine:
credit/debit

Type of fine:
fine/demerit

year Publication
date of item

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Field Order – This field indicates the order in which the fields display in the detailed display (only one field displays per
line). Field order numbering starts at 1.
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
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Tag Name – This field is not used and should be ignored.

Configuring the Blocks and Messages View
The Blocks and Messages view displays a list of patron blocks (Aleph and Voyager and library messages) to the user
(Aleph only).
Figure 33:

Blocks and Messages View
Labels for blocks and messages are defined in the Blocks and Messages List Labels code table.

Configuring the Personal Settings View
The Personal Setting view combines Primo settings and patron information that comes from the ILS. The view has two
main parts:
Personal settings – patron information, such as address and e-mail. Aleph users may update their address information

in Primo if they are configured in Aleph to allow updates to address information.
Display settings – the number of results that can be saved per page and the default interface language.

Figure 34:

Personal Settings View

On the Personal settings view, the e-mail and SMS settings are derived from Primo. If these fields are blank in
the Primo personal settings table, they display from the ILS. When the user updates these fields, they are updated in
Primo and pending ILS configuration (Aleph and Alma only), in the ILS patron database as well.
The following aspects can be configured in the Primo Back Office:
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Personal Settings Labels – Most of the personal setting labels are defined in the Personal Settings Labels code table
under the OPAC via Primo subsystem. The remaining labels for the e-mail address and the SMS number are defined in
the My Preferences Tile code table under the Front End subsystem.
Personal Setting Fields – In the Personal Setting Fields mapping table, it is possible to define which fields display and

in which order. The table has the following columns:
Enable – Select this check box to display the field.
Field Name – The field that should display. The field is expressed in the OvP uniform format fields. The following table

lists the data elements that can be updated in Primo, mapping the uniform Primo term to the corresponding Aleph, Alma,
and Voyager terms.

Personal Setting Fields
Field Aleph Alma Voyager

contact.address_1 Address line 1 Address line 1 Address line 1

contact.address_2 Address line 2 Address line 2 Address line 2

contact.address_3 Address line 3 Address line 3 Address line 3

contact.address_4 Address line 4 Address line 4 Address line 4

contact.address_5 Address line 5 Address line 5 Address line 5

contact.address_valid_
from

Address valid
date from.
This field is
required.

Address valid
date from.

Not applicable

contact.address_valid_to Address valid
date to.
This field is
required.

Address valid
date to.

Not applicable

contact.city Not applicable City City

contact.mail_attachment Type of
attachment

Preferred email Not applicable

contact.my_email Email address Email address Email address

contact.newPassword The new
password used
to update the
user’s login.

The new
password used
to update the
user’s login.

Not applicable

contact.oldPassword The original
password to be
updated by the
update login
credentials
functionality.

The original
password to be
updated by the
update login
credentials
functionality.

Not applicable
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contact.patron_expiry_
date

Patron expiry
date

Patron expiry
date

Patron expiry
date

contact.patron_status_
name

Patron status
(z305_bor_status)

Patron status Patron Group
Name
(patronGroupName)

contact.pincode Not applicable Pincode if
required to
update login
credentials.

Not applicable

contact.sms_authorized Indicates
whether user
wants to receive
an SMS
message from
the library.

Indicates
whether user
wants to receive
an SMS
message from
the library.

Not applicable

contact.sms_number SMS number SMS number SMS number

contact.state Not applicable State/Province State

contact.telephone_1 Telephone 1 Preferred phone Telephone
type=primary

contact.telephone_2 Telephone 2 Not applicable Telephone
type=mobile

contact.telephone_3 Telephone 3 Not applicable Telephone
type=fax

contact.telephone_4 Telephone 4 Not applicable Telephone
type=other

contact.zip Zip code Zip code Zip code

Field Order – This field indicates the order in which the fields display in the detailed display (only one field displays per
line). Field order numbering starts at 1.
View – The code of the view. The default value is default, which means that this element is used by all views that do

not have a specific line defined. If you want separate configurations per view, create new lines per view. You must
include definitions for all the elements you want for the view. Once a specific view has been configured, the system
takes only the fields defined for the active view.
Tag Name – This field is not used and should be ignored.
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Ex Libris Services
This section explains how to configure Ex Libris services that are used to enhance Primo’s functionality.

This section includes:
bX Recommendations
Primo Central Collections
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bX Recommendations
Before your institution can receive bX recommendations for articles in Primo, you must complete the registration
process. After you perform the steps in the registration system, you will receive an e-mail message that contains the
following keys:
The bX authentication token gives institutions access to the bX site to receive bX recommendations.
The bX license key gives you access to My Profile to update your bX registration information and settings. For more

information, see My Profile.

If you already used SFX to register your institution for bX, you can shorten the activation time by using MY Profile to
add Primo to your institution’s client list and assign the bX service to the Primo client. For instructions on how to access
My Profile from the SFX Admin Center, refer to the bX-SFX Configuration Guide.
After you have updated My Profile and received your bX authentication token, skip to step 4 in the following procedure to
enable your institution to receive bX recommendations.
Processing your registration request and sending the e-mail with your bX authentication token and license key is

handled within 24 hours.

To configure bX recommendations:
1 On the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Institution Wizard page, click Edit next to the institution for
which you want to provide bX recommendations.
The Edit Institution page opens.
Figure 35:
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The

Edit Institution Page
2 Click the Register button to start the registration process.
The bX Registration > Welcome page opens.
Figure 36:

The

bX Registration Welcome Page
3 Complete the steps in the registration system. For more information on the registration process, refer to the bX
Registration Guide.

If you want full-text links to be sent with the bX recommendations, you must specify the URL for your link
resolver’s holdings file. For more information, refer to section Availability Check Details in the bX Registration Guide.
After you have completed the steps in the registration system, you will receive a bX authentication token and a bX
license key in an e-mail message (see example below). For more information on using the bX license key, see My
Profile.
Figure 37: The

Greetings and welcome to bX!

This email contains two strings - one is an application-specific authentication
token that will allow you to get recommendations from bX. The other is a
customer-level license key that allows you to edit your bX profile.

Here is the bX authentication token for your client application "primo":

0ec98d189894a534180zz235a1a07d8

To use this token in an OpenURL request, it should be included in a
'res_dat' URL key value pair in URI-encoded form:
res_dat=token%3D0ec98d189894a534180zz235a1a07d8%26format%3Dhtml

Here is the bX license key:
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ED9AC209AC1001013A62D1A87588GA49

It can be used to access your "My Profile" page where you can make changes
to your account and other configurations. Please see the bX documentation
available on the Ex Libris Documentation Center for more information.

If you have any problems with the license or authentication token, please
contact registration@exlibrisgroup.com.

If you need further assistance, please contact your local Ex Libris support team
by submitting a support incident via eService: http://support.exlibrisgroup.com/.
When reporting a bX problem, please select bX as the Product for the SI.

We look forward to your use and comments on the bX recommender service!

Sincerely,
Ex Libris

Example Registration E-Mail
4 Enter the bX authentication token in the bX Token field.
5 Click Deploy to save and deploy the changes.
6 On the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables page, select the Recommendation Systems table
under the Front End subsystem.
The Recommendation Systems page opens.
Figure 38:
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The

Recommendation Systems Mapping Table

This page allows you to enable BibTip and bX recommendations for each institution. If both bX and BibTip
recommendation systems are enabled, Primo displays only the bX recommendations if both systems have
recommendations for the record.
7 Configure the following fields to enable bX recommendations for the institution:
Enabled – Select this box to enable recommendations for the specified institution.
Recommendation System ID – Select bX from the drop-down list.
Institution Code – Select the institution from the drop-down list.
Javascript File Name – Leave this field blank.

8 Click Save.
9 If you want to modify the bX timeout error message or translate it into different languages:
a Select the Recommendation Tab Messages table on the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Code Tables >
Front End subsystem page.
The Recommendation Tab Messages code table page opens.
Figure 39:
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The

Recommendation Tab Messages Code Table
b Modify the Description field for the following code or create additional code table rows for each language and/or view:
default.recommendationtab.timeout.error
c Click Save & Continue to save your changes.

If you have not configured SFX to display bX recommendations, refer to the bX-SFX Configuration Guide and
the bX Registration Guide for more information.

My Profile
My Profile is the Back Office interface for the bX registration system. It allows you to modify your registration information
(such as name and e-mail address) and configure your site’s IP addresses.

To access My Profile from Primo:
1 Copy the customer ID from your bX registration e-mail.
2 Enter the following URL in a browser, making sure that you append your <customer ID> to the URL:

https://registration.service.exlibrisgroup.com/customer/management/customer.do?customerId=<customer ID>
The My Profile > Main Menu page opens:
Figure 40:
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The

My Profile > Main Menu Page
For more information on updating customer details and client application settings, click the Help link.
3 Bookmark the My Profile > Main Menu page to use the link later.
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Primo Central Collections
To allow your patrons to search Primo Central collections, you must register and enable each institution that wants to
provide this service. For details on configuring Primo Central, see the Primo Central Index Configuration Guide.
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OpenSearch

Introduction

This chapter explains how to enable Primo for OpenSearch, which allows users to search a Primo site via the
Search bar (as defined by Mozilla) or the Instant Search box (as defined by Microsoft) using OpenSearch
technology.

This feature is available in Web browsers that support OpenSearch technology (such as Firefox 2 and IE
7).

To enable auto-discovery mode for a Primo site, the following modifications are required:

Add a reference link to the Primo Front End for auto-discovery.

Add a customized OpenSearch XML file to the server.

When a Primo site that has enabled OpenSearch is accessed for the first time, the Search box (or a part of it)
appears highlighted to indicate that this Primo site can be added to the Search box as a search engine.

Users can add the Primo search engine to their browser by clicking the Add Search Provider link from the drop-
down list shown in the following figure.
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Add Primo Site as Search Engine

Users can then place searches to this Primo site from any Web page using the Search box.

Primo Search Added to Search Box

Adding a Reference Link to the Primo Front End

To enable auto-discovery for a Primo view, nest the following <link> element inside the <head> element of the
dynamic_layout.jsp file:

<link rel="search" type="application/opensearchdescription+xml" title="Primo Find
it, Get it!" href="http://<primo_server_address>:<port_number>/<xml_file>">
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A <link> element can be inserted for each Primo view to allow end users to add one or more specific views of
the Primo search engine from the Search box drop-down list.

To avoid multiple links in the Search box drop-down list, you can instead add a <link> element to the
header.html file of each view (or locale). Note that this method does not comply with XHTML syntax.

The <link> element contains the following parameters:

The href parameter contains the path to the customized XML file, which is saved on the server. For more
information, see Adding a Customized OpenSearch XML File to the Server.

In the title parameter, enter the name that should display in the Search Engine drop-down list that is opened
from the Search bar/Instant Search box.

The title in the HTML/JSP file and the short name in the XML file must be identical.

The dynamic_layout.jsp file is stored in the following directory:
/exlibris/primo/p<v>_<n>/ng/primo/home/system/tomcat/search/webapps/
primo_library#libweb/layouts

The header.html files are stored in the following directory:
/exlibris/primo/p<v>_<n>/ng/primo/home/system/tomcat/search/webapps/
primo_library#libweb/static_htmls

Because the dynamic_layout.jsp file may be replaced by a service pack or hot fix, a backup of this file
should always be kept so that the links can be copied and added to the new dynamic_layout.jsp file.

Adding a Customized OpenSearch XML File to the Server

To identify and describe the search engine, you must create an XML file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<OpenSearchDescription xmlns="http://a9.com/-/spec/opensearch/1.1/">

<ShortName>Primo Find it, Get it!</ShortName>
<Description>Primo Open Search</Description>
<Contact>support@exlibrisgroup.com</Contact>
<Url type="text/html" method="get" template="&lt;span class="
screenelement="">http://<primo_server/>:<port/>/primo_library/libweb/action/
dlSearch.do?institution=PRIMO&onCampus=false&query=any,contains,{{searchTerms}}&indx=1&bulkSize=10&dym=true&highlight=true&lang=eng&group=GUEST&displayField=title&displayField=creator&displayField=title&displayField=contributor"></url>
<Image height="16" width="16">http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/favicon.ico</Image>
<Developer> Me </Developer>
<Attribution>Copyright 2008 - Ex Libris</Attribution>
<Syndicationright>open</Syndicationright>
<AdultContent>false</AdultContent>
<Language>en-us</Language>
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<OutputEncoding>UTF-8</OutputEncoding>
<InputEncoding>UTF-8</InputEncoding>

</OpenSearchDescription>
Example OpenSearch XML file

The following elements are either required or most commonly used in the XML file:

ShortName – This element contains the name that displays in the Search box. The name must be identical to
the title of the <link> element of the HTML or JSP file that enables auto-discovery. For more information,
see Adding a Reference Link to the Primo Front End.

Description – This element contains the description of the service.

Contact – This optional element contains the e-mail address of the person to contact for any queries about
the service.

URL – This element contains the search link, which is indicated by the highlighted text in the example. The
search link uses the Brief Search Deep Linking request (dlSearch.do) to perform a brief search on the
specified Primo server and institution. When creating the search link, make sure that you apply the following
rules:

Use &amp; instead of & to separate parameters in the dlSearch.do request.

Replace {{searchTerms}} with your search terms in the dlSearch.do request.

For more information on the Brief Search Deep Linking request, refer to the following page in the Primo
Developer Network:

https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com...eeplinks/brief

Image – This element contains the 16x16 icon that displays next to the name of the search engine in the
Search box. This icon must be smaller than 10 KB and must be stored at a public location, such as the same
location as the XML file.

All other elements can be changed as required.

After you have created the file, it must be stored in the location specified in the <link> element of the HTML or JSP
file that enables auto-discovery. The location of the XML file must be accessible to the public. For example, if you
want to place the file on the Primo server, store the file under the following directory:

/exlibris/primo/p<v/>_<n/>/ng/primo/home/system/thirdparty/openserver/server/
search/deploy/jbossweb-tomcat.sar/ROOT.war
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Real-Time Availability
The Real-Time Availability (RTA) feature allows Primo sites to get real-time availability statuses for physical items
directly from the source system.

To use this feature, Primo requires a program (adaptor) for every source system that ideally has some kind of API
to enable the program to retrieve availability information. Primo provides out-of-the-box support for the following:

Aleph and Voyager – See Configuring RTA for Aleph and Voyager.

III Millennium – See Configuring RTA for III Millennium.

Talis – See Configuring RTA for Talis.

If you are using a source system other than the ones listed above, you can create your own RTA adaptor. For
more information, see Creating Your Own RTA Adaptor.

How RTA Works

Primo uses the source system (control/sourcesystem) and the delivery category of the record to determine if RTA
should be invoked for the record. RTA is invoked only if the delivery category of the record is a physical item or a
microform and RTA is enabled for the source system. The RTA program will update the Library Level Availability
field (display/availlibrary), which is the basis for all availability status displays in the Front End. If RTA fails for
some reason, Primo displays the availability status that is stored in the PNX.

RTA assumes that the records already have the Library Level Availability field, which the publishing pipe
creates.

The RTA Display

Real-Time Availability displays the real-time availability status. When the page is displayed on the screen, the
system displays the current availability statement of all records. The system adds (updating…) to the records
whose availability statement is being checked. The following figure shows RTA updating the links.
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Availability Status in the Brief Record Display

In the full record display, the updating message displays, if necessary, next to the calculated availability status.

Availability Status in Full Record Display

Automatic Screen Update

Users can control the automatic update for RTA and other asynchronous options that are added to Primo using the
Update my screen automatically check box that displays in the footer of every page.
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Users who disabled Javascript or turned off the automatic update must click the Update Availability Status link that
displays at the bottom of the page to receive the updated availability status. Note that any user can click the
Update Availability Status link to update the availability status manually.

Creating Your Own RTA Adaptor

The RTA (Real-Time Availability) plugin is a Java interface that can be used to create your own program for
additional ILS systems. For more information, see the following page in the Developer Network:

https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/primo/integrations/frontend/rta
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Configuring RTA for Aleph and Voyager
Before configuring RTA for Aleph and Voyager, make sure that the source system has been set up to provide
availability information.

Setting Up RTA in Aleph

The Aleph RTA program uses an Aleph X-server service called publish_avail to retrieve the real-time availability
status. This service returns the bibliographic record with expanded holdings and availability information in the AVA
field. (The record format is the same format as the record that is extracted for Primo harvesting.)

The service requires that the Aleph staff user WWW-X be authorized for the bibliographic library that is the Primo
data source (function WWW-X and sub-function=MAIN or ALL/ALL). The WWW-X user should come as default in
all Aleph installations, but if it is not present, it should be created. Note that the password for the WWW-X user must
be www-x.

In order for RTA to work, the publish_avail X-service requires a valid X-server license. If you encounter difficulties,
contact Ex Libris support.

Setting Up RTA in Voyager

To deliver real-time availability statuses, the plug-in needs to find a match between the availability information in
Voyager (usually stored in the 949 field) and the availability information stored in the PNX (the Library Level
Availability field, availlibrary). The settings in the Real-Time Availability mapping table instruct the RTA plug-
in how to map the Primo institution (availlibrary - $$I), Primo library (availlibrary - $$L), and Primo
sub-location (availlibrary - $$1) from the Voyager data elements. The Voyager data elements used in RTA
should be the same as those used by the normalization rules.

For more details on the Voyager API, refer to the Voyager-Primo Integration User's Guide.

Setting Up RTA in Primo for Aleph and Voyager

In order for real-time availability to work, the following configurations must be set in the Back Office:

1. Make sure that the source system has been defined properly for the data source. For more information, see
Defining the Source System.
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2. Select and configure the RTA mapping method for your source system. For more information, see Selecting
and Configuring the RTA Mapping Method.

3. Enable the RTA Adaptor for your source system and mapping method. For more information, see Enabling the
RTA Adaptor.

4. For each institution, define the RTA base_url in the Institution wizard. For more information, see Defining the
RTA Base URL.

5. Use the Views wizard to activate RTA per view and to configure whether RTA should be invoked for both the
brief and full result pages or only the full results page. For more information, see Activating RTA per View.

6. Deploy the changes to the Front End user interface. For more information, see Deploying Your Changes.

Defining the Source System

In order for Primo to use the correct RTA adaptor, you must make sure that the data source definition has the
correct source system (Aleph, Voyager, or III) and that all PNX records from this data source have the control/
sourcesystem field set to the correct source (Aleph, Voyager, or III).

If the source system is not correct, make sure that the correct source system is defined and then re-run
the pipe. Note that you can use the No harvesting - Update Data Source pipe type, which does not
require harvesting from the source system.

In the following example, the source system has been set to Aleph in the PNX record:

<record>
<control>

<sourcerecordid>000250938</sourcerecordid>
<sourceid>Blue_Bay_Aleph</sourceid>
<recordid>Blue_Bay_Aleph000250938</recordid>
<sourceformat>MARC21</sourceformat>
<sourcesystem>Aleph</sourcesystem>

</control>

To define the source system:

1. Click Edit next to the data source on the Data Source List page in the Back Office. The Data Sources page
opens for the data source.
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Data Sources Page

2. Select the correct source (Aleph, Voyager, or III) from the Source system drop-down field.

3. Click Save & Continue.

Selecting and Configuring the RTA Mapping Method

The RTA adaptors allow you to choose from the following methods to map the source system’s locations and
statuses to Primo locations and statuses:

normalization_rules – This method uses the rules specified in the normalization rules to match the institution,
library, and sub-location. It can be used for Aleph, Voyager, and III Millennium.
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mapping_tables – This method uses mapping tables to match the institution, library, and sub-location. It can
be used for Aleph and Voyager. Note that this is a legacy option and should not be used for new RTA
implementations.

To select and configure the RTA mapping method:

1. Select the RTA subsystem from the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > General Configuration page.

RTA Subsystem

2. In the RTA method for mapping data field, select the mapping method (normalization_rules or
mapping_tables) to be used for the RTA adaptors.

If the normalization rules for your source system modify the location information in the display/
availlibrary field, you must use the normalization_rules method.

3. In the RTA timeout field, enter the amount of time in seconds that Primo will wait to receive RTA information.
The default value is 20 seconds.

4. Click Save & Continue.
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5. Depending on the RTA mapping method selected above, update the corresponding table under the Back Office
subsystem on the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables page:

For the normalization_rules method, update the following columns on the Real-Time Availability (using
normalization rules) mapping table:

Real-Time Availability (using normalization rules) Table

Column Description

Enabled Select this box to enable this mapping row.

Source
system

Enter the source system as it appears in the data source and control/sourcesystem
field in the PNX. The valid values are Aleph, Voyager, and III.

For more information, see Defining the Source System.

Mapping
Set Name

Enter the name of the normalization rules set that is used to convert the incoming data
during harvesting.

Data
Source
Code

Enter the code for your data source. If you have multiple data sources for the same
source system:

For Voyager and Aleph, enter a mapping row for each data source.

For III Millennium, select one of the data sources.

Active Y/N Enter Y to activate the RTA program. The default is N.

Description Enter a free text descriptive note.
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Real-Time Availability (using normalization rules) Table

For the mapping_tables method, use the Real-Time Availability mapping table. As mentioned earlier, this
option should not be used for new RTA implementations. For more information on using this option, see
Configuring the Real-Time Availability Mapping Table.

Enabling the RTA Adaptor

The RTA Adaptors mapping table defines which RTA adaptors can be used by Primo. Out of the box, Primo
provides a separate program for each type of mapping method supported by the source system.
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RTA Adaptors Mapping Table

To enable the RTA adaptor:

1. Select the Enable field in the row that contains the adaptor that supports your source system and mapping
method:

Adaptor’s Class Values

Mapping Method Enable this Adaptor

normalization_rules

For Aleph:

com.exlibris.primo.utils.rta.nmrta.AlephRtaAdaptor

For Voyager:

com.exlibris.primo.utils.rta.nmrta.VoyagerRtaAdaptor
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Mapping Method Enable this Adaptor

For III Millennium:

com.exlibris.primo.utils.rta.iii.IIIMillenniumRTAAdaptor

mapping_tables1

For Aleph:

com.exlibris.primo.utils.rta.AlephConcreteConnector

For Voyager:

com.exlibris.primo.utils.rta.voyager.VoyagerConcreteConnector

1 This is a legacy method and should not be used for new RTA adaptor implementations.

2. Click Save.

3. Click Deploy.

Activating RTA per View

The Locations Tile Configuration page in the Views wizard allows you to activate RTA per view and configure
whether RTA should be invoked for both the brief and full results pages or only the full results page. The latter
option has been added in case the API is slow or cannot handle more than one record at a time.

To configure RTA per view:

1. For each view, access the Tiles Configuration page from the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards >
Views Wizard page.

2. From the Tiles Configuration page, select Brief Display from the Page drop-down list. The list of brief display
tiles displays.
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Tiles Configuration - Brief Display

3. Select Edit Tile in the Locations tile row.
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Locations Tile Details Page

4. Select one of the following options in the Real-Time Availability section:

None – This option disables RTA for this view.

Brief and full results – This option enables RTA in both the brief and full results.
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Full results only – This option enables RTA in the full results only.

Defining the RTA Base URL

The Institution wizard allows you to define the base URLs used for delivery. To configure the base URL for real-
time availability, enter the URL of your source system’s RTA service in the RTA field.

For III Millennium customers, use the same base URL that you entered in the ILS field.
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Institution Wizard
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Deploying Your Changes

After you configure RTA for your site, you must apply the changes to the Primo Front End. To apply the changes,
use the Deploy All page in the Primo Back Office to apply the following configurations:

RTA normalization rules

RTA configuration

Views (if not already deployed from the Views wizard)
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Configuring RTA for III Millennium
The III Millennium adaptor is intended for use by customers who either have the III Millennium software installed
on any of their servers or have access to a III Millennium server via a URL. Primo bases its design on the MAJAX
Javascript API that Innovative Interfaces, Inc. provides to Millennium customers to retrieve holding statuses for
user-defined Web pages. For more information on MAJAX, see the http://libx.org/majax/index.html Web site.

How the III Millennium Adaptor Works

The III Millennium adaptor works by capturing availability information from the III Millennium screen that displays
availability. The following is an example of such a call

Example III Millennium Display

The information that III Millennium displays in each column can be configured within III Millennium and may be
different for each Primo customer. The Primo III Millennium adaptor uses only the responses that are returned in
the Location and Status columns to determine the availability status.

In order for the III Millennium adaptor to translate the responses returned from the ILS, the customer must define
the values that may return in the following columns:

Status – Map these values to an RTA status value that Primo understands: Available, Un-Available, and
Check Holdings.
With SP 3.1.1, the Un-Available status will be replaced by a due date if there is one.

Location – Map the locations to a Primo location, which includes the following values:

Institution – as stored in the PNX display/availlibrary field in subfield I ($$I)

Library – as stored in the PNX display/availlibrary field in subfield L ($$L)

Sub-Location – as stored in the PNX display/availlibrary field in subfield 1 ($$1)
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The Primo III Millennium adaptor performs the following actions for every record the system passes to it:

1. Extracts the Millennium record ID.

2. Retrieves the holdings from the III Millennium ILS.

3. For each location returned from the ILS, the adaptor translates the location to the institution/library/sub-location
value in Primo and updates the status if the record holds an availability value for the location defined in Primo.

Setting up RTA in Primo for III Millennium

To configure RTA for III Millennium:

1. Define the statuses in the III Millennium RTA Statuses mapping table. For more information, see Mapping RTA
Statuses.

2. Define the locations in the III Millennium RTA Locations mapping table. For more information, see Mapping
RTA Locations.

3. If you want to display the due date in the search results, see the following sections:

Mapping Due Dates

Displaying Due Dates.

4. Make sure the source system has been defined properly for the data source. For more information, see
Defining the Source System.

5. Make sure that the control/addsrcrecordid field is defined in the normalization rules. For more information,
see Defining the Additional Source Record ID in the PNX.

6. Select the RTA method (use normalization_rules only) and configure the Real-Time Availability (using
normalization rules) mapping table. For more information, see Selecting and Configuring the RTA Mapping
Method.

Because the III Millennium adaptor uses an infrastructure that is common to all RTA adaptors, you are
required to define all of the RTA mapping method parameters even though the system does not use
some of them for mapping.

7. Enable the III adaptor in the RTA Adaptors mapping table. For more information, see Enabling the RTA
Adaptor.
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8. For each institution, define the RTA base_url in the Institution wizard. For more information, see Defining the
RTA Base URL.

9. Use the Views wizard to activate RTA per view and to configure whether RTA should be invoked for both the
brief and full result pages or only the full results page. For more information, see Activating RTA per View.

10. Deploy the changes to the Front End user interface. For more information, see Deploying Your Changes.

Mapping RTA Statuses

The III Millennium RTA Statuses mapping table maps the statuses that display in the III Millennium ILS to the
values that display in the Primo Front End.

Configuring RTA Statuses (III Millennium Statuses)

For each status that displays in the III Millennium response, specify the following fields to create a new mapping
row:

Enabled – Select this field to enable the mapping row.
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Status – Specify a value or regular expression that matches an availability status in the III Millennium
response. The system uses this regular expression to map entries in the response to the statuses specified in
the Code field.

Code – Select the availability status to display in Primo from the drop-down list. The valid availability statuses
are Available, Un-Available, and Check Holdings.
With SP 3.1.1, you can display the due date instead of the Un-Available status. For more information, see
Mapping Due Dates.

Description – This field contains an optional description of the mapping entry.

Mapping Due Dates

In addition to the availability statuses, the III Millennium RTA Statuses mapping table allows you to map the due
date from the III Millennium response so that it can be displayed instead of the Un-Available status in Primo’s
results.

Configuring Due Dates (III Millennium Statuses)

To extract the due date from the III Millennium response, you must create two mapping rows:
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1. A row that uses a regular expression to find responses that contain a due date. This regular expression must
contain two groups that are enclosed with parentheses, such as (DUE) (.*). The first group is used to match the
text label, and the second group is used to extract the date.
For Example:
If the due dates in the III Millennium responses display as follows:

DUE 01-01-2011
You can define the mapping row as follows to find the word DUE (as shown in the first group) and extract the
date (as shown in the second group):

2. A row that indicates the format of the dates displayed in the III Millennium responses. To specify the format,
you must specify a date pattern (such as yyyyMMdd) that uses the following reserved characters:

y – Indicates the year. If the number of pattern letters is two, the year is truncated to two digits. Otherwise, it
is interpreted as a number:

yyyyy – 01991

yyyy – 1991

yy – 91

M – Indicates the month. If the number of pattern letters is three or more, the month is interpreted as text.
Otherwise, it is interpreted as a number:

MMMM – August

MMM – Aug

MM – 08

d – Indicates the day. The number of pattern letters is the minimum number of digits, and shorter numbers
are zero-padded to this amount:

dd – 07

d – 7
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Text in date patterns can be quoted using single quotes (') to prevent them from being interpreted by the
system. All non-reserved characters are simply copied into the output string by the system.
For Example:
If the format of the dates in the III Millennium responses display as follows:

DUE 01-01-2011
You can define this mapping row as follows to specify the format of the date in the second group:

After you have mapped the due date to a code, you can configure how the code displays in the results. For
more information, see Displaying Due Dates.

Mapping RTA Locations

The III Millennium RTA Locations mapping table maps the locations that display in the III Millennium ILS to the
institution, library, and sub-location defined in Primo.

III Millennium RTA Locations Mapping Table
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After making changes to this mapping table, you must also deploy the following options on the Primo
Home > Deploy All page: Adaptors Mapping Tables, RTA Configuration, and RTA Normalization
Rules.

For each location in the III Millennium ILS, specify the following fields to create a new mapping row:

III Millennium Locations

Field Description

Enabled Select this field to enable the mapping row.

Institution Specify the institution defined in Primo.

Library Specify the library defined in Primo.

Sub
Location Specify the sub-location defined in Primo.

Location

Specify a value or regular expression that matches a location defined in the III Millennium ILS.
In the preceding figure, the first mapping row matches locations that contain only the letters
Stack (case-sensitive). The second mapping row matches locations that start with the letters TT
(case-sensitive). If the adaptor finds a match, it maps the III Millennium location to the Primo
location, which includes the Institution, Library, and Sub-Location fields.

If the ILS location contains a special character (such as a parenthesis, dot, or
square bracket), it must be escaped with the backslash character.

Description

This field contains a description of the mapping entry.

The adaptor does not read the mapping table rows in a specific order.

Displaying Due Dates

With SP 3.1.1, Primo allows you to update the codes that are used to format the display of the due dates and
location in the search results.
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Example Search Results in Primo

Before you can display this information in the results, you must map the due dates in the III Millennium
responses. For more information, see Mapping Due Dates.

To configure the codes, update the following code tables:

Calculated Availability Text – The following codes define the format of the due date and location in the Brief
Results:

default.delivery.code.duedate – Due {2}} {1}}

default.delivery.class.duedate – getItRed

default.delivery.gadgetclass.duedate – getItRed
The placeholder {2}} is used for the due date and {1}} is used for the best location.

Getit Tile – The following code defines the format of the due date in the Locations tab:
default.fulldisplay.availabilty.due_date – Due {0}}

The placeholder {0}} is used for the due date.

Defining the Additional Source Record ID in the PNX

In order for Primo to capture the availability information for the matching record on the source system, you must
define the control/addsrcrecordid field in the normalization rules, which can be copied from the control/
sourcerecordid field in the PNX record.

The control/addsrcrecordid field must not contain any extra leading or trailing characters. You can use
transformation routines to remove them.
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In the following PNX example, the control/sourcerecordid field contains a leading period and a trailing x that
need to be removed in the normalization rule for the control/addsrcrecordid field:

<record>
<control>

<sourcerecordid>.b0250938x</sourcerecordid>
<sourceid>BU_III</sourceid>
<recordid>BU_III.b0250938x</recordid>
<addsrcrecordid>b0250938</addsrcrecordid>
<sourceformat>MARC21</sourceformat>
<sourcesystem>III</sourcesystem>

</control>
Example Control Section for a III Millennium PNX Record

To add the control/addsrcrecordid field:

1. On the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > Full Normalization Rule Configuration page, click Edit in
the row that contains your normalization rules set.
The Manage Normalization Rules page opens:
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Manage Normalization Rules Page

2. Select the Display empty PNX fields check box.

3. Click Edit in the row containing the control:addsrcrecordid field.
The Normalization Set Editor page opens:

Normalization Set Editor Page

4. Click Create to add a rule for the control/addsrcrecordid field.
A new rules section opens:
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New Rules Section

5. Configure the rule as follows:

Rule Added to Rules Section

If the contents of the control/sourcerecordid field contains extra leading or trailing characters, you
must add transformation routines to remove them.

6. Click Save.

To apply this change to the PNX records, you must re-run the pipe. You can use the No harvesting -
Update Data Source pipe type to run the pipe without re-harvesting.
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Configuring RTA for Talis
Primo provides an out-of-the-box RTA plug-in for the Talis ILS system, which utilizes the Primo sublocation field
(display/availibrary $$1) when it matches the Primo location with the Talis location.

If you are using a locally-defined plug-in, it is recommended that you use the out-of-the-box adaptor to
display more accurate availability information.

Setting up RTA in Primo for Talis

To configure RTA for Talis:

1. If you are using a locally-defined RTA plug-in for Talis, perform the following changes to disable it.

a. In the Plugins mapping table, disable your locally-defined plug-in.

b. in the Plugin parameters mapping table, disable all of the parameters defined for the plug-in.

2. In the Plugins mapping table, enable the mapping row that contains theTalisRTAPlugin plug-in.

3. In the Plugins Parameter mapping table, configure the following parameters:

IdentifierXPath – The out-of-the-box value is record/control/sourcerecordid.

SourceSystem – The out-of-the-box value is Talis. Change this value to the source system that appears in
the control/sourcesystem field in the PNX records harvested from Talis. Note that this value may be Other.

The following parameters are not added to the mapping table out of the box, but you can add them locally as
needed:

Debug – This parameter adds additional details to the library_server log. The valid values are true
and false (default).

Location – Specify the default location required by the Talis RTA API. The default value is
Main%20Catalogue.
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LibraryCodes – Specify the mapping table that is used to map Talis source library codes to Primo Library
codes. The default value is ILS Library Codes.

Timeout – Specify the connection time-out in milliseconds for Talis RTA requests. The default value is 1000
milliseconds.

KillNonWords – This parameter is used to normalize the location in the Talis response by replacing spaces
with an underscore and stripping all characters except for digits, letters, and underscores. The valid values
are true and false (default).

ToUpper – This parameter is used to normalize the location in the Talis response by converting the location
to uppercase. The valid values are true and false (default).

ToLower – This parameter is used to normalize the location in the Talis response by converting the location
to lowercase. The valid values are true and false (default).

4. Deploy the RTA Configuration option on the Deploy All page.
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Primo Toolbar

This section includes:
Introduction
System Requirements
Installing the Admin Configuration Utility
Creating the Toolbar Installation Packages
Creating the Versions Manifest File
Installing the Primo Toolbar
Using the Toolbar
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Introduction
Primo is a library search application for the discovery and delivery of print and digital information sources, regardless of
format and location. This chapter describes the Primo Search Toolbar, which primarily allows the end user to quickly
perform keyword searches against their Primo server from anywhere on the Web. Note that searches are performed
using the default scope of the Primo view.
The Toolbar can be distributed as an installable Firefox extension and an Internet Explorer add-on for the following
browser versions, respectively:
Firefox 2
Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) 6 and 7
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System Requirements
The following operating systems are supported:
Windows XP (SP2)
Vista
Windows 2000 (SP4)
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Installing the Admin Configuration Utility
The Admin Configuration Utility allows Primo sites to build Primo Toolbar installation packages and maintain version
information. These installation packages contain the files necessary to install the Primo Toolbar on the computers of end
users.

To install the utility:
1Download the latest Primo Toolbar package:
aLog on to the Primo FTP site (ftp.exlibrisgroup.com) using the following logon information:
User ID: primo
Password: V@l!dp

bSelect the Toolbar directory.
cSelect the download file (such as Toolbar1.0.0).
2Run the setup.exe file from the Admin Installation Kit. The Admin Configuration Utility Setup Wizard displays.
Figure 63:

Admin Configuration Utility Setup Wizard
3Click Next to continue.
The Select Installation Folder window displays.
Figure 64:
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Select Installation Folder Window
4Select the destination folder of the utility and click Next.
The Installation Complete window displays.
Figure 65:

Installation Complete Window
5Click Close to exit the installer.
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Creating the Toolbar Installation Packages
The Primo Toolbar Installer Creator Utility uses the PrimoInstallerConfig.xml and PrimoToolbarManifest.xml files to
create installation packages for Firefox and IE. Each browser supports installations for public and private computers.

Public installations do not support user logon, search history, and user preferences.
The installation packages (.zip files) contain the following files:
setup.exe – The main start file that verifies installation prerequisites and loads the installer file.
PrimoFirefoxToolbarInstaller.msi – The Primo Toolbar installation file for Firefox. This file contains the Toolbar installer

and reads the parameters from the configuration files.
PrimoIEToolbarInstaller.msi – The Primo Toolbar installation file for Internet Explorer. This file contains the Toolbar

installer and reads the parameters from the configuration files.
PrimoIEBarSettings.xml – This file contains the Primo Toolbar installation parameters.
PrimoIEToolbarVersionManifest.xml – This file contains the version parameters.

To create the Primo Search Toolbar installation packages:
1Create the versions manifest file. For more information, see Creating the Versions Manifest File.
2Store the new or updated manifest file under the following directory on the Primo server, where <r> indicates the
release in which Primo was initially installed and <x> indicates the instance number of the Primo installation:
/exlibris/primo/p<r>_<x>/ng/primo/home/system/search/conf
3Run the Primo Toolbar Installer Creator Utility from Start > Programs > Primo Toolbar Administration to create the
installation files for all configurations.
Figure 66:

Primo Toolbar Installer Admin Utility
4Fill in the following fields on the Primo Toolbar Installer Admin Utility or click Load to load settings from a
PrimoInstallerConfig.xml file, which was previously created:
Base URL – Specify the URL of the Primo site.
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View Code – Specify the default view of the Primo site.
Primo Button Label – Specify the label for the Primo button on the Toolbar.
Toolbar Icon – Specify the icon to be used for the Toolbar.
User Settings – The User Settings area contains two check boxes that allow you to specify whether the search results

should open in a new window for personal and private installations.
5Click Save to save the settings to the PrimoInstallerConfig.xml file.
The Save As window displays.
Figure 67:

Save As Window for Primo Installer Configuration File
6Select the folder in which to save the file and click Save.
7Click Generate Installation Packages from the Primo Toolbar Installer Admin Utility.
The Select Primo Config File window displays.

Select Primo Config File Window
8Select the PrimoInstallerConfig.xml file that you created in Step 6.
The Select Primo Version Manifest File window displays.
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Figure 68:

Select Primo Version Manifest File Window
9Select the PrimoToolbarManifest.xml file that you created in Step 1.
The Browse for Folder window displays.
Figure 69:

Browse for Folder Window
10Select the folder in which to save the installation packages and click OK.
The Package Generation window displays.
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Package Generation Window
11Click OK.
12From the Primo Toolbar Installer Admin Utility, click Close to exit the utility.
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Creating the Versions Manifest File
The PrimoToolbarManifest.xml file allows you to apply version information to your Primo Toolbar Installation packages to
be used when determining if a user has the latest version of the Toolbar installed. If a later version exists, the user is
prompted to download the new version from the location specified in the Installation Path field.
After an update to the PrimoToolbarManifest.xml file, place the file on the Primo server in the following directory
(fe_conf), where <r> indicates the release in which Primo was initially installed and <x> indicates the instance number
of the Primo installation:
/exlibris/primo/p<r>_<x>/ng/primo/home/system/search/conf

To create the versions manifest file:
1Run the Primo Toolbar Version Manifest Utility from Start > Programs > Primo Toolbar Administration to create the
version manifest file.

Primo Version Manifest Utility Window
2Update the version fields for each type of browser.

To load settings from another manifest file, click Load.
3In the Installation Path field, enter the URL where users can download updates to the Primo Toolbar.
4Click Save to save version information to the PrimoToolbarManifest.xml file.
The Save As window displays.
Figure 70:
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Save As Window for Manifest File

This file is used to create versioning information for user installation packages.
5Select the folder in which to save the file and click Save.
The Version Manifest Complete window displays.
Figure 71:

Version Manifest Complete Window
6Click OK.
7From the Version Manifest Utility window, click Close to exit the utility.
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Installing the Primo Toolbar
The Primo Toolbar provides a separate installation package for each type of browser (FireFox and IE) and configuration
(personal or public).

To install the utility:
1Run the setup.exe file from the installation package that you want to install.
The Primo Search Toolbar Setup Wizard displays.
Figure 72:

Primo Search Toolbar Setup Wizard
2Click Next to continue.
The Primo Search Toolbar Information window displays.
Figure 73:
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Primo Search Toolbar Information Window
3Close all relevant opened browsers and click Next.
The Installation Complete window displays.
Figure 74:

Primo Search Toolbar Installation Complete Window
4Click Close to exit the installer.
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Using the Toolbar
The following figure shows the basic layout of the Primo Toolbar as it would appear on an initial install. It contains the
following components, starting from the left side of the Toolbar:
A customizable logo that redirects users to your Primo site when it is clicked.
A Search box that contains a text area for keyword expressions and a drop-down list, which provides a history of

previous searches when expanded.
The Go button, which is used to start a Primo search after a search term has been typed in the Search box. Note that a

search may also be started by pressing Enter.
The Sign in button, which allows users to log on and log off. This button toggles between the “logon” and “logoff” states.

When logged on, users have access to their personal settings and e-Shelf.
The Options button, which allows users to set personal preferences and switch between Primo views.

Figure 75:

Primo Toolbar Layout
The Primo Toolbar provides the following primary functions:
Primo Keyword Searches
User Logon
Search History
Search Highlighted Text (IE Only)
User Preferences

Primo Keyword Searches
The Search box allows users to enter one or more keywords into the text input field to perform a Primo search. The
results of the Primo search, depending on the user preferences setting, display in the current browser window or a new
browser window. For more information on entering search expressions, see Search History.
To execute a search, enter a keyword and then click the Go button or press enter.

User Logon
The Primo Toolbar search functionality operates in two states:
signed in – performs keyword searches and allows users to access their user-specific information (such as e-Shelf)

within the Primo Front End.
not signed in – performs keyword searches only.

During the sign-in, the authentication system (which uses the PDS SSO system) utilizes the identification cookies, which
are stored in the browser session to validate the user.
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On personal computers, the Toolbar uses the cookies that are stored in the shared browser session (available
for all browser sessions). On public computers, the Toolbar uses session-dependent cookies. In this case, all other or
new browser windows cannot use logon information (session cookie).

Search History
The search history menu contains the last 10 search expressions that a user has entered. Users may display their
history by clicking the drop-down list on the Search box. From this menu, users can choose or modify an expression to
perform a search quickly.
In addition, matching search expressions display in the Search box menu when the user types the first two characters of
a previously typed search expression.
To clear the search history, click the Clear History button at the bottom of the history menu.

This feature is not available on public computers.

Search Highlighted Text (IE Only)
The Primo Toolbar allows users to perform Primo searches on text they highlight in a Web browser. This allows users to
quickly search for keywords that are found in Primo search results or text from any Web site.

This feature is available with IE only.

To perform a search on highlighted text:
1From your Web browser, highlight a keyword in the text.
Figure 76:

Highlighting Text on Web Page
2Right-click the highlighted text to display the Context menu.
Figure 77:
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Displaying Context Menu
3Select Search Primo from the menu to search for the highlighted keyword.

User Preferences
The Primo Toolbar Options window allows you to set the following fields (see the following figure):
The View drop-down list allows you to select a Primo view from which to search.
The Links and search results in new window check box, when selected, indicates that the search results will display in

a new window. Otherwise, the search results will display in the current window.
Figure 78:

Primo Toolbar Options Window
To modify user preferences, click the Options button on the Primo Toolbar.
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Managing Google Sitemaps
Sitemap files allow Web crawling tools (such as Google) to find Primo links that are dynamic (as a result of search
queries) and index them.
After you have created sitemap files for Primo views, you can use the Google Webmaster Tools Website to monitor their
progress within Google. For information on the Primo Sitemap tool and creating the following sitemap files, see the
Primo Back Office Guide:
robots.txt
<view>_site_map_index.xml: The sitemap index file, where <view> indicates the name of the view.
gz files (such as <view>_primo_sitmap_0.xml.gz): The sitemap files, where <view> is the name of the view and 0 is

the number of the sitemap in the index file.
These files are stored in the following directory on the server:
/exlibris/primo/p3_1/ng/primo/home/system/thirdparty/openserver/server/search/deploy/jbossweb-tomcat.sar/ROOT.war

To manage Google sitemaps:
1Use the following URL to access the Google Webmaster Tools Website:
http://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/
2Log on to the Web site.
3If you have not added your Primo site, click Add a site. Otherwise, go to step 7.
Figure 79:

Add Site to Google
4Enter the URL of your Primo site.
Figure 80:
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Enter URL
5Click Continue.
The site is added to your list of sites.
Figure 81:

List of Sites
6Verify your Primo site:
aClick Verify this site.
The Verify Ownership page opens.
Figure 82:

Verify Primo Site Owner
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bSelect either the meta-data option or the upload HTML file option to verify ownership of the Primo site.
cClick Verify to start the verification process.
7From the left pane, click Site Configuration > Sitemaps.
The Sitemaps page opens.
Figure 83:

Google Sitemaps Page
From this page, you can perform the following functions:
Click a filename link in the list to display that sitemaps status and progress.

Figure 84:

Google Sitemap Details Page
Click Submit a sitemap to submit your sitemap index and sitemap files manually.
Click Mine to display the sitemap files you submitted manually.
Click All to display the sitemap files that Google has found.
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Importing User Data from Aleph and MetaLib

This section includes:
Introduction
Importing Aleph e-Shelf Records to Primo
Importing MetaLib e-Shelf Records to Primo
Importing MetaLib QuickSets to Primo
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Introduction
This section describes the scripts used to copy user data from Aleph and MetaLib to Primo.
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Importing Aleph e-Shelf Records to Primo
With Primo 3.0.2 and later releases, you can use the import_eshelf_aleph.sh script to import Aleph e-Shelf records into
Primo.

To import Aleph e-Shelf records to Primo:
1Extract the e-Shelf records from the Aleph server and place the extracted records in a folder that is accessible to the
Primo Back Office server. For more information on extracting e-Shelf data, refer to the Aleph documentation (RC 3191).
2On the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Data Sources page in the Primo Back Office, modify the Aleph
source by entering the bibliographic library code from the Aleph export file in the Original Source Code field. Note that
this original source code can be assigned only to one data source in Primo.
3Log on to the Primo Back Office server.
4Enter the following commands to open the hibernate.cfg.xml file:
be_profile
cd ieshelf
vi hibernate.cfg.xml
5Modify the following lines in the file:

<property name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:oracle:thin:@{hostname of DB
server}:{DB port}:{SID}</property>

<property name="hibernate.connection.username">{oracle login}</property>

<property name="hibernate.connection.password">{oracle
password}</property>

For example:

<property name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:oracle:thin:@il-
primo12:1521:prm2</property>
<property name="hibernate.connection.username">P42_PRM00</property>
<property name="hibernate.connection.password">P42_PRM00</property>

6Save the changes to the file.
7Enter the following command to open the ImportAlephBasket.properties file:
vi ImportAlephBasket.properties
8Add the full path of the Aleph source file to the source_path parameter. If the parameter does not exist, you will need to
add it to the file.
9Save the changes to the file.
10Enter the following commands to open the import_eshelf_aleph.sh file:
be_bin
vi import_eshelf_aleph.sh
11Change the following text:
test/ImportAlephBasket.properties
To:
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${IESHELF_CONF_DIR}/ImportAlephBasket.properties
12Save the changes to the file.
13Enter the following command to import the e-Shelf records:
import_eshelf_aleph.sh &
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Importing MetaLib e-Shelf Records to Primo
With Primo 3.1.2 and later releases, you can use the import_eshelf_metalib.sh script to import MetaLib e-Shelf records
into Primo.

To import MetaLib e-Shelf records to Primo:
1Run the export script in MetaLib.
MetaLib creates two types of files: a list of all exported records and an XML file per record. For more information, see
the MetaLib System Configuration and Administration Guide.
2Transfer all of the files that were exported on the MetaLib server to the Back Office server. The files should be added to
a directory from which the Primo import script can read.
3In the Back Office server, enter the following commands to access the imshelf directory:
be_profile
cd imshelf
4Add the following parameters to the ImportMetalibBasket.properties file.
source_path – The full path of the list of records file.
source_folder – The full path of the folder in which the XML files per record are stored.

If the source folder is the same as the directory that contains the list of records file, it is not necessary to enter
this parameter.
5Enter the following command to open the hibernate.cfg.xml file:
vi hibernate.cfg.xml
6Modify the following lines in the file:

<property name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:oracle:thin:@{hostname of DB
server}:{DB port}:{SID}</property>

<property name="hibernate.connection.username">{oracle login}</property>

<property name="hibernate.connection.password">{oracle
password}</property>

For example:

<property name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:oracle:thin:@il-
primo12:1521:prm2</property>
<property name="hibernate.connection.username">P42_PRM00</property>
<property name="hibernate.connection.password">P42_PRM00</property>

7Enter the following commands to create the backup files for the e-Shelf tables:
be_bin
backup_basket_tables.sh <target directory of backup file>

If you need to restore the backup files, enter the following commands:
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be_bin
restore_basket_tables.sh <target directory of backup file>

This script will check to see that the backup file exists and then request confirmation to continue. Upon confirmation, it
will delete the e-Shelf from the database and then import it from the backup file.
8Enter the following command to perform the import:
be_bin
import_eshelf_metalib.sh
For Windows, enter the following script:
primo_home\system\publish\bin\import_eshelf_metalib.bat
The system will display the log on the screen and save it in the following file:
be_log/publish_server.log
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Importing MetaLib QuickSets to Primo
With Primo version 4.2 and later releases, you can use the import_qs_metalib.sh script to import MetaLib QuickSets to
Primo. This script creates a personal set for all QuickSets in every Primo institution linked to the exported MetaLib
institutions. If a single MetaLib institution is linked to mutliple Primo institutions, a set will be created for each.
It is possible to run the export/import multiple times. The script only adds new databases, and will not override existing
sets.

To import MetaLib QuickSets to Primo:
1Run the export script in MetaLib.
For more information, see the MetaLib System Configuration and Administration Guide.
2If the tar files have not been copied from the MetaLib server, FTP all of the files that were exported on the MetaLib
server to the Primo Back Office server. The files should be added to a directory that the Primo import script can read.
3On the Back Office server, enter the following commands to access the mquicksets directory:
be_profile
cd mquicksets
4Add the following parameter to the ImportMetalibBasket.properties file.
source_path – The full path of the qs_exports directory.

For example:

source_path=/exlibris/primo/p4_3/primom/qs_export

5Enter the following command to open the hibernate.cfg.xml file:
vi hibernate.cfg.xml
6Modify the following lines in the file:

<property name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:oracle:thin:@{hostname of DB
server}:{DB port}:{SID}</property>

<property name="hibernate.connection.username">{oracle login}</property>

<property name="hibernate.connection.password">{oracle
password}</property>

For example:

<property name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:oracle:thin:@il-
primo12:1521:prm2</property>
<property name="hibernate.connection.username">P42_PRM00</property>
<property name="hibernate.connection.password">P42_PRM00</property>

7Save the changes to the file.
8Enter the following commands to perform the import:
be_bin
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import_qs_metalib.sh
By default, the script’s output displays on the screen. It is possible to redirect the output to an output file by using the
following command:
import_qs_metalib.sh > output.txt &]]
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Configuring the Real-Time Availability Mapping Table

This section includes:
Introduction
Aleph Configuration
Voyager Configuration
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Introduction
The Real-Time Availability mapping table (see Real-Time Availability Mapping Table) allows you to configure how your
source system’s locations and statuses are mapped to Primo locations and statuses when using the mapping_tables
RTA mapping method as described in Selecting and Configuring the RTA Mapping Method.

The mapping_tables method is a legacy option and should not be used for new RTA adaptor implementations.
This section describes how to configure the mapping_tables method for Aleph and Voyager.
Figure 85:

Real-Time Availability Mapping Table
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Aleph Configuration
Use the following table to configure the fields for the mapping_tables method:

Real-Time Availability Mapping Table (Aleph)
Parameter Description

Enabled Select this box to enable this mapping row.

Parameter 1 (Institution) This column defines the mapping for the field/subfield
that the RTA program should use to find a match for
the Primo institution in the Library Level Availability
field, which will be updated by the RTA program. The
default mapping is subfield a, which means that the
institution is based on subfield a of the AVA field –
that is, the ADM library. Make sure that this mapping
is correct for your institution.

Parameter 2 (Library) This column defines the mapping for the field/subfield
that the RTA program should use to find a match for
the Primo library in the Library Level Availability field,
which will be updated by the RTA program. The
default mapping is subfield b, which means that the
library is based on subfield b of the AVA field – that
is, the Aleph sub-library. Make sure that this mapping
is correct for your institution.

Parameter 3 (Sub-
location)

This column defines the mapping for the field/subfield
that the RTA program should use to find a match for
the Primo sub-location in the Library Level
Availability field, which will be updated by the RTA
program. The default mapping is subfield c, which
means that the sub-location is subfield c of the AVA
field – that is, the Aleph location.

Parameter 4 This column is not in use.

Active Set this field to Y to activate RTA for Aleph.
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Voyager Configuration
Use the following table to configure the fields for the mapping_tables method:

Real-Time Availability Mapping Table (Voyager)
Parameter Description

Enabled Select this box to enable this mapping row.

Parameter 1 This field defines the mapping to the Primo
institution. The default mapping is subfield a, which
means that the institution is based on subfield a of
Voyager field availability field. Subfield a is defined in
the Voyager extract. If your normalization rules use a
different subfield, the default should be changed. It is
possible to enter multiple subfields by entering them
without a space (for example, ab for subfield a and
b).

The RTA program automatically uses the ILS
Institution Codes mapping table to map the content
of the Voyager subfield. If you do not use this
mapping table in your normalization rules, consult Ex
Libris support.

Parameter 2 This field defines the mapping to the Primo library.
The default is subfield b, which is the Voyager
owning library. If your normalization rules use a
different subfield, the default should be changed. It is
possible to enter multiple subfields by entering them
without a space (such as ab for subfield a and b.

The RTA program automatically uses the ILS
Library Codes mapping table to map the content of
the Voyager subfield. If you do not use this mapping
table in your normalization rules, consult Ex Libris
support.

Parameter 3 This field defines the mapping to the Primo sub-
location. The default is subfield c, which is the
Voyager location name. If your normalization rules
use a different subfield, the default should be
changed. It is possible to enter multiple subfields by
entering them without a space (such as ab for
subfield a and b). If you use a mapping table in the
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normalization rules, it is possible to define it after the
subfields using a comma. For example:
a,ILS Location codes

Parameter 4 This field defines the field in the Voyager record that
contains the availability information (as defined in the
Voyager extract for Primo). The default value is 949.

Active Set this field to Y to activate RTA for Voyager.
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Edit Institution Page (Part 1 of 3)
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Edit Institution Page (Part 2 of 3)

Edit Institution Page (Part 3 of 3)
3 Include the following fields for each institution:
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Institution Attribute Details
Field Name Description

Institution Code Enter the Primo institution ID code.

Primo Institution Name Enter the name of the institution.

Source ILS Institution
Codes

Enter the ILS data source codes that are mapped to the Primo institution code.

RTA URL If you are using real-time availability, enter the base URL for accessing the institution’s
delivery system.

ILS Enter the base URL for accessing the institution’s delivery system.

4 On the same page, use the following fields to create a library for each Voyager owning library or for each Voyager
location code:

Add Library Details
Field Name Description

Primo Library Code Enter the Primo library code.

Source ILS Library codes Enter the ILS data source codes that are mapped to the library code. This mapping is
used by the normalization rules. If there are several codes that need to be mapped to
the same library, separate the codes with commas.

Primo Library Name Enter the name of the library.

Language By default, the Libraries section of this page displays only the en_US language
translations for each library. To view translations for another language, select a
language from the Language drop-down list at the top of the column.

5 Click Save & Continue to save your changes to the institution.
6 Use the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Pipe Configuration Wizard > Data Sources Configuration >
Data Sources page to add a data source for each Voyager institution.
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Data Sources Page
7 Click Edit next to each data source to display the Edit Data Sources page.
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Edit Data Sources Page
8 Make sure the following fields are included for each data source:

Data Source Fields
Field Name Description

Source name Enter the name of the data source.

Source code Enter the data source code, which is used as a prefix in the Primo record ID.

Source format Enter the format of the source data (MARC21).

Source system Enter the source’s data system (Voyager).

Institution Enter the institution to which the data source belongs.

Original Source Code Enter the Institution ID that is defined in the PrimoExp*.ini files on the Voyager server.

This field is required only if you decide to use option A to modify the
normalization rules (see the following step).
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9 From the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > Pipe Configuration Wizard > Normalization Rules
Configuration > Manage Normalization Rules page, use one of the following options to update the normalization rules for
Voyager:
Option A – Uses the value specified in the Original Source Code field of the Data Source. Add the rules specified in the

following table:

Voyager Normalization Rule Changes - Option A
PNX Field Create Rules

control:
sourcedbandrecordid

1 Source: PNX control/originalsourceid
Transformations: Copy As Is
Action: ADD
2 Source: PNX control/sourcerecordid
Transformation: Copy As Is
Action: Merge | None None

links:linktorequest 1 Source: Constant $$Tvoyager_ub$$DRequest this item in UB
Transformation: Copy As Is
Disable
2 Source: Constant $$Tvoyager_ub_rta$$DRequest this item in UB
Transformation: Copy As Is
Enable

Option B – Uses the 949 subfield a field from the source record. Add the rules specified in the following table:

Voyager Normalization Rule Changes - Option B
PNX Field Create Rules

control:
sourcedbandrecordid

1) Source: MARC 949 Include a
Transformations: Copy As Is
Action: OR
2) Source: PNX control/sourcerecordid
Transformation: Copy As Is
Transformation: Add to end of string |
Action: Merge None None

links:linktorequest Add the following rule, but do not enable it if you are using real-time availability:
1 Source: Constant $$Tvoyager_ub$$DRequest this item in UB
Transformation: Copy As Is

If you enable this rule, make sure that you enable the voyager_ub mapping row in
the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables > Delivery > Templates
mapping table.
Add the following rule, but enable it only if you are using real-time availability:
2 Source: Constant $$Tvoyager_ub_rta$$DRequest this item in UB
Transformation: Copy As Is

If you enable this rule, make sure that you enable the voyager_ub_rta mapping
row in the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables > Delivery >
Templates mapping table.

10 Use the Primo Home > Monitor Primo Status > Pipe Monitoring > Define Pipe page to define pipes for each Voyager
institution.
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11 In the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables > Delivery > GetIT! Link 1 Configuration mapping
table, change the Link Field in PNX field to linktorequest for all rows that have the Delivery Category Code field set to
Physical Item or Microform.
12 In the Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All Mapping Tables > Delivery > Templates mapping table, specify
the IP address and port of the PUC database in the following codes:
my_library_card_voyager: http:/<PUC_IP>:<PORT>/vprimo/getMyAccount?pds_handle={{pds_handle}}
voyager_backlink: http:/<PUC_IP>:<PORT>/vprimo/getHoldings?

bibId={{control/sourcerecordid}}&pds_handle={{pds_handle}}
If you are using real-time availability, enable the following mapping row:
voyager_ub_rta: http:/<PUC_IP>:<PORT>/vprimo/getHoldings?bibId={{[control/sourcedbandrecordid:avail]}}
&unavailablebibID={{[control/sourcedbandrecordid:
unavail]}}&pds_handle={{pds_handle}}
If you are not using real-time availability, enable the following mapping row:
voyager_ub: http:/<PUC_IP>:<PORT>/vprimo/getHoldings?bibId=
{{[control/sourcedbandrecordid]}}&pds_handle=
{{pds_handle}}
13 Use the Primo Home > Ongoing Configuration Wizards > PDS Configuration Wizard page to configure PDS for each
Voyager institution.
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